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—News In Brief
Voyager 2 zeros in on Uranus;
reaches 'crescendo of discovery'
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) - Vgyager 2 raced toward "the
crescendo of discovery" today as its 8%-year journey to the outer
reaches of the solarsystera carried:it ever clOser.to.the stormy
cloud tops of Uranus, the farthest planet ever visited by a
spacecraft.
Voyager's sweep about 50,600 miles from the seventh planet,
With the closest approach scheduled at nine seconds before 9:59
a.m.today, was'being hailed as the latest milestone since the probe was launched Aug. 20, 1977.
It explored Jupiter in 1979 and Saturn in 1981. If all goes according to plans, its next planetary encounter will be with Neptune in
1989.
_
- "We've been waiting 4% years for this," said Ed Stone,
Voyager project scientist at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Which runs America's unmanned space exploration program for
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. "We're
'
quite excited.' WS the crescendo of dfscovery-.
The itinerary for Voyager's grand tour of the solar system's
third-largest planet included:
-More than 80 snapshots, including a picture of moon 1985U1,
the first of nine tiny moons discovered by Voyager. -A 20,000-mile flyby of Miranda, the smallest and innermost of
Uranus' five dark, larger moons, all discovered through Earth
telescopes.
-More distant encounters with the other four large moons Ariel, Umbriel, Titania and Oberon.
-A passage through the flat plane in which nine, skinny, ,
charcoal-black rings orbit the planet.
-Studies of the structure of the charcoal-blaciwings as they
come between Voyager and light from a distant star.
-A search for more "shepherd moons," whose gravitational
forces herd the planet's rings into their narrow shapes. Two of
the nine moons discovered by Voyager are shepherd moons.
Much of the data collected by the probe will be transmitied during the next few days because transmissions will be blocked during the .82-minute period when Uranus is between Earth and
Voyager 2.

Council OK's participation in grant
By KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
A two-part recommendation
from the Public Works Committee, concerning the city's participation in a matching grant
for the industrial park, drew
some .harsh criticisms from
council members during last
night's city council meeting due
to the lack of participation in the
grant by the Calloway Fiscal
Court.
The recommendation.
presented by Dr. C.C. Lowry,
was approved by a 10-2 vote and
authorized the Murray Natural
Gas System to make a $50,000
payment to the Economic
Development Corporation to be
used as grant match funds for
extension of utilities to the industrial park site located north
of the.city off U.S. 641, with additional authorization for the Murray Water and Sewer System to
make a $25,000 payment to the
EDC to be used for the same
purpose.
Opposing the two-part recommendation were council
members John Ed Scott and
Steve Sammons.
"The county (fiscal court) has

should participate .in the in the project.
"I think it's time to acquaint
"mutually beneficial project."
Other council members voiced- the public that the county is not
similar opinions, but voted in 'participating in projects that
favor of the city's partidipation are beneficial to the city and
county," said council member
Howard Koenen.
The controversy stems from
notification on Sept. 4, 1985 by
the U.S. Department of Commerce of a $390,000 grant for the
installation of utilities to the
Murray-Calloway County Industridl Park. One of The Conditions of the grant was that the
community would provide a 40
percent match in funds' in the
amount of $260,000- resulting in a
total construction Package of
$650.000, according to Dr,
LoWry:
Council member Bill. Cherry,
concerned about lack'of progress on the park due to the controversy. suggested a meeting
between the city council and the
fiscal court to resolve the lack of
participation in the grant by the
Council members Steve Sammons (left) and John Ed Scott
fiscal court. The motion receivrediew a two-part proposal presented to last night's city council
ed unanimous approval by the
meeting by Dr. C.C. Lowry. Both council members voted against
council: and a time for the
participating in the recommended project, which was intended
meeting is scheduled to be anas a joint commitment between the city and the county to fulfill
nounced at a later date.
the local match of a $650,000 project to install utilities to the
Murray-Calloway County Industrial Park.
(Cont'd on page 2)

failed on-their part of the donation...it seems they should have
some burden- -of the contribution," said Sammons-- ai he explained that the fiscal court

TVA bill would benefit local Id:wools, court

Elsewhere...
the Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Two U.S. aircraft carriers steamed
southward today toward Libya with their jet fighters prepared to
demonstrate American resolve to operate in the area.
MANILA,Philippines - President Ferdinand E. Marcos says
he will ignore !'crazy individuals" who ask him about U.S. Army
records that say Marcos' claims of leading guerrillas against the
Japanese in World War II are fraudulent and absurd.
WASHINGTON - Members of Congress, mindful of White
House resistance to earlier efforts to outlaw asbestos, say they
will be watching closely as the Environmental Protection Agency
walks the bureaucratic path toward a complete ban on products ,
containing the deadly substance.
WASHINGTON - Harry N. Walters is leaving as head of the
Veterans Administration as the agency faces a period of reducing
many benefits to the nation's 30 million military veterans.
WASHINGTON - Senate Democratic Leader Robert Byrd
wants Mikhail,Gorbachev to become the first Soviet leader ever
invited to address a joint session of Congress.
WASHINGTON - Despite hints from Mikhail Gorbachev at
last November's superpower summit, there is no evidence the
Soviet Union intends to withdraw its 118,000 troops from
Afga.nistan, U.S. officials have concluded.
WASHINGTON - Americans living from paycheck to
paycheck could get at their money faster to pay for mortgages,
food and other everyday expenses under a new House-passed bill
that limits the time banks can hang onto checks before allowing
customers to use the cash.
WASHINGTON - The Army intentionally avoided doing any
serious damage to the Bradley fighting vehicle in the latest round
of tests of the controversial weapon, according to a Pentagon
report.
ldEW YORK -Coca-Cola USA's introduction of anew line of
juice-added soft drinks illustrates the increasing importance of
giving consumers more than the promise of-good taste from their
soda pop.
CLEVELAND - What's the first thing you think of when someone says "Cleveland?" If you happened to say "rock 'n' roll"
you've got the same beat as thousands of people in this city.
NEW YORK - It's not who wins or loses, it's who remembers
our name. That's the credo of advertisers who have paid $550,000
for the privilege of occupying 30 seconds of the nation's attention
in NBC's Super Bowl broadcast.
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to call 733-1916 between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Offke Hours p.m. Monday thru Friday, •
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

Mostly cloudy tonight with
a 40 percent chance of. rain
after midnight. Low in the upper 30s. Sett4-heast wind
around 10 mph..
• Rain likely rain Saturday,
possibly changing to snow in
the. afternoon. High in the
lower 40s. Southwest wind 10
to 15 mph becoming northwest in the afternoon.
• Precipitation chances 110
percent

Kentucky Lake
Barkley 1;ake

354.5
354.6

A bill in the Senate would
almost double the Tenness&
- Valley Authority in-lieu-of tax
payments to Calloway County
schools and the county fiscal
court.
If the bill is passed, the allocations for Calloway County
schools would increase from
$70,000 to $148,000. The allocation for the fiscal court would increase from $31,200 to $66,700.
Murray City Schools would also
experience an increase from
about $5,000 to around $10,000,
according to Sheila Shaw

finance officer of the city school Schools. it also helps to keep
school taxes down. Bohannan
systeni.
said
Local school districts and
TVA makes annual payments
governments in all the TVA
counties, with the exception
to the state of approximately
Muhlenberg County, have had '$12.5 million to cover the cost of
providing services for which
drastic cuts in TVA payments
since 1983.
others pay property tax.
Thirty percent of these funds
"Naturally, I'm for it," Judge
are kept by the state and the rest.
Executive George W'eaks said.
"It (the monies aTtainly
is distributed. to local governhelps the board to...do other
ments based on the depreciated
value of TVA property and the
things they wouldn't normally
be _able to do,- said Johnny
local tax rate,.
Muhlenberg County has
Bohannon, assistant superintendent of the Calloway County
received a large proportion of

Legality of
giveaway to
Toyota is
challenged
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Kentucky's promise to provide
1,600-acres free of charge to the
Toyota Motor Corp. in Scott
County may violate a constitutional prohibition against land
giveaways, the attorney general
and other lawyers say.
The proposed deal was part of
the Collins administration's $125
million package of incentives to
lure the Japanese car maker to
build an $800 million assembly
plant near Georgetown.
The Courier-Journal reported
in a copyright story today that a
top administration official said
the giv.eaway... issue had been
raised early in negotiations with
Toyota and had been deemed
constitutional.
"We have advice from competent counsel that it can be done,Cabinet Secretary Larry Hayes
said.
Attorney General David Armstrong, however, told the
newspaper that "Section 177 (of
the state constitution) says they
(the state) cannot give away
property."
And Joe Leary, a Frankfort
lawyer and constitutional
authority, added: "You cannot
give away state property,
'period. I don't care if you're
talking abdut sausages and
hams, you can't do it."
Commerce Secretary Carroll
Knicely said the land giveaway
was one of two options offered
-i91Y.11 a
Tease-Option-Thal wour1115*'Me
state to retain title to the land
while giving the company a
long-term lease.

these funds because of construction of pollution abatement
equipment.
VVeaks said the Department of
Revenue took the funds, cut the
allocations to the fiscal courts
and the schools and,"sent it all
to Muhlenberg." Weaks added,
"The schools lost even more.
They,just crucified" McCracken
and Marshall counties.
Payments to McCracken
County school system which was _
the hardest hit dropped from
(Cont'd on page 2)

Group seeks
charge on
Saturn plant
WASHINGTON (AP - An attorney for the National Right to
Work Committee says the Nattonal Labor Relations Board
has given no response how its
special counsel might rule on unfair labor practice charges
against General Motors Corp.
and United Auto Workers union
officials over a new GM plant in
Tennessee.
Discussions with NLRB
Special Counsel Rosemary M.
Collyer Thursday focused on
technical labor law issues. said
Rossie Alston. an attorney for
the committee However, he said, "Every day
that passes more or less stamps
approval on the thing." ,
The committee, an cniganization opposed to compulsory
union membership, reiterated.
before Mrs. Collyer its earlier
claim that GM's recognition of
the UAW as bargaining agent
for the new Saturn auto plant to
be built at 'Spring H111; Term..
violates the National Labor
Relations Act.
The group filed Ii formal complaint last August in Detroit
charging that the Saturn "peehire" agreement forces prospective\ employees to accept the
UAW as their exclusive bargaining agent without a representation vote at the plant.
The agreement 'provides that
AW members will be the
A mechanical likeness of Chicago Bears defensive tackle William
"ThemgefrfgerOACE.etr.):4911A-PlikCPAIA.1_4wAtbistAmeltx... krinlary source for recruitint
Lenciki. a --4a.'"Irtliri'ottirkalirterirelfriPTUN
front yard on iiihhi -gitiie-recieuTliae ram
. s night by
at the $3.5 billion plant, which is
friend of theirs originally from Chicago whZhow lives in NItirra .
scheduled to begin production in
David Fitch and Paul Robertson assisted Lencki in the eonstrtie19 or 1989.
tion of the Super Bowl tribute to the biggest Bear.

A Super Bowl surprise

•
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Joint session for U.S.
and Soviet chiefs urged

Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev.
with the project slated to begin
on July 1.
The council unanimously approved the second reading of an
ordinance which would rezone a
2.5 acre tract of land off U.S. 641
North from AG ( Agriculture ) to
B-2 (Highway Business). The
property is owned by Thanos
Karvounis and is the proposed
site of the Quality Inn.
Council member L.D. Miller
presented the council with a
nine-page general fund budget
report outlining each, of the
city's departments and their expenditures for the six month
period ending Dec. 31, 1985.

Council...
(Cont'd from page I)
In other action, the council
unanimously approved a third
recommendation from the
Public Works Committee to accept a $4,109 quote from Adams
Construction Company to
renovate the City Hall Building
to assure accessibility--by the
handicapped. The proposal will
be forwarded to the Office of
Revenue Sharing for its review,

or sterile rhetoric," Byrd said in
a Senate speech Thursday.
Byrd wants Gorbachev and
Reagan to address Congress at
the conclusion of their second
summit meeting, which has
been tentatively planned for
later this year. The two leaders
met in Geneva in November and
agreed to meet again in the
United States this year and in
the Soviet Union next year.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Senate Democratic Leader
Robert Byrd wants Mikhail Gorbachev to become the first
Soviet leader ever invited to address a joint session of
Congress.
The White House, however,
wants to know more details
about Gorbachev's next session
with President Reagan before
going along with the idea.
"It has been a long-standing
practice to recognize foreign
leaders in this respect, and I feel
it would enhance the development of meaningful communication between the United States
and the Soviet Union after years

Under Byrd's proposal, the invitation to Gorbachev would
have a hook in it. The Soviets
would have to agree to carry
Reagan's speech on prime time
television.

Park service releases plans to include
'Trail of Tears' into historic system
The National Park Service
may be ready by late summer to
present a plan to Congress to incorporate the "Trail of Tears"
from Murphy, N.C., to Tahlequah, Okla., into the national
historic trail system, a park service spokesman says.
The proposed trail is based on
the land and water routes used
by the Cherokee Nation when
the the government forced the
Indians to leave their homes in
North Carolina, Georgia,

Alabama and Tennessee in the
1830s and move to what is now
Oklahoma.
Park Service spokesman
Doug Faris told a public hearing
In Fort Smith, Ark., on Tuesday
that if Congress approves the
idea, work on the project could
begin within two years.
In addition to Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Georgia, Alabama,
North Carolina and Tennessee,
the trail passed through Kentucky, Illinois and Missouri.

Clarification.

TVA...

In an accident report from the
Murray Police Department in
the Wednesday edition, the
report should have stated that a
pedestrian, Jessie Simmons, ran
across the street behind a bus
prior to being struck by a vehicle, but did not just exit that bus,
according information provided
by the police department.

Open Daily

(Cont'd from page 1)
$1.53 million in 1983 to $887,000
last year. At the same time
payments to Muhlenberg County
schools increased from $2.1
million to $4.3 million.
Senate Bill 142 which was in-

troduced by Sen. Helen Garrett
of Paducah proposes that pollution abatement equipment not
be used in determining the value
of land in a county. The bill also
proposed that the funds be
distributed based on the original
value of the property and equipment instead of the depreciated
value.

The bill has the support of
every local school district and
government in the TVA counties
with the exception of
MuhlOnberg County, Garrett
said.
It was immediately approve,d
by the Senate Counties and
Special Districts Committee
after being introduced Tuesday.
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Scholarship legislation may loosen
students to "make a dent in the
appropriated money," said Sen.
Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana.
To improve _the state's
chances of dispensing the
money, Sen. Nelson Allen, DGreenup, is sponsoring Senate
Bill 44, which would expand the
program to the top 35 percent of
a graduating class.
Allen said Thursday the
change is necessary because
some Kentucky school districts
already have a severe teacher
shortage, and the crisis may
spread statewide in the next
three years. The scholarships
might attract good candidates to
the field, he said.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
What if they offered college
scholarships and. nobody
applied?
That's almost what happened
when the state set aside up to
$5,000 a year for each of the top
100 high school seniors who
wanted to study teacher education. To qualify, students had to
be in the top 10 percent of their
class.
Upon graduation, the recipients would be required to
teach one year In Kentucky for
every year they were on
scholarship.
But when applications for the
fall 1986 college term were
counted, there weren't enough

some negative comments from
two members of the committee,
who said they were concerned
that allowing inmates to work
outside the walls of the prison
could take jobs away from lawabiding citizens.
The constitution currently
prohibits prisoners from working outside institution walls on
anything but public projects,
such as cleaning along roadways or maintenance work in
public buildings.

Organ-donor bill one step closer
"What we are prescribing in
this bill can be done (voluntarily
by hospitals), but it is not being
done."
The bill would require each
hospital, as a condition of licensure, to set a formal procedure
by which its administrator
would notify' the regional organprocurement agency when a
donation seemed possible.
Hospital officials and local
authorities also would be required to make a good-faith effort to determine whether a victim had previously consented to
organ donation.

Felony threshold bill approved

- 24 Oz."-25 Oz.•

4.97

tucky, said he is "very close" to
having the 60 votes necessary to
get the measure passed by the
House.
Donnermeyer has introduced
two different bills that would lift
the constitutional restrictions on
a lottery, but has settled on one
of them.
The chosen measure would
simply removed the prohibitions, leaving it up to the
legislature to determine what
kind of games are allowed.
Donnermeyer's other bill
would have lifted the restriction
only for an annual sweepstakes,
based probably on the Kentucky
Derby.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The fate of a state-sanctioned
lottery is still anybody's bet in
the Kentucky General
Assembly, says state Rep. Bill
Donnermeyer.
Donnermeyer considered asking that the lottery amendment
be voted on Thursday in the
House State Government Committee, but decided against it.
Donnermeyer said he believes
he has enough votes to get the
measure approved by the committee, but could not get all
those members in the room at
the same time.
The northern Kentucky
Democrat, who has long been a
proponent of a lottery in Ken-

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Rep. Tom Burch, who for 12
years has crusaded for more
donations of organs suitable for
transplants, drew a step closer
to a major goal when the House
passed a bill to make hospitals
more active in organ
procurement.
Burch, D-Louisville, said
enactment of the bill would bring hope to countless desperately ill Kentuckians.
"The current system is not
working well," Burch said.
'Kentuckians are waiting
longer and some are dying while
waiting for organ transplants.

Sale Price. Dove liquid
dish detergent leaves
your dishes sparkling
clean And, it leaves
your skin feeling soft.
32-fl.-oz. size.
LIMO

Lottery-bill sponsor delays vote

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
With prisons bulging at the
seams. Kentucky legislators are
considering changes in the state
constitution to ease the pressure
on facilities.
The House State Government
Committee on Thursday passed
a proposed amendment that
would allow work-release of
prisoners and clarify the legality of contracting with private
firms to operate prisons for the
state.
The work-release section drew

stpulafror,
Rebate lortylea to rnt, s

Pkgs.
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The victim-restitution provision was promoted by the Kentucky Retail Federation Restaurant Association. It
substantially altered the
original version of the bill, but
the association's director, Mack
Morgan, said his membership
could not otherwise support raising the cutoff between misdemeanors and felonies.
"They couldn't conceive why.
anyone would want to give a
cost-of -living increase to
thieves," said Morgan, one of
the state's best-known lobbyists.

FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP ) — A
bill to raise Kentucky's $100
felony threshold to $300 was approved by a House committee
today, with a section to allow
theft victims to demand repayment plus a penalty in lieu of
pressing charges.
House Bill 71, which goes to
the full House, inspired nearly
an hour of debate by the House
Judiciary-Criminal Committee
and ultimately was opposed by
committee Chairman Dottie
Priddy, one of its original
sponsors.
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PERSPECTIVE

!Army Ledger 81 Times
by mike royko

royko says

Khadafy's
threadbare excuse
It is too late for Moammar
Khadafy to use the excuse
that the United States is forcing Libya toward communism. That excuse already has
been worn out by Fidel Castro
and the Nicaraguan Sandinistas.
The allegation that U.S
blunders forced Cuba and Nicaragua into communism refuses to die in some circles.
One reason might be that Castro and the Nicaraguan Sandinistas portray themselves as
democratic patriots who
turned reluctantly to Moscow
only as a result of U.S. hostility -after they came to power.
Otherwise, Castro and Nicaraguan President Daniel
Ortega might have had a difficult time explaining to their
people how a revolution that
started out as a fight for freedom ended in more repression.
The charge that the _United
States is to blame is leftist
gibberish. Both Castro and
Ortega had the education and
experience to know the implications of an alliance with the

Latest craze is getting
un-Bear-ahle

Soviet Union as opposed to the
implications of an alliance
with the United States. No
lover of freedom becomes a
Marxist simply to spite the
United States, as Khadafy suggested was the case with Castro.
Khadafy said cooperation
between Libya and the Soviet
Union might increase if what
he termed "the American
threat" continues. Furthermore, he said, it is possible
that Libya could become a
Communist nation.
Khadafy and the Soviet
Union have been doing business for years. Khadafy, like
Castro and Ortega, has been
around long enough to know
the implications of what he is
saying.
If he wants to make Libya a
Communist nation, he undoubtedly will pursue the goal
regardless of what policy is
being followed by the. U.S.
government. But the excuse
that the United States is pushing Libya in that direction is
too threadbare to be taken seriously.

While I was waiting in the line
for Mr. Toad's Wild Ride in the
Fantasyland section of Disney
World, I noticed that the woman
ahead of me was wearing a
sweat shirt with the entire Bear
roster printed on the back.
When I asked her if she was
from Chicago, she drawled:
"No, I'm from Memphis, but I
just love the Bears. That
Refrigerator is s0000 cute."
Cute as a bug, I said. She asked where I was from, and when I
told her, she excitedly asked:
"Oh, tell me, is that just a gap
or is Fridge missing one of his
front teeth?"
I confessed that I had never
been privileged to peer into
William Perry's mouth, so I
couldn't say for sure.
She gushed on. "And that
McMahon. He is such a baaaad
boy. He reminds me of my
oldest, Bobby here." She patted
the head of Bobby, a gawky lad
with glazed eyes and a runny
nose. "Bobby's always up to
mischief with his bicycle."
Yes, I told her, it was a
remarkable likeness.
Before she could tell me that
her other child. who looked like
a biter, reminded her of Gary,
Fencik, the line ended and we
parted. She waved and said:
"Stick with the Monsters of the
Midwest."
Then there was the fishing
guide down near the
Everglades.
There are only two things I
want to discuss with a Florida
fishing guide during the hours
we share a small boat. One is
fish and the other is dope
smuggling.
The fish weren't biting. And he
said: "Yeah, once I turned down
$30,000 to make three marijuana
runs one night. More, money
than I ever saw in my life, but I
got into guiding because I don't
like inside work, and there's
nothing more inside than a
prison laundry, so I chickened
oket.4' Theh, knowing I was fitrri
Chicago, he said: "Why'd they
call it the '46 defense'?"
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Twenty years ago
Airman John W. Grogan, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J.I. Grogan, is
in training as aircraft
maintenance , specialist at
Chanute Air Force Base, San
Antonio, Texas.
Chief Boatswain's Mate Gorman D. Brown, USN, son of Mr.
and Mrs. A.C. Brown, Rt. 1,
Hazel, is serving aboard
Destroyer USS Hammer now at
San Diego, Calif.
Calloway County High School
and the six elementary centers
at Almo, Faxon, Hazel. Kirksey,
Lynn Grove and New Concord
are closed today because of the
icy slick roads.
Thirty years ago
Burl St. Clair, president of
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, will speak at an annual
meeting of Calloway County
Farm Bureau on Jan. 28 at
Calloway County Courthouse,
according to B.W. Edmonds,
Calloway president.
Mr. and Mrs. A.T. Waldrop
will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Jan. 29 at their
home. 1603 Ryan Ave., Murray.
Calloway County Mothers'
March for the Polio Fund Drive
will be on Jan. 31.
Mrs. Forrest Pogue. art
teacher at Murray Training
School, spoke about "When Your
Child Draws at Home" at a
meeting of MTS Unit of ParentTeacher Association held in
Music Room of the school. !Ctrs.
John Lassiter is PTA president.

I told him that I believed it had
been named in honor of the circumference of William Perry's
neck.
"Well, they're really sump'n"
he said, and spent the next hour
telling me why they were really
sump'n.
And the waitress in the little
seafood joint. She didn't know a
draw play from a drawstring.
But she knew the words to the
Super Bowl Shuffle and sang
them off-key between my conch
chowder and fried mullet.
So, for the rest of the trip, I
said I was from Fort Wayne,
Ind., and was spared any more
Bearmania, or whatever the national craze for the Bears is being called.
This sin an odd phenomenon.
First it was the Cubs who, until
the tragedy in Murphy Stadium,
became America's darlings.
And now the Bears.
Sure, the Bears are a talented
and colorful team, and they'll
win with ease on Sunday. You
can bet the kid's tuition on it.
But there have been other fine
and colorful teams that didn't
become national sensations. .„
I'm not sure why this has happened. But I have a theory.
The rest of the country pities
us. We have been without a
championship for so long that it
seems unfair. And because
Americans have a keen sense of
justice, except when they've
done something wrong
themselves, they want us to win
so things will be set right.
Either that or a diet-weary nation has turned its hungry eyes
toward a 307-pound kid with a
missing tooth.
Whatever the reason, it's
bordering on mass hysteria. Not
only among the fans, biit in the
news business. I've never heard
sports broadcasters babble
more madly, or seen headlines

shriek more jubilantly.
It is, after all, only a game.
There's nothing more at stake
than possession of a gaudy
trophy and the threat of a 20 percent increase in the suicide rate
of Chicago.
Out of curiosity, I looked up
the front page of an old Chicago
Tribune from the first Monday
in December 1940.
The headline across the front
page said there was a big
shakeup in the Italian air force.
The other top stories that morning concerned Europe's war,
our economy, and other such
matters.
Tucked among these stories
was a little box, about three inches wide and four inches long,
containing about 30 words or
less.
It said that the day before, the
Chicago Bears had won the
World Championship of football

letter to
the editor

by beating the Washington Redskins, 73 to 0. For further
details, turn to _the sports
section.
Editors had their heads screwed on right in those days.
Oh, yes, it also said that each
of the winning players received
a little more than $900.
I mentioned this to Sid
Luckman, who quarterbacked
that team, and he said: "Yes, it
was about $930. And the next
year, when we beat the Giants
for the championship, the gate
was so bad we each got about
$300.
"That upset George Halas so
much that after the game he
came in to the locker room and
told us that he was going to
make it up to us."
How did he do that?
"He gave us each a $200
bonus."
And the coaches had their
heads screwed on right, too.

Ledger&Times
commended
To the Editor:
I read with great interest in
both the Murray Ledger 8E
Times and the Paducah Sun
about you and your staff receiving high honors from the Kentucky Press Association for 1985.
We would like to congratulate
you and your staff on receiving
this nice honor and express our
appreciation for your excellent
newspaper.
Sincerely,
West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
John Edd Walker
Manager
P.O. Box 589
Mayfield, Ky 42066
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DelMar Window Coverings
are on Sale.Save 30% to 50%
off already outstanding values!

looking back
Ten years ago
Bill Bailey of Calloway County
is one of five young persons from
the state of Kentucky named as
delegates to 1976 National 4-H
Conference to be held the wlee of
April 24-30 in Washingtir, D.C.
Robert Lowe Jr. shows a
48-pound channel cat fish he
caught while fishing with Joe
Sills below Pickwick Dam on
Jan. 17.
Willard Ails of Murray will be
one of the featured speakers on
1976 College Lectureship, Feb.
2-6, at Freed-Hardeman College,
Henderson, Tenn.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Calloway County tligh
School Lakers 71 to 58 in a
basketball game. High team
scorers were Bob Wilder for
Murray and Tommy Futrell for
Calloway.
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Coming community events announced
Saturday, Jan. 25
Sunday, Jan. 26
Country Feeling will be in Fellowship Hall of
from 8 p.m. to midnight church.
—— — —
at Murray Moose
Men of
Baptist
Lodge.
Memorial Baptist
— ———
Lady Racers will play Church will meet for
Eastern Kentucky at 5 breakfast at 8 a.m. at
p.m. followed by Racers Homeplace Family
and Eastern at 7:30 p.m. Restaurant.
— — ——
in Racer Arena, Murray
Singles of First BapState University. Adtist Church will have a
mission will be $5.
potluck luncheon follow————
American Quarter ing 10:45 a.m. service at
Horse Show, sponsored home of Steve and Beth
by MSU Horsemanship White, 1 8 0 2
Club, will start at 7 a.m. Gatesborough Circle.
————
at West Kentucky
Congregational
Livestock and Exposition Center. Admission meeting of First
Presbyterian Church
A
is free.
will follow the morning
——— —
Cub Scout Pack 57 held its second annuarFather/Son Cake Bake/Auction on Jan. 20 in Fellowship Hall
of First Baptist Church. Winners were, from left, Craig Rogers, second place best decorated; Brad
Events in Land Bet- service.
— ———
Lowe and Andy McKeel, tied for biggest money maker; and Paul Baugher, best overall. Winners not
ween the Lakes will inSinkof
Men
Baptist
at
a.m.
9
at
pictured were David Graves, first most original; Todd Vinson, first best decorated; Caleb Johnson, seclude Eagles
Woodlands Nature ing Spring Baptist cond most original. Forty-one entries were placed by Cubs and their fathers with an abundance of
creativity and craftsmanship. Frosty Miller was auctioneer with $700 being raised for pack activities.
Center; Skywalk at 2 Church will meet for
p.m. and The Comet at 1 breakfast at 8 a.m. at K-Mart presented gift certificates of $25 for best overall, $10 for first and $5 for second. Judges were
Dave Reeves of the Murray Ledger t Times and Sam Parker of WSJP Radio.
and 3 p.m. at Golden church.
————
Pond Visitor Center.
Appreciation
————
fellowship and baby
Sunday, Jan. 28
Events in Land Bet- shower for Randy and
be
ween the Lakes will in- Judy Herndon will
service
p.m.
6
the
follow
p.m.
2
at
clude Skywalk
First Presbyterian Church will have a conOn Sunday, Jan. 26, following the 6 p.m. serand The Comet at 1 and at Westside Baptist vice at Westside Baptist Church, an appreciation
gregational meeting following the 10:45 a.m.
3 p.m. at Golden Pond Church.
worship service on Sunday, Jan. 26. The Rev.
fellowship and stork shower for Randy and Judy
. ——— —
Schellingerhout tkpastor.
members
Visitor Center.
All
Thomas
church.
the
at
held
be
Herndon will
Monday,Jan. 27
————
to attend.
invited
are
friends
and
WMU of Blood River
Second day of
Association will
Baptist
Quarter
n
America
The Youth of Memorial Baptist Church will
10 a.m. and 7
at
meet
Horse Show will start at
will
n
Group
Discussio
Books
Great
Baptist
Adult
The
First
meet Saturday, Feb. 8, at 10 a.m. to leave for
:at West Kentucky p.m. at
7 a.mat 7 p.m. at Calloway
27,
Jan.
Ice Rink, Evansville, Ind. Persons are
Monday,
Benton.
meet
Swander
Church,
Livestock and Exposiy
by
of
Philosoph
The
Problems
eat a late breakfast or bring snacks
—
Library.
to
Public
—
—
—
asked
tion Center. Admission
Group Bertrand Russell will be the book to be discussgroup will not stop for lunch. After
the
Duncan
because
Sheila
is free.
are
inthe
book
read
have
who
All
persons
ed.
group will, go the Mall for supper
Church
the
Baptist
skating
ice
of First
——— —
to attend and take part in the discussion,
vited
with
nal Food Fair (fast foods of all
meet
will
Internatio
the
Women
at
Tracy Leslie, senior,
the
n
for
spokesma
Roos,
arrive home about 10:30 p.m.
Dr.
David
will
to
and
according
9:30
at
kinds)
Wright
is scheduled to give a Linda
skate rental and transportation
skating,
group.
for
Cost
a.m.
piano recital at 3:30
money for supper and snacks.
plus
$6
be
—
—
will
—
—
p.m. in Annex recital
Youth planning to go are asked to please sign up
Betty Sledd Group of
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Church
Baptist
the office of Milton Gresham, minister of
in
Church
First
Baptist
Baptist Men of Sinking Spring
Center, Murray State
with will meet Sunday, Jan. 26, at 8 a.m. for breakfast
meet
will
and youth, on Sunday, Jan. 26.
music
Women
University.
at 7 p.m.
Hill
Debbie
observbe
will
at the ihurch. Baptist Men's Day
— ———
ed at worship services.
(Cont'd on page 5)
AA will have a closed
A videotape of the Kentucky Advocates for
meeting at 4 p.m. at
Education Rally at Paducah Community
Higher
American Legion
on Ja.n.6 will be shown on MSU-TV ChanCollege
Building, South Sixth
4 p.m. today (Friday) and on Murray
at
11
nel
and Maple Streets. For
on Channel 34 on Monday, Jan. 27, at
Cablevisi
information call
p.m.
5:30
753-0061, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
————
The Senior Adults of First Baptist Church will
Murray -Calloway
FOlt SATURDAY,JANUARY 25,1986
meet Tuesday, Jan. 28, at noon in the Fellowship
Swim Team will begin
SCORPIO
Hall of the church. A potluck luncheon will be
ARIES
its Winter Swim Pro(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
served. Grady Randolph will discuss the subject,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
gram at 1 p.m. at Carr
Who's boss should not be the issue
The very areas that trouble you
"Will Making." All senior adults are invited to
Health Building, Mura
in
business endeavor:Once you put
happy
their
have
day
the
of
most
.
attend.
ray State University
personality conflicts aside, you'll
ending by day's end. Romantic comFor information call
results.
notable
achieve
mitments grow stronger.
Milton Gresham,
SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
759-4538.
Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club
'(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
20)
May
to
20
(Apr.
————
have _a potluck luncheon on Saturday, Jan.
will
and
others
of
advice
the
to
Listen
There are many loose ends to tie up
noon at the club house. Hostesses will be
Baptist Men of First
at
25,
add that knowledge to what you
regarding property and domestic
Sawyer, Dorothy McKenzie, June W.
Baptist Church will
Sallyanne
outcome.
positive
a
for
know
already
matters, but self-discipline brings you
Kennedy, Roxie Jones and Janice
Ruth
meet for breakfast at 8
Smith,
worth
Agreements come late, but it's
the success you seek.
a.m. in Fellowship Hall.
Tucker. All members are urged to attend, said
effort.
the
GEMINI
————
Mary Wells, chairman, and Lilly Williams, vice
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
7
after
ip
Fellowsh
chairman.
19)
Jan.
to
22
(Dec.
before
hedging
You may do some
p.m. service at First
You've heard both sides of the
you reveal your deeper feelings in
be
will
Baptist Church
Now do some quiet deliberquestion.
closer
veer
you
end
day's
by
but
love,
own. Financial matters
your
of
ation
to an honest commitment.
Western Kentucky Support Group of National
require further research.
CANCER
Sclerosis Society will meet on Sunday,
S
Multiple
AQUARIU
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Jan. 26, at 2 p.m. in Garden Room, Lourdes
Manipulative tactics must be
You may not like the strings
Hospital, Paducah. Dr. James Seabury,
avoided in romance. You're on solid
attached to a business proposition. A
Paducah urologist, will be the guest speaker. All
LUXURIOUS
endeavor.
career
a
regarding
footing
(BARGAIN MATINEES)
MOVIES IN
staid evening affair will be more fun
Interested persons are invited to attend.
Business and pleasure combine
Sat. & Sun.•All Seats '2 CHAIR SEATS
expect.
you
MURRAY
than
favorably.
PISCES
*re
LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Free classes in English as a Second Language
Oh, it would be nice to get away
There are some conflicts today, but
Cheri • Cine • 24 HR. TEL. 753-3314
will be offered by the Adult Leaning Center of
from the work that needs to be done!
your relationship grows stronger as a
ir
However, apply yourself and things
Murray State University beginning Monday,
ic
ieft
result of them. Honest commitment
e- H
are a lot easier than you anticipate.
Jan. 27. Classes will meet in Room 226 of Roy
on both sides brings success.
YOU BORN TODAY have inner
swissaper.
Stewart Stadium from 12:30 to 2 p.m. on Monday,
VIRGO
sit
that may not be apparent on
Ends Thurs•Don't Miss iti
depth
LOUIS GOSSETT, JR
Tuesday and Thursday. Joyce Reed will be the
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
the surface. Though you are facile
instruetor. Anyone 16 years of age or older who is
SYLVESTER STALLONE
You have mixed feelings about a
wits, you
your
on
by
get
to
able
and
WAITING
break
you
once
but
not now attending a public school and who is
project,
work
are capable of deep thought and
TIME IS
learning English as a second language may
through this deadlock, you end the
PG
dedicated accomplishment. You do
OVER
day on a note of.accomplishment.
enroll in the course. Emphasic is placed on connot always reveal your feelings and it
(1:30) 7:15 Only
LIBRA
versational English and effective communicamay take a while for others to really
ttl5
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
tion skills. Students may register for the course
get to know you. Sometimes, your
Don't let money hassles spoil what
by calling the Center, 762-6971 between 8 a.m.
love life can throw you off course.
should be a glorious day of together4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
and
Your good powers of observation are
ness. Creative types will find a new
an asset to you in a writing career.
level of achievement.

Friday, Jan. 24
Friday, Jan. 24
Square and round tion Center.
dancing with music by
Saturd- ay,Jan. 25
Sharecropper Band will
"Showbiz Saturday"
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
at Lynn Grove Roller for children, 4 to 12, of
First Baptist Church
Rink.
will be from 9:30 a.m. to
—— ——
p.m. For information
2
Calloway County High
School Lakers will be call Joetta at 753-1854.
— ———
host for basketball
First United
game with Murray High
Methodist Church Men
School at Jeffrey gym.
will meet at 8 a.m. for
————
at the church.
breakfast
for
Food shower
— —— —
Animal Shelter of
"Education
Humane Society of
Calloway County will be Notebook" will be
held at Calloway - shown on KET at 9:30
Murray basketball a.m.
game at Jeffrey gym.
Clifton B. Cates
Persons are asked to bring pet ,food or give Chapter of the Marine
money at special bins at Corps League will meet
at 9 a.m. at Executive
the door.
Inn, Paducah. For infor————
mation call 1-444-9631.
LearnAdult
Creative
————
ing Adult Education 551
Single ConMurray
in
p.m.
5
at
start
will
room 421A, Wells Hall, nection will meet at 6:30
Murray State Universi- p.m. at Southside
ty. For information call Manor. For information
call 759-4940 or 436-2174.
762-2186.
————
— ——
Department of
Alpha
will
on
Al-An
and
AA
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U. Murray Woman's Club
Kevil Center, South 10th will have a potluck lunStreet Extended, cheon at noon at club
house.
Mayfield.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
Open Horse Show,
sponsored by Murray meet at 8 p.m. at
State University American Legion
Horsemanship Club, Building, South Sixth
will start at 7 p.m. at and Maple Streets.
— ———
West Kentucky
Dance with music by
Livestock and Exposi-

Pack 57 has special event

DATEBOOK

Herndon event Sunday

Books meeting Monday

Hong Kong
Restaurant
Is

Church plans meeting

Youth plan special trip,

Men will meet Sunday

Rally tape to be shown

Your individual
t I-) Horoscope

MOVING

New Location Will Be

Seniors plan luncheon

Fraaces Drake

U.S. 641 North
(Old Colonial House)
We will close 9 p.m. Jan. 31
at the Holiday Inn.

out

Alphas meet Saturday

Grand Opening
will be March 1st
at our new location.

q‘(142nir

MS group will meet

-

English class planned

MURRAY THEATRES

rr

CHERI

ROCKY IV

rBARYSHNIKOV
HINES

..*

?.

St. John's plans meeting

IRON EAGLE
(1:30,3:35) 7:10,9:20

+

Ends Thurs•Don't Miss it!

The _Jewelcf the Ni

Here's a sign of trust!
Trust your home to
Better Homes and Gardens'

(3:15) 9:10 Only

Olympic Plaza, 641 North
' Murray, KY
(502)753-4000

STARTS TONITE
(1:30,3:30) 7:10,9:13]
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SYSTEM
Judy Johnston—Managing Broker
Bill Morgan—Principal Broker

(502)753-4000
Each firm independenth
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Annual meeting at St. John's Episcopal
Church will be Sunday. Jan. 26, following the late
service. Annual reports from the church committees will be heard; officers and chairmen
elected; and a report on the church building program for the Department of Missions and College work moved will be discussed. A potluck
brunch will follow. Babysitters will be available
for young children and a vido tape will e shown
for older children.

"All Your Hair Care
Needs For The
Entire Family"
Tan In Our Klafsun Wolff Tanning Bed
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BUYING?
SELLING?

(1:30,3:45)7:00, 9:25

PG

(1:30, 3:30) 7:00,9:10

'
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4 n1 NA] and

WIRY J Ct

cr

Ask o hat our
Better Homes and Gardens'
Horne Markeimg System
can do for you'

"Have The Best Tan In Town"

Jan's
Beauty Salon
Call New Phone #
753-172,4
or 759-9252
Stella Trailer Park
Jan Barrett-Owner, 0•erator
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School menus listed for week

womanhood and
beliefs."
Ms. Osmond was
divorced last October
from her husband of
three years, former
BYU basketball player
Steve Craig, and was
granted custody of their
son, 2-year-old Stephen
Craig.

Events...
(Cont'd from page 4)
Monday, Jan. 27
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
— — ——
District 17 Unit I of
Licensed Practical
Nurses Association will
meet at 7 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
— —— —
Creative Arts Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet
at 9:30 a.m. in the club
house.
—— ——
Free classes in
English as a Second
Language will start at
12:30 p.m. in Room 226
of Roy Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University. For information call
762-6971.
————
Kentucky Western
Association of Principals will meet at 4
p.m. at Curris Center,
Murray State
University.
————
Murray Women of the
Moose will have aerobic
exercise at 7 p.m.
— ———
Cesarean Birth Class
will be from 7 to 9 p.m.
in private dining room
of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For information call 753-5131,
ext. 144, or 753-6821.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
— ———
Lady Racers will play
Morehead at 5 p.m.
followed by Racers and
Morehead basketball
game at 7:30 p.m. at
Racer Arena, Murray
State University. Admission is $5.
— — ——
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
——— —
Parents Anonymous
Chapter will meet from
6 to 8 p.m. For information call 762-8862 or
762-6851.
— — — —
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
and The Comet at 1 and
3 p.m.. all at Golden
Pond Visitor Center.
— — — —
Videotape of Kentucky Advocates for
Higher Education Rally
at Paducah Community
College will be shown on
Channel 34 Murray
Cablevision at 5:30 pm
— — — —

SEW

Special unit studied
The Statue of Liberty recently visited Mrs. Linda
Hendrick's third grade class at East Calloway
Elementary School. Mrs. Tammy Below portrayed the statue as part of a social studies unit
she taught during her student teaching
experience.

Oaks Club Board to meet

Book selling at top
NEW YORK (AP) — they'd be comparing me
Chrysler Corp. Chair- to Rhett Butler," Iacocman Lee Iacocca's ca said.
autobiography is the
Books like the Bible,
third-most successful
general-interest book dictionaries and
ever published, after cookbooks have sold
"Gone With The Wind" more copies, but Banand "Jonathon Liv- tam spokesman Stuart
ingston Seagull," Ban- Applebaum said they
are listed as reference
tam Books says.
"I never thought the rather than generalday would come when interest publications.

Actress in commercial
around her neck, clover
earrings and a cloverprint dress, Lady Luck
complains in the three

OLYMPIA, Wash.
(AP) — Actress Rhea
Perlman, the feisty,
flippant barmaid Carla
on NBC's "Cheers," is
playing a catty, campy
version of Lady Luck on
commercials for the
Washington State
Lottery.
Wearing a rabbit foot

60-second spots that the
lottery's "3 Cards Up"
game gives players "so
many chances to win"
that it may put her out
of business.

TUCK'S

The Board of the Oaks
Country Club will have
its first meeting of the
year on Tuesday, Jan.
28, at-the club house.
New officers and
directors who will be
serving this year are the
following:
Chester Wildey, president; Al Pranger, vice
president; Ada Roberts,
treasurer; Martha
Broach, secretary;
Shelba Barnett, Virgil
Dick and Thomas Jones,
board members.
Six board members
who will continue to
serve for another year
are Joe Pat Barnett,
Bob Brown, Richard
Tuck, Billy Dan Crouse,
Saundra Edwards and
Danny Woods.
Several items on the
agenda for the first
meeting of the board include a request from
Murray—Country Club
for trade out days for
club members during
tournament dates at
each club.
Beginners' bridge
lessons are now in session each Thursday
night. Casino Night has

been set for Saturday.
Feb. 8, at 7 p.m. at the
club.
New members received into the Oaks Club
the past year are the
following:
Howard B. and
Frances McMillen;
Jerry and Ethlene McCallon; John R. and Betty Thompson; Augusta
Manna; Leon Wurth;
Carol Thurman; David
and Kathryn Wright;
Marshall and
Gaynelle Gibson;
James E. and Valta
Ross; Bob Wilder; Lindy Suiter; John D. and
Cathy Hopkins; Mat-

thew and Debra
Dillman;
Russell and Sue
Delay; James and
Margaret Gibson; Joe
Bill and Beverly Fridy;
Kerry and Sondra
Stone; Robert C. and
Dorothy Franks; Rob B.
and Melissg
McKendree;
Charles W. and Janice
Nesbitt; Michael D. arid
Sue Miller; Bob and
Gale Cornelison;
Richard and Linda
Wright; Hoyce and
Alberta Wrather:
Johnny and Kathy
Wilson.

Sailors and Marines from the sloop-of-war
Cyane captured San Diego, Calif., from Mexican
forces July 29, 1846.
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Movie Memberships this weekend
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Superbowl...Mom & the girls can
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As A Smarr Oadar

Bel Air Center
"On Murray's Southside"

SUPERBOWL
IALS
SPEC
While Dad and the boys are watching the

it*

area preens pare.I nosh treparablee.
hareems 01,014 of old leavened goodness pitaa cltoscs
1.01.11.1003.1
As A Maul

HOURS:
M-F, 9-6
Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5

Mon.-Sunday 11-9
Hwy 641 North
753-3317
Location)
Party
(Old Boston Tea

Salad Bar

V.141.*-6JJ5

'sp'at Ivlc.5
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FIESTA CASA

(Beginning January 27 at 11 A.M.)

leL300

Pier I imports

4.1

Authentic

753-4141

124.lickts
wili varif

50 to 75%

Don't Miss Our Biggest Sale
Of The Year!

Serving Specialty Items

Mexican Food
Hwy.45 1 Mi. So.
Martin, TN

cup ..Sahut_
td,
Poto.-1,

PLUS...
FULL OF ITEMS
PACKED
TABLES
FROM THROUGH-OUT THE STORE

Quick Lunch Specials

Opening For Lunch

CO

20

Night, plus Sunday Noon

at $3.99

Reg. '69"

3499

REDUCED

@Instrang

I Me&t -

Cushman
Extra

to 75%!
Come in and save
1 2 Price
/
Handmade Philippine Jewelry
.20% Off
Handloomed India Wallhangings
20% Off
Prints, Posters & Frames
Off
20%
Blinds
Bamboo Window
Off
20%
Brass & Copper
All Quilted Placemats & Napkins
40 to 50% Off
(First Time On Sale)
Storewide Clearance On All Wicker
20 to 50% Off
& Rattan Furniture

Authentic Mexican Food
Authentic Mexican Music

Mariachis' play on Friday

Hwy 641 North, Murray, Ky.

•

PIER I KING CHAIRS
1 2 PRICE!
NOW /

HAVE A FIESTA!

and Saturday

Benton;
Miss Patricia Sturm
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box
401, Hollow Rock,
Tenn.; Kennith Green,
Rt. 2, Murray;
Brandon Dill, 413
Sycamore St., Murray;
Mrs. Iva Workman, 1004
Walnut, Murray; Mrs.
Flora Goins, Box 211,
New Concord;
Mrs. Gladys Clark,
Rt. 1, Almo; William
Rule, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Mrs. Sadie Waters, 403
South 11th St., Murray;
Mrs. Anna Parker, 219
Woodlawn, Murray;
Mrs. Annie Bailey, 1304
Farris Ave.. Murray;
Mrs. Dixie Pogue, 509
South Seventh St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Marie Crisp, 1001
Fairlane, Murray; Mrs.
Helen Rose, West View
Nursing Home, Murray; Thomas Moore, Rt.
.2, Water Valley;
Mrs. Dorothea Leitch,
208 North 10th, Murray;
Joseph Venice Sr., Rt. 5,
Murray; Mrs. Celia
Roberts (expired) Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray.

•••••••••

7:30-5:30 MON.-FRI.
SAT. 7:30 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

PANELING

100 Patterns
$3.75 up

•
—
,
111

Newborn admissions
and -dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thtirsday, Jan. 23, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Hayes baby boy,
mother, Lynn, Hilldale
Apartments, Hardin;
Harris baby girl,
parents, Clark and
Christy, 1522 Canterbury Dr., Murray.
,„ Dismissals
Mrs. Denise Futrell,
412 North Sixth St., Murray; Mrs. Connie Daily
and baby boy, Rt. 3, Box
121 Fulton;
Mrs. Bessie Miles, Rt.
1, Dexter; Mrs. Barbara
Freeman, Box 7, Hard i n ; Mrs. Chyrl
Hilliard, Rt. 3, Calvert
City;
Mrs. Nancy Gibson
and baby girl, 1397
Johnson, Murray; Mrs.
Margaret Reeder, Murray Manor, Murray;
Mrs. Linda Heavrin,
1004 Georgia Court,
Crestwood; Stephen
Bynum, Rt. 3, Murray;
Mark Howard, Rt. 9,

aletemt...

Osmond hurt by tabloids
PROVO,Utah (AP) — ference sponsored by
Entertainer Marie Os- the Utah Valley
mond says she's hurt Regional Medical
deeply by supermarket Center and Brigham
tabloids that portray Young University
her as a "wayward Health Services.
She told about 1,500
black sheep" who cares
little for the principles women that sensational
stories "hurt me deeply,
of her Mormon faith.
Ms. Osmond, 25, especially when they atdelivered the keynote tack my motherhood,
speech Thursday at a
women's health con-
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Patients named

Wednesday — crispy fruit drinks are
fish. cheeseburger; available daily.
Murray Middle
Thursday — turkey
— chicken
Monday
club, spaghetti/meat
sauce; Friday — pizza, fried steak, hamburger
submarine. Fresh deluxe; Tuesday — chili
fruits, vegetables, dog, hot ham and
desserts and drinks are cheese; Wednesday —
chicken and rolls, hamavailable daily.
burger; Thursday —
spaghetti w/rolls, hot
— — — —
ham and cheese; Friday
MURRAY CITY
— chili w/sandwich,
— ———
hamburger. Pizza,
Murray High
Monday — sloppy Joe, fruits, french fries,
cheeseburger; Tuesday vegetables, milk and
— foot long hot dog fruit juice are available
w/chili, barbecue pork daily.
Carter and
sandwich; Wednesday
Robertson
— spaghetti w/meat
Monday — hamsauce and French
bread, hamburger; burger, macaroni and
Thursday — chalupa, cheese w/little links;
hot ham and cheese; Tuesday — pizza,
Friday — shaved ham chuckwagon; Wednessandwich and vegetable day — taco and salad,
soup, grilled cheese grilled cheese; Thursw /soup. Fruits, day — hamburger, hot
vegetables, pizza, dog; Friday — chili
potato bar, milk and w/peanut butter and
crackers, fish sandwich.
Fruits, vegetables, milk
and fruit juice are
available daily.

Menus for various lun- pizzaburger, beef roast
chrooms in county and sandwich; Friday_ —
city school for the week fried chicken, sloppy joe
of Jan. 27 to 31 have sandwich. Pizza, hambeen released by Joan- burgers, cheeseburgers,
na Adams, food service salad bar, fruits,
director of Calloway vegetables, desserts
County Schools, and and drinks are available
Judy Hina, food service daily.
coordinator of Murray
Calloway Middle
City Schools.
Monday — corn dog,
The menus are sub- burritoes/chiTh Tues•
ject to occasional day — tuna sandwich,
change because of the tacos; Wednesday —
availability of food an- fried chicken,
dother special occa- cheeseburger; Thurssions. They are as day — sliced turkey and
follows:
gravy, barbecue sand— ———
wich; Friday — grilled
CALLOWAY COUNTY
cheese/soup, piz————
zaburger. Pizza, salad
Calloway High
bar, bresh fruits,
Monday — baked vegetabes, desserts and
ham, turkey club; Tues- drinks are available
day — country steak daily.
and gravy, footlong chili
East, North
dog: Wednesday —
and Southwest
os,
c
a
t
Monday — pizza, hot
poato/frankfurter dog; Tuesday — chili,
casserole; Thursday —
hnt ham and cheese:
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Come to the
Movie
Professionals
and select from
over 1 800
Movie Titles
& 50 V.C.R.s
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Devotional Page Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory Is Sponsored By The Firms Listod On This Polio

Local churches announce services, music for services
Various churches in Jan. 26, as follows:
--- the city and county have
First Methodist
released information to
The Rev. A. Nowell
the Murray Ledger &
Times concerning their Bingham, minister, will
services on Sunday, speak about "Suffering

WATERBEDS
LOCATION CALL
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTE

PADUCAH LOGSDON CALL
PT HWY SO W PADUCAH

444-9003 759-4522
e
A006Craff,
,
• iMOR0001 SLATES
• LAY AwAY a FINANCING
• LARGE SHOWROOMS
• LINENS AND ACCESSORIES
• SERVICE DEPT
• WE MOVE 000$

and the Power of God"
with scripture from
Romans 8:28-39 at 10:50
a.m. service at First
United Methodist
Church.
"The King of Love My
Shepherd Is" will be the
anthem to be sung by
the Chanel Choir with
Paul Shahan as director
and Bea Farrell as
organist.

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
9 30 a in
Sunday School
10 300 in
Morning Worship
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Rciad Dexter
10 00 a m
Sunday School
1100am
Worship

amp co you% Lin

BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Symsonia Hwy Symsoma
Sunda) School
9 45 a in
11 Sam
Morning Worship
7 00 psi
Wed Evening

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Illeildissg Sleeks & Reedy Mix Concrete
753.3540
Beet Mel. Street

FIRST CHRISTIAN
9.30 a.m
Sunday School
10 45 a m
Morning Worship

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
I0 30• m
Norship
9 30 a in
Bible School
400pm
Evening Service

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
11 30* rn
Morning Worship
10 On a in
Sunday School
600pm
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
I 45 am
Sunday School
10 45 a rn
Morning Worship
600am
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
Wednesday Warship

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Chu re h School
9 30 a ni
10 45a m
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10 00 a in
Sunday School
It 30* m
Worship Service
MOUNT PLEASANT
11.00 i rn
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Evening V.or4hip
GROVE
NORTH PLEASANT
9 45 a m
Sunday Schaal
11 00 am.
Worship Service
OAK GROVE
(earn
10
School
Sunday
Worship Service 11 00 a m &7 Spin

753-2411

201 S. 3rd.

METHODIST

*PIZZA HUT

BETHEL UNITED
9 30* m
Morning Worship
10 30 a m
Sunday School
6 00 p in
2nd k 4th Sun Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
700pm
lot k 3ril Sun Night
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11:00 101 & 205 Sunday.
i0 00 a m 3rd & 4th. Sunday School 10 00
urn 15t & MerSunday 11 00a m Std lk 4th
Sunday
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
9-00
Worship Service
9 45
Sunday School
DEXTER.HARDIN UNITED
10 CIO a m
Sunday School
Il 00 a in 6 00 p in
Worship
FIRST METHODIST
e 45 & 10 50 a.m.
Worship
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
II Sam.
Worship Service
10 00 am.
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
10.00 a.rn
Church School
11'00 am
Worship Service
6.30 p m
Evening Ser Wor
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100am
Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10 00 a in
Sunday School
11'00 a.m
Morning Worship
KIRKSEY UNITED
10.00 a m
Sunday School
11.30010
Morning Worship
700 Dm
Evening Worship

Try Our Personal
Pen PIsse For Lunch
12th & Chestnut, 759-4646

1

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE
Home Owned & Operated by
Max & Marie Keel

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-2706

Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
E‘eryday Lowest Prescription Prices
Byron Forbus, Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitnell, lBehind Big John's) 753-4175

JCPenney
, Open All Year
gyp
'
91111billy Barn

Vegetables

L

APINIMinico or
THE siWING PLACEROW

South 12th Street
Southold* Center

753-8971 Shath
Carroll Tire Service
And Wheel Alignment
733-14119•1105 Posses
VA Mocks lest
of South 12th

1

UNIROYAL

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
ROY MCKENDREE - PHARMACIST
753-2380
OLYMPIC PLAZA

Murroy

753 2540

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION
DEALERS ONLY • THIRSDAT 6:30 P.M.
733-0300

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove

CO.

ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
6 00 p in Sat
Sunday Masses
8 00 a m Sunday
11 30* in Sunday

ADVENTISTS

I

LUTHERAN

HAZEL BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
...Worship
10.00 a m
Sunday School
5 00 p in
Church Training
6 00p m
Worship
Evening
pm
7
Wednesday Evening
HILLTOP BAPTIST
in
a
00
10
Sunday School
11 00 a in
Worship Service
m
Even= Service
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
11:00 a in
Morning Worship
7. 30 pm
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a.m & 030 p.m
Preaching
T 00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
11 Sam
Morning Worship
7.00 p m
Evening..Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
pm
230
Sunday
lot
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10.50 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB
•F'REEWILL BAPTIST
9 30 a in
Sunday School
11 Sam
Worship
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
11:00 a m
Morning Worship
6:30 p in
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
'11'00 a rn
Morning Worship
7 00 p in
Evening Worship
NEV. PROVIDENCE
00 a in
10
Sunday Scher!
00 a m
i---PreakengSrl,
sworn
Nieto, Servo.

ALMO
10 00 a.m.
Bible Study
II Sam.
Morning Worship
6 00 p.m.
Evening Worship
COLDWATER
10 Ida m.
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
DEXTER
10 50 a in
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
10 00 a in
Sunda) School
11 00 a m
Morning Worsrup
GREEN PLAIN
-- 1400am
Bible Studr- 10 45 a in
Morning Service
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
730pm
Wed Worship
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
10 00 a in
Bible Study
10 50 a in
Morning Worship
600pm
Evening Worship
7 00 m
Worship
Mid Week

MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10 00 a in
School
Sunday
11 300 in
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
10 50 a in
Morning Service
6-00 p m
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
11 Sum
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
PLEASANT VALLEY
45 a in
10
Worship
Morning
600pm
Evening Worship

-11 a ni
and 6:810 p ni

OWENS cairn.
3-49& III
Morning Worship
6:30pm
Evening Worship
POPLAR SPRING
1100am
Morning Worship
6 30 p m
Evening Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
11 00 a in
Morning Worship
715 p in
Evening Worslup
SCOTTS GROVE
11:00 a.m.
N'orstilp Service
6 .00 p m.
Evening Worship
SINKING SPRING
11 00 a in
Morning Worship
7 30 p in
Evening Worship

m
m
rn
m

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
10 00 a m
Sunday Scheel
10 50 a in
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
Wed Evening Ser

Jimmy Lamb, Owner
753-6168
501 N. 4th
Let Us Entertain You

Farmer Ave. k 11
•St . aurray
Sunday
Sunday School
iroo a in:
2nd Wed
7 30 p m
502nd Ned
12 00-3 nO • m

Belcher Oil Co.
-t

753-5742
LYNN GROVE ROAD
----------------------- J

HOLLAND DRUGS

Chevron WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
"Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station"
Mickey Cochran-Owner/Manager
753-25931
1417 Main

SOUTHERN STATES
f_ _CO-OPERATIVE
GALLOWAY SERVICE

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

Pittman *heel
L.Allignment
Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
'We install auto glass"
Auto Paint Material

Full Line, Full Service, Discount Prices

WELLS ELECTRIC

WESTERN SIZZLIN
®
STEAK HOUSE
Bar

ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
8:00 a.m
Holy Eucharist
9 15 a.m
Christian Education
10.80• m.
Holy Eucharist

Try Our New Potato
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib 8 Seafood
759-9555
12th Street

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER

Compliments of

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET

DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S Ilth St
II Sam
Sunday School
II his m
Sacrsrnent Meet

THOROBRED
COMPUTER
AND SOPTWAIK SYSTEMS
OLYPMK PLAZA •MORItAY•733.7733

PARKER
FORD, INC.
701 MAIN
753-5273

_-

I

HEATING• AIR CONDITIONING • SHEET METAL
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
753-8181
302 Chestnut

Oreekfest Served
6..m.-1O

Lynn Grove, Ky.
Owners: Ruble & Johnnie

Taylor

Storey's
Food Giant
Iii Air Shoppieg Center

-,...-..--,....-

-

GOLDEN
CORRAL

C101.EIEN
!CORM
Home Of The Famous
50 Item Salad Bar
t1=1.
719 S. 12th
753-3822

Jack Marshall Franchisee
"WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
Cell in Orders 753-7101
Syceniers at 12th

HEATING& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

14. 12th St.
Attend Church
Regularly

Hours
Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-I1 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m.-Midnight

EPISCOPAL

ii FR

Dodge
Pflmouln

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER-DODGE
604 S. 12th St.
753-7114

RANDY THORNTON

COMPLIMENTS Of

753-4563

512 S. 12tli

r

4 KAM

753-1462

753.
6779

4011iw.
4th

'Complete Milling Facilities'
Industrial Rd.•••• 753-5378

Ktntlicky fried Ckiektx

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

EastsIdo Court Square - Downtown Murray
15% Cash Discount On Prescriptions

Murray
Theatres

tto-c\
ni

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

Specializing In Plate Lunches And
Al, You Can Eat Fish Dinners
437-4871
Hardin, Ky.
'I-----,
Compliments Of

435-4415

733.4843

Lamb Plumbing &
Mech. Contr. Inc.

BETHEL ett.iPEL
10 00 a in
Sunday School
1130am
Worship Service
7 00 p m
Evening Worship
CALVARY TEMPLE
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 Sam
Morning Worship
6 30 p m
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
Wed Service
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Almo Height'
10 00 a m
Sunday School
Worship Service 11 00 a m k 7 00 p m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd
10)11 a m .7 00 p m
Sun Ser
7 00 p
Wed Bible Study
OF GOD
ASSEMBLY
MST
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 am
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Sunday Evening
7.00 p.m
Wed Night
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
7-00 p in
Saturday Evening
10 30 a in.
Sunday Morning
7:00
p.m.
Sunday Evening
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
18th at Calloway
10 a in
Sunday School
11 a m
Worship
7pm
Wednesday
Trinity Mission
10
00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
7.00 p m
Sunday Evening

SERVICES

SUGAR CREEK
11 00 a in
Morning Worship
6 46 p m
Evening Worship

11 00 a m
0 00 p in
700pm

401 Olive -753-5312

PENTECOSTAL

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

9 45 a m
11 00 a m

759-9995

BEL-AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER
MURRAY
753-5005

Murray Electric System

LAKE.LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Services
10:00 a.m
6:00 p.m

ST JOHN

WEST FORK
Morning Worship
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening

1

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10.00• m,
Sunday School
11:00.7:10 pin
Worship Sore,
7:10 p m
Wed Service

SPRING CREEK
10:00 a.m
Sunday School '
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
0.45 p m
Evening Worship
6:00 p m.
Training Union

VICTORY HAPTIV
10 00 a
Sunday School
11 00 a
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
15 00 P
7 03 p
Wednesday Evening

%11 A NITI 1.1'THE'll Ae
,yollday Si hl a.
:I, a m
Him, Clays
10 no a in
Worship

UNIVERSITY
830 a.m
First Worship
9:45 am.
Sunday School
1050 a.m.
Second Worship
6 .00 p m
Evening Worship
WEST MURRAY
10 50• m
Worship
600pm
MorningWorship
Evening
g
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible study
a. m
°13 a
1 :00
110
Morning Worship
7'00 p.m
Wed Eve Bible Study

HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10 00 a in
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p in
Worship
Evening
KIMSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
10 0)a in
Sunday School
10.50 a in
Morning Worship
7p m
Evening Worship
-Sunday k Wednesdays)

Morning Worship
Sunday School

(Coned on page 7)

CABLE
VLSION

SECOND STREET
pm
45 a
6 00
10
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
SEVENTH & POPLAR
8 30 a in
Worship Service
Bible Study
45 ap m
40
0 00
10
,
Worship Service
Evening Worship
30 p m
7
Wed Bible Study
Winter
7'00 p.in Summer
UNION GROVE 10 60•rri
p
r6mip
orsh
Wo
ingg 0,
nin
Mvoern
E
6 03 p is

CHURCH OF CHRIST

Worship

Pat Brunn and Suzanne
Coleman as
accompanist.
Mason's Chapel
and Hazel
The Rev. Bill Fisher,
pastor, will speak at 10
a.m. service at Hazel
United Methodist
Church and at 11 a.m.
service at Mason's

_SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 9 15 a m
Viorsho
Sat 1 1 00 a m

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT

TAYLOR SEED CO.

Merruy

1110 aim
Morning Worship
6 00p m
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m
Sunday School
II a.m.
Worship
ti
Church Training
7 p m.
Worship
7p m
Wednesday
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 Sam
Morning Worship
COLDWATER
11 00 a rn
Morning Worship
6 00 p in
Evening Services
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a rn
Morning Services
600pm
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6 30 p in
Wednesday Serv
10 00 a in
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship Service
00.o m
Sunday Night
EASTNYOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 Sam
Morning Worship
8 00 p m.
Evening Worship
703pm
itiednesday Evening
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:45 p.m
Evening Worship
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11 Warn
Morning Worship
6 30 p in
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11 Sam
Morning Worship
600pm
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
9 30 a in
Sunday School'.
10 45 a m & 7 00 p.m.
Worship
6 00 p.m
Church Training
FLINT BAPTIST
11 00am
Morril'irrtirstrip
6 45 p m
Eve

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS '
10 10 a m
Watchtower
Bible Lecture

5 00 p m
9 00 a m

OAK GROVE
GRACE BAPTIST
9.45 a in
Sunday School
10 43 am
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Singing Eve Worship

CENTRAL CENTER

COMPLIMENTS OF

402 N. 12th

4th Sunday
PALESTINE UNITED
10.00 a in
Sunday School
1100 a m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9 45 a m
Worship
11.00 a m
Sunday School
GROVE
PLEASANT
SOUTH
9 45 a in
Sunday School
10 450 in
Morning Worship
600 p m
Evening
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
11'00 a.m.
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
- 10-60 amMorning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
CHAPEL
WAYMEN
AME CHURCH
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
Morning Service
Pastor Willuun J Pratt

ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

WAL-MART

les

Rt 1

MT CARMEL
Worship Service 10 00 a rn 2nd Sunday.
10 Of
1100 am lth Sunday. Sunday School
2nr
am lit 3rd4th Sunday 11 a.m
Sunday
MT HEBRON
Worship Service 10 00 a.m 151 Sunday k
11 00 3rd Sunday. Sunday School 11 00
am 1st Sunday - 10 Sam . 305, 3r5&

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

CATHOLIC
Saturday
Sunday

the morning hour. Evening soloist will be
Sharon Davis.
Goshen Methodist
The Rev. Don
Faulkner, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service
at Goshen United
Methodist Church. Ronnie Hutson will be lay
assistant.
Charles Proffitt will
direct the music with

Compliments of

Teacher
Mar-Lane Ceramics Certified
*Custom Orders
•Suppl
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues.& Thaws.9:30 am,. to 4 p.m
6:30 p.m.to 10 p.m.
Wed.& Fri. 1 p.m.PO4 p.m.

LYNN GRON't.
9 45 a in
Worship Service
10 45 twin
Church School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9:-30 a rn
WorShip'SeMa-10 30 a m
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
11:00a.m
'Sunday School
10-00 a.m
Morning Worship

ing service. The ordinance of baptism will
be observed at the evening service.
Tommy Scott will
direct the music with
Patsy Neale and Susie
Scott as accompanists.
The Choir will sing
"How Majestic Is Your
Name" and a duet composed of Lisa Reed and
Tony Oliver will sing at

them, "From the Rising
of the Sun" by the Rev.
F.A. Gore Ovseley.
Susan Chambelain will
be accompanist.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr,
pastor, will speak at
10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services at Westside
Baptist Church. Kevin
Gaunce will give his
testimony at the morn-

BAPTIST

ip Fresh Fruits

•

N- ZARENE

INDEPENDENT

1 .1511
‘
POP

First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas
Schellingerhout, pastor,
will speak about '-'Unity
Out of Diversity!' with
scripture from Genesis
11:9 and Ephesians 4:13
at 10:45 a.m. service at
First Presbyterian
Church.
The Church Choir,
directed by Daniel
Craig, will sing the an-

God Is Love

Buck's Body Shop
Auto Body & Frame Work

900 Sycamore

Established 1945 -753-5142

11111110111 STOCKADE'
Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Sallin
Featuring Doily lunch & Dinner Specials
Bel Air Shopping Center

753-0440

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN
BOOKSTORE
Bibles, Books,. Cards, Music,
Gifts, Children's Books, etc

Hwy 94 East
753 1834

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
Jebbe•s et Shell Oil Products
Seeeistivealleway, Gravies anal Carlisle

Cesacilist

•: :
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Churches announce...
Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. George
Culp, pastor, will speak
about The Deights of
Super Natural
Religion" with scripture
from James 1:27 at 11
a.m. service and about
"Sin In the Life of the
Believer Is A Reality"
with scripture from I
John 2:1-2 at 6 p.m. service at Coldwater Baptist Church.
Bobby Manning will
direct the music with
Jennifer Culp and
Marge West as
accompanists.
Lake-Land
The Rev. James H.
Cain, pastor, will present the third in a series
of lessons on the questions, Are you master
of the circumstances?
or, Do the circumstances master
you?, at 10 a.m. service
at Lake-Land Apostolic
Church.
In the 6 p.m. Bible
studies, Dan Walker will
teach the sixth lesson
from the gospel of John.
Evangelistic service
will start at 7 p.m.
Russell's Chapel
The Rev. Marvin L.
Napier, pastor, will
speak about "Faith — A
Growing Faith," Part
II, with scripture from

as members sing the anthem, "Be Thou My Viwith scripture from I sion," with Emily Davis
John 2:28-29 and 3:1-3.
as guest organist.
Mark Paschall will
Assisting Wil be David
serve as deacon of the Eldredge, Howard
week. Michael Milby, Titsworth, Coleman
Lowell Key and Max McKee!, Jean Fleming,
McGinnis will sing Henry Fulton, Robert
"Kneel at the Cross" at Hopkins, Karen
the morning hour. Olazabal, David Reeves
Laura Paschall and and Bill Van Meter.
Sharon Furches will be
Grace Baptist
accompanists. Larry
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
Cherry will teach the pastor, will speak at
book of Hebrews at 6 10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
p.m.
services at Grace BapElm Grove Baptist
tist Church. Leland
In observance of gap- Peeler will direct the
tist Men's Day, Howard music with Dwane
Brandon will speak at 11 Jones and Anita Smith
a.m. service at Elm as accompanists.
Grove Baptist Church.
The Church Choir will
The Men's Choir will sing "On Heaven's
sing "Rise Up,0 Men of Bright Shore" at the
God" with Mitch Ash, morning hour and the
minister of music, as Men's Choir will sing at
director.
the evening hour.
The Rev. David
South Pleasant
Brasher, pastor, will
The Rev. Bob Dotson
speak at 6:45 p.m. ser- will speak at 10:45 a.m.
vice. Junior Choir will and 5:30 p.m. services
present special music. at South Pleasant Grove
Glenda Rowlett, Teresa United Methodist
Suiter and Lisa Oswalt Church. His morning
will be accompanists. topic will be "The
Jimmy Kelly and Eddie Power of the Word"
Clyde Hale will serve as with scripture from
deacons of the week.
Nehemiah 8:1.4a, 5-6,
First Christian
8-10 and Luke 4:4-21. .
Dr. David Roos,
Truman Whitfield and
pastor, will speak about James Mahan will
"The Super Bowl Blitz" direct the music with
at 10:45 a.m. service at Joan Cooper and TomFirst Christian Church. my Gaines as accomMargaret Boone will panists. Also assisting
direct the Chancel Choir will be Tammy Mahan,
Amy Nesbitt, Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis Treas, Ken-

(('ont'd from page 8)

II Thessalonians 1:3 and
I Peter 2:2 at 9:45 a.m.
servie at Russell's
Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Palestine
Palestine United
Methodist Church will
hear the pastor, the
Rev. Marvin L. Napier,
speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. His morning topic will be "Faith
— A Growing Faith,"
Part II, with scripture
from II Thessalonians
1:3 and I Peter 2:2.
Poplar Spring
The Rev. Chester P.
Culver, pastor, will
speak about "The Certainties of the Saints" at
11 a.m. service at
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church. He will close
the series on the Second
Coming of Jesus with
his subject being "When
the World Is No More"
at the 6:30 p.m. service.
Dan Hargrave will
direct the music with
Hazel Brandon and
Carol Ket..ly as
accompanists.
Sinking Spring
The Rev. Eddie
Young, pastor, will
speak about "Mission of
the 70s" with scripture
from Luke 10:1-24 at 11
a.m. service at Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
His 7 p.m. topic will be
"Christ's Appearing"

HILLIARD, LYONS

Stock Market

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barrell
Dollar Gen. Store
Durakon
E-Z-Em Inc.
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich
STOCKS

+ 8.60
86% +%
227/6 -1
/
4
22/
1
4 +1
/
4
291/4 +1/3
431/s +
14 unc
213
/4 unc
2.0/
1
2 + 3/4
21 unc
/
1
2
593/s +.
56% +%
/
4
70% -1
/
4
68% -1
33% +1,

Goodyear
311
/
2
I.B.M.1483/8
Jerrico
23%
Kmart
35/
1
4
JCPenney
54/
1
2
42
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
587/s
Scientific-Atlanta
12%
Sears
36%
Texaco
27%
Time Inc.
61%
U.S.Tobacco
321/8
Wal-Mart
301/2
Wendy's
157
/
8
C.E.F. Yield

MUNICIPAL BONDS

fly Erwin, Ronnie
Ragsdale, Lorin WatSeventh and Poplar
Jackson, Roger Kimbro
John Dale, minister, son, Rodney Lowe, Earl
and Daryl Rogers.
will speak about Nanny, Charles Lamb,
Memorial Baptist
"Together" with scrip- Bill Nix, Todd BohanThe Rev. Stephen V. ture from Acts 2:44-47 at non, Jerry Ainly and
Seaford, pastor, will 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. ser- Gerald Coles.
speak at 10:50 a.m. and vices and about "Praise
First Baptist
7 p.m. services at Ye The Lord" with
Dr. Greg Earwood,
Memorial Baptist scripture from Psalm pastor, will speak about
Church. Lester Garland_ 117 at 6 p.m. service at "Disciples Like They
will serve as deacon of Seventh and Poplar Used To Be" with scripthe week. Milton Church of Christ.
ture from Acts 3:1-10 at
Gresham will direct the
Jerry Bolls will direct 10:45 a.m. service and
music with Margaret the song service. about "Into the
Wilkins and Brenda
Assisting will be Jamie Religious Ghetto" with
Hart as accompanists.
Potts, Rick McKenzie, scripture from Mark
The Men's Choir will Joe Thornton, Jim2:13-17 at 7 p.moservice
sing "Amazing Grace"
and the Men's Quartet
composed of Fred
Stalls, Phil Powell,
Milton Gresham and
J.T. Lee will sing
"Testimony Medley" at
the morning hour. Sunday Night Singers will
sing "One Day" at the
evening hour.
University
Robin Wadley,
minister, will speak
about "Runaway, Come
Home" with scripture
from Luke 15:11-32 at
8:30 and 10:50 a.m. services and about "The
Man Who Stood Alone"
with scripture from
Genesis 6:1-22 at 6 p.m.
service at University
Church of Christ.
Ernie Bailey will
direct the song service.
Assisting will be Robert
Hendon, Bill Boyd,
George Gallagher,
Charley Bazzell, Prentice Dunn, Jimmy Ford
and Harold Grogan.

Be a Smart
Investor„.

Use our Discount Brokerage
Service, and ave on brokerage
fees!

You can open_ortransfer your_
- investment account easily and
quickly from another firm to our
bank!

WATCH!!!

+%
+
•1/8
+ 1/s
+%
unc
+ 1/s
+%
unc
+/
1
2
+%
+'/,
+l/,
unc
7 41

The TV Ministry of
University Baptist
On Channel 34

We want to assist with your
investment needs!

Each Tuesday Evening
5:30-6:00 p.m.

TT Bank of Murray
ILYA
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"

I

As the
Pastor Don Farmer
teaches through the book of
Revelations

MUTUAL FUNDS

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

at First Baptist Church.
Ken Hills will give his
testimony at morning
hour.
Wayne Halley will
direct the music with
Joan Bowker and Allene
Knight as accompanists. The Adult Choir
will sing at the morning
hour. Gus Robertson
will sing a solo and the
Men's Choir willing at
the evening hour. The
Rev. G.T. Moody, R.P.
Hodge and Marvin Harris will assist.

Member FDIC

sells tor Less •Wol Mart Sells for Less •,11/01 Mart Sells f -). Less
•tho' Mo'. Sells for Less •Wol-Mort Sells tor Less •INal-Mart Sells for Less •Wal Mort Sells for Less •Wol Mart Sells for Less •Wol Mort

WAL-MART

..e

Blidget

Lysol Liquid
Cleaner

Fruit of
the Loom
Pantyhose

$200

Bowl Fresh

Performance
Sheet Sets

AVER

•Reg. 1.63

•28 Oz.
*Cuts grease
as it cleans

'Disinfects

•3 Pair
•Sheer to waist

'Reg. 50' •3 Oz.
•Toilet Bowl Deodorizer3
•Asst. Scents
I$ 1

Permanent
Press

•W a 1 Mart Sells for Less

Twin Set
sw
#
•Reg 7

Sponge
Mop
$266

46

Full Set

*12

•Reg
13 46

Queen Set

ALE

*16

*Reg.

•Reg. 3.17
•Lightweight
cellulose sponge
for fast cleaning

17.46

King Set

3

•';

‘
6%Cs

BUY 3GE T 1

Plastic
Pail
GobotTmor VoltronT. Robot Watches
•Reg. 7.96 •Goes from
watch to robot

Each
$4
25

re
.

•

Ladies Lightweight $
Spring Jackets

1700

Si
10

WAkMART
a
ci

•Reg. 8.94
•4" and 6" seat
elevations
•Lightweight
•Non-skid grippers on
both sides

Hwy. 641 North
Mon-Sat 9-9
Sun 12-6
SALE ENDS
' 1/26/86

WALMART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY—I?'s our ntentron co have every
odsrertmed *am in stock However 4 due to anv untoreeeen reason an admorsed 'le"
*sue a Ram Check on rearrest tor aro me,
a not &mutable lor purchase Wm Mart
chances* to be purchmsed al the Ws pore whenever evadable or roe sal yo..,a somas
rterr el a comparable reduction sr proce We reserve the "QM to arm? Quentares larkta
tarns rood in New Memo

•we mai

Sc is to, 1.0%.

— Tcx
INIIIISI-BAR
411IS
,
10
',,f
•+tI 4
10. 4' ,I • t.:-

•

•Reg. 19.94
'Unbreakable all steel
bottle with handle
•Pour-thruTv Stopper

•Reg. 1.86
*4 Bar Pack

•
401
is

Two Level Booster Seat

•Reg. 19.88
' •Many fashion
styles to choose
from
•Pastel colors
•Polyester poplin
& cotton sheeting
•S-M-L

a
ci

.4
56;71g
i:i.1":
f.-r.,:
'
s,. .p
$ 1 66

•Wal Mort Sells foj Less •Wal Mort Sells fo, Leta •101/01 Mar

Duraflame Fireplace Logs
•Reg. 1.16 •3.5 lb.
handy size Alums for
hours •Buy one or a
convenient 6 pack

Ladies
Sweater
Vests

974

tech

Brach's Chocolate Candy
•Reg. 1.96.12 ounces •Chocolate covered
or raisins, peoriut clusters
or peanut caramel clusters

peanuts

$1

66

•Limit 2

Durkee
Seasoning Mixes

$6

•Reg. 7.97
•Large selection of styles &
colors •Silk/Angora/Acrylic/
Nylon •S-M-L

Sells tor Lost •Wol Mort Sells for Less •Wol Mort Soils for lost

•Choice of Brown Gravy Mix, /
1
4 or.;
Spaghetti Sauce Mix, 11
/
4 oz.; Chili
Scowling, 13
/
4-ol.Tideo Seasonihg;

4

MOS 4401A0 - 10M• .11,411 /0# SW'S #JOW• • M

ci

1
-

km

Sall JO

•11 Quarts
•Assorted Colors

- FREE

4 Bar Pack
Irish Spring
Bar Soap

1'4 oz.; Sloppy Joe • •
Seasoning, 1 1/2 oz.
•Limit 8
•Reg. 33‹

Sells for Less
•Wol Mort Sells for Lets •Wol Mort

•

•woi

Mort Sells for Less •

41.
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Super Selections.
Super Prices.
SUPER BOWL

After The Celebration
You'll need
Pepto Bismol
•Lifetime warranty
•Over the counter replacement
service

...$2.29
CABLE
VLS1111N
753-5005

Bel-Air Center

Discount Pharmacy

CRASS
EKy
FURNITUR
Murray,
Street

South 3rd

Olympic Plaza

753-3621

753-2380

Murray

Tape the Game!
Buy or Rent
a VCR and enjoy the Game
over & over.
Blank tapes available.
Your
Professional
Movie
Store

RENTALSALES

CENTER
2001. Main

7511001

Color Televisions
are the Best for
watching the Super Bowl
Get yours at...

Sunday, January 26th
4 p.m. central

& Elkins
Ward
On the Square

ne0

0430
000

753-1713

Murray

Big John

Potato
Chips
SUPPLIES FOR

SUPER BOWL
WEEKEND!

D&T
WAREHOUSE
FOODS759-1144
4th St.

South

Kick Off The Super Bowl
With A Party Platter
Shrimp Cocktail
Basket To Go

Super Bowl Party

Popcorn

Best Deli In Town
Serve a Krogers Deli
• Ai.) tray at your Super Bowl Party

from the Cheri Theatre
Only $3.00

IR ige4

Por Bog

Serves about 20 people

16 Oz. 8 Pack
Coll
753-6084
to fordo.

ONO@

Call
759-4641

641 N.
Murray
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Mirrray Ledger at Times
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'Toughest decision' sends MSU coach Mahoney to Kansas
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Calling it the toughest decision I've ever
made in my life," Murray State assistant head
football coach Mike Mahoney announced his
decision to join Bob Valesente's new staff at the
University of Kansas.
Mahoney, also the defensive coordinator at
MSU, will be in charge of defensive linemen at
Kansas which plans to instigate a 4-3 base
defense and at times go to a 4-2 with five defensive backs. Mahoney said one of the main drawing points to his new job is Valesente's devotion
to defense.
'Coach Val told me that last year everyone
referred to the Kansas 'Air Force' offense all the
time," Mahoney said in an interview Thursday
night. "He said he wants to make a reputation
change to 'Great Defense.' I told him that fans
where I come from (Murray) are very
sophisticated and they appreciate good defensive plays. I told him I'd like to see that same
thing evolve at Kansas ...
"... And it's exciting to know I might be a part
of that."
Mahoney, an assistant coach under Frank
Beamer since 1981, said the hardest part about
leaving was saying goodbye to the people of
Murray.
"Since I've made my decision you wouldn't
believe how many people have come up to me to
try and get me to stay. Frank (Beamer) and Dr.
(David) Perrin both made financial and other efforts to get me to stay. I just don't want people to
think that Mike Mahoney left because nobody
cared."
Beamer himself expressed disappointment in
Mahoney's dedision, mainly because of their
long working relationship together and the loss
he'll feel with his "right-hand man" leaving the
program.
"Mike's done a great job here, not only defensively, but with the kicking game and special
teams. I know it was a tough decision for him,
but the nature of the coaching business is moving
and we're glad this will be a good move for him."
No staff changes will be announced, Beamer
added, until he has examined the situation for a
few days.
Mahoney said his ultimate decision revolved
around his desire to someday become a head

coordinator Mark Thomas works with the Duke
University linemen and now Mahoney is striking
out for Kansas.
"I could stay in Murray the rest of my life and
be perfectly happy," Mahoney said. "But I want
to be a head coach someday and this will open up
some more possibilities for me."
The popular defensive coach, a strong believer
in MSU's wide-tackle-six alignment, said he will
miss some things in moving to the higher division, primarily the type of kids he's used to working with here.
"In Division I you don't get the Danny Colemans, the Jimmy Piercefields who walk-on and
become stars in the 1-AA programs. Walk-ons
don't exist at Kansas. They don't need them.
They get all the super athletes and don't need the
5-10 guys like Jose Casanova, even though they
play with just the same, if not more, emotion
than any Division I players I've ever seen."
As an example. Mahoney said he will never
forget the experience of watching his Division I
rejects match licks with Memphis State, in Memphis last season, and come away with a 10-10 tie.
"I have never, ever in my life seen guys rise to
the occasion like our kids did in Memphis. There
was no way on the face of the earth we should
have been able to stay on the same field with
those guys. But, you know, that's why emotion is
such a big factor in football. That's why you play
every game on every Saturday instead of
deciding who should win on paper.
"I told our guys afterwards if there was any
way possible, I would have drawn some blood
from-each one of them during that game and saved it to pump back into them during different
times of the season to get them ared.up the way
they were in Memphis. Sure, Memphis made
some mistakes. They fumbled away opportunities, but we were there making some of those
mistakes happen."
Although the Racers missed a shot at the
NCAA playoffs last season by a single loss.
Mahoney says he'd enjoy "one more crack at
Western (Kentucky), Middle Tennessee and
even Eastern Kentucky. I'd just like to be here
when (EKU coach Roy) Kidd steps off the bus. I
know he's hot about us beating them last season.
I'd just like to see that look on his face when he
comes here again."

ALL MY CHILDREN - Like a protective mother hen, Murray State assistant head coach and defensive coordinator Mike Mahoney envelopes his "kids" during a sideline briefing. Mahoney accepted a
position as defensive line coach at the University of Kansas this week. The 34-year-old coach says he'll
miss the people of MSU and the Murray community the most, but someday be wants to be a head coach
File photo by Chris Evans
and this is a move he has to make to achieve that goal.
Oklahoman and Oklahoma States to really see
what kind of coach I am."
Mahoney joins a long line of Murray assistants
who have advanced to Division I programs in the
past few years. Former offensive coordinator
Ralph Friedgen now works at Maryland, former
assistant head coach Mike O'Cain left for East
Carolina and since has moved to North Carolina
State as an offensive assistant, former offensive

coach. With the Division I experience, plus his
high assistant coach status on the Division 1-AA
level, he said his opportunities for advancement
would be better.
"Of course they told me that when Nebraska
and Oklahoma come rolling into Lawrence next
fall I'll probably wish I was back in good ol' Murray," Mahoney laughed. "I really think it will be
a challenge to go up against the Nebraskas,

Kentucky victory celebration cut short by post-game practice
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - Kentucky's
Winston Bennett says
there's lessons to be
learned, even after a
victory.
Bennett and the 11thranked Wildcats went
through a practice session Thursday night,
about 45 minutes after
downing stubborn
Georgia 74-69 in a

Southeastern Conference game.
Kentucky improved to
15-2 overall and 6-1 in
conference play while
Georgia fell to 10-6 and
3-4.
"I think you have to
remember a win is a
win," said Bennett, who
scored 14 points and had
five rebounds. "No
team is perfect, and you

trito-keeplearning.____ _ _tkoaves_yery_tMng
"We have to be more under eontrol.
But Georgia, behind
patient on offense. We
can't get into those the shooting of forward
spurts where we don't Willie Anderson, rallied
score for five or six to within 59-50 at 8:53.
minutes and their of- Anderson hit four
baskets during the 19-4
fense scores at will."
Kentucky opened up a spurt.
55-31 lead on guard Paul
The Bulldogs had a
Andrews' baseline
jumper with 15:35 left in chance to draw even
the game. and appeared closer, but Anderson

Lady Lakers pound St.Mary

Falling goal more exciting than game action
lockerroom. Cross
By JIM RECTOR
beams prevented the
Sports Editor
As a warmup for structure from falling to
tonight's rivalry mat- the floor, but for safety
chup against Murray reasons school officials
High, Calloway were working today to
County's victory over secure the fixture,
Paducah St.Mary which includes a heavy
Thursday night wasn't winch motor, before
tonight's game.
much.
"I was in there taping
A lukewarm win over
the Lady Vikings, 56-37, about 6:30," CCHS
was highlighted more coach John Orr recallby what happened ed, "and it sounded like
before the game than the roof was caving in. I
ran out and there was
during.
dust flying
A practice goal everywhere."
Assistant superintensuspended from the ceiling of Jeffrey Gym- dent Jim Nix, who viewnasium broke loose ed the problem afterfrom its moorings and wards stated, "If
caused a tremendous somebody had been
ruckus while the teams standing under it when
were being taped in the it came loose, it would

have taken their head
off."
The other three practice goals, located along
the sides of the main
gym floor, are being
checked today.
During the game,
after the excitement,
Calloway went through
the motions and led by
13-10, 25-19 and 44-30 at
the end of the first three
periods.
Christy Darnell
scored 16 and Amberly
Moss added 13 for the 8-5
Lady Lakers, winners of
their last three games.
Christy Anderson added eight points and
seven rebounds and
both Darnell and Tracey
Eldredge hauled down

six boards apiece.
Even without starting
point guard Sherri
Gallimore, who may
also miss tonight's
game due to sickness,
the Lady Lakers rolled
over the Paducah
visitors.
Orr pointed to the
heavy schedule (four
games in four days,
counting tonigh's contest) as being a factor in
his team's lackadasical
effort. Also, he said his
girls were looking forward to "THE" game
tonight against rival
Murray.
"That's the game
everybody's looking at
right now," Orr said.
"You know they are, I
know they are,
everybody in town
knows about it."

Tipoff for the girls
game is 6:30 p.m. with
the varsity boys playing
afterwards.
In Calloway freshman
girls action Thursday,
Erica Muskgrow drove
the length of the court
and scored on a 12-foot
jumper at the buzzer to
lift the 6-0 Lady Lakers
over visiting Benton,
29-28.
April Woods led all
Calloway scorers with
15 points and nine rebounds. Shannon McCuiston and Muskgrow
had eight steals each.
CALLOWAY CO (56) - M084 5 3-4
13. Darnell 72-2 16, Anderson 40.18.
14111 1 0-2 2. Marquardt 2 0-0 4
Eldredge 0 2-2 2. Ross 2 1 2 5 Woods
0 0-3 0. Banks 1 0-1 2, Muskgrow 20-0
4 Totals - 24 8.14 56
ST MARY (37)- Tomlinson 02.22,
K Roof 2 2-5 6. D Roof 6 3-4 15
Russell 3 1-67. Haas 2 3-5 7 Neal 0
0 1 0, Giovanucci 0 0-1 0. Clmard 0
OA 0 Totals.- 13 11-2837

Murray Middle tops S. Marshall twice

•

CAR OF WEEK
Murray Middle School
brought home a couple
of exciting victories
over host South Marshall Thursday night.
The Tigers won in overtime, 59-56, and the Murray girls triumphed,
24-21
Willis Cheaney scored
28 points, five in overtime, to provide the biggest Murray punch, but
reserve Brian Carroll
scored all seven of his
points in the fourth
period to keep the
Tigers in the thick of
things.
The game *'as tied at
50 at the end of regulation play Murray guard
Jody Ward scored 12
points and led his team
in rebounding with
eight.
In the girls game scot'.

ing was a problem, but
the Murray girls worked
the boards to a 48-24 advantage and came out
ahead in the end.
Stephanie Vanover raked the glass for 17 rebounds and Lady Tiger
teammate Danielle
Alexander grabbed 14.
Ann Greenfield led the

MHS freshmen
lose 57-32 to
North Marshall
Murray High suffered
a 57-32 freshman boys
basketball loss at home
Thursday night against
visiting North Marshall
James Payne and
Michael Fulton scored
12 points each to share
high scoring honors for
Murray

victors in scoring with
11
The Murray girls
were out-scored in the
fourth period, but held
on to the lead to post
their fifth win in eight
outings. The Murray
boys are now 3-5, 2-1
since the Christmas
break.

K & K STUMP REMOVAL
11)•
,1.00111y, ,11.11
,

up

thr• q•
• 1-1
l)5 3541 .tr 435 4 i r 4
16r. Now Hool Pot

1980 CORVETTE
Check Out These Other Cars
Si Chovotto 4 Dr.
Si GA4C Wargo Classic P /U
78 Cadillac Sadao doVillo

113 Per% Ay*. locsalod
113 Colaiwity Ct 4 Dr.
83 OlcIs Pirogue 4 Dr.

C"is

Certified Mileage

GRAVEL
We, Haul
Pit Grawc•I

ed his regular-season
streak of scoring in double figures to 59.
GEORGIA (69)- Williams 4-6 0-0 8.
McMillan 5-7 2-2 12. Fiartry 3-9 0-0 O.
Ward 4-8 34 11, Dunn 1,5 4.4 6.
Hamilton 1-3 1.2 3. Kessler 1-5 1.2 9.
Anderson 7-11 0-1 11 Totals 29-54
11-1580
KENTUCKY (74) - Blackmon 5.9
2-2 12. Davender 4-8 7.11 15. Harden
1-3 4-4 6. Bennett 6-14 2-2 14. Walker
4-14 3-5 11. Byrd 0-00-00. Andrews 1-1
0-0 2, Thomas 0-0 0-0 0. Madison 2-5
3-67, Lock 1-1 0-0 2, Jenkins 2-2 1-2 5
Totals 26-57 22.3274
Halftime - Kentucky 43. Georgia
27 Fouled out - Kessler. Anderson,
Blackmon Rebounds - Georgia 33
i Ward 7 Kentucky 31 1Walker 101
Assists = Georgia 14 iliartry
Kentucky 17 (Harden 8 'Total fouls
- Georgia 25, Kentucky 20 A 22.810

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

753-8355

901 SYCAMORE

College Basketball Results
College Basketball Scores
Thursday's Games
EAST
Bucknell 69, Hofstra 88
Fairfield 80. lona 65
Marist 72. St Francis. Pa 54
Massachusetts 69. Duquesne 60
N Carolina St 67 Maryland 55
Niagara 65. New Hampshire 59
Siena 81, Vermont 69
Bonaventure 68. George
St
Washington 86
Temple 76. Penn St 36
Trinity 75. Coast Guard 57
West Virginia 58. Rhode Island
57
Yale 54 Army 51
SOUTH
Ala Birmingham 81. N C
Charlotte 63
. Ark, Little Rock 82, Georgia St
78
- Citadel 76. Furman 72
E Tennessee SI 87 Appalachian
Si 74)

Ga Southern 71. Houston Baptist
55
Hardin-Simmons 68, Mercer 47
Kentucky 74. Georgia 69
Miami Fla 71. Baptist 60
Old Dominion 47 South Florida
43
Richmond 67. Navy 61
Samford 76, Centenary 70
South Carolina 65. Clemson 64
Vg Commonwealth 81 Jackson
vine 80. 20T

MIDWEST
Bradley 67, Illinois St 83 OT
Illinois 67. Ohio St 65
Indiana 71. Purdue 70. OT
Iowa 76. Northwestern 43
Kansas 81. Missouri 77
Minnesota 67, Wisconsin 65
S Illinois 65, Indiana St 62
Xavier SO CincInnall 78
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas St 62, McNeese St 49

Larnai iL. J.% Louisiana 66. UT
N Texas St 56. Louisiana Tech
50
NE Louisiana 67. Texas Arlington 55
Okla Christian 65. Oklahoma City 64
Texas-El Paso 65, Colorado St 57
Tulsa U. W Texas St 37
FAR WEST
Arizona 63. Oregon St 62. OT
Arizona St 76. Oregon 58
Brigham Young 66. Air Force 45
Cal-Irvine 85. Long Beach St 63
Cal-Santa Barbara 52. Fullerton
St 39
Fresno St 70, Utah St 64
Hawaii 83. San Diego St 80. OT
Nev -Las Vegas 88, New Mexico
Si 79
San Diego 74. Gonzaga 50
San Jose St 64. Pacific 60
St Mary's. Calif. 66, Portland 64
Stanford 76, UCLA 70

Kentucky Prep Basketball Results

49,xxx Certified Miles. Mirror T-Tops, Loaded.
Red! Red! Red! Sharp!!

-

"We started acting
like we had the game
wrapped up," he said.
"Coach (Eddie Sutton)
is doing what he thinks
is best for the team. If
practicing at 11 (p.m.)
will help, then I'm all
for it."
Davender finished
with 15 points to lead
Kentucky, while guard
James Blackmon tallied
12 and forward Kenny
Walker had 11.
Walker, scoring his
final basket with 1:03
left in the game, extend-

and forward Chad 'scoring the final eight
Kessler both missed the -points of the game.
"We pulled from
front end of bonus free20-some points behind to
throw tries.
within nine at 59-50,"
Bennett then banked said Georgia coach
in a 10-footer and guard Hugh Durham. "If we
Ed Davender hit two had cashed in on the two
free throws to widen one-plus-one situations,
Kentucky's margin to it would have been a dif63-50 with 7:06 to go. ferent game at five. We
Georgia got no closer were there but couldn't
than the final margin, take advantage of being
there."
Bennett said the
Wildcats got tomplacent after opening up
the 24-point lead.

Owlior History

McNutt Motor Sales, Inc.
Pre Owned Car?.

Main
759-1839

kritucky Prep Basketball
THURSDAY'S GAMES
BOYS
Boyd Co 67 Ashland 49
Lawrence Co 65. Fairview 64
Lou Atherton 63. Butler 57
MMI 64, School for the Deaf 54
Oldham Co 66, Danville 44
Owen Co 46 W Anderson 43
Owens Apollo 69 53 Hopkins 66
SKAC Tournament
Campbellsville 69 Glasgow 39
15E1
GIRLS
Ballard Memorial 50 Hickman
Co 36
Bell Co 53. Evans 35
Boone Co 53, Dixie Hts
Bourbon Co 64. Parts 63 40T
Boyle Co 60 Harrodsburg 32
Calloway Co 56, St Mary 37
Cawood M Middlesboro 46
Christian Co 53. Trlgg Co 49
Hrturic co ma Madison'elms 4/1

435-4319

Hughes Kirk 46. Muhlenberg
Cent 44
Jackson City 514. Buckhorn 55
Johnson Cent 85. Pikeville 32
Laurel Co 40, Lax Lafayette 54
Lincoln Co 64, Jessamine Co 12
MC Napier 49, Leslie Co 411
- bisaalistkeo, so lano-ass 66

..lay ilr,u

edUr

all Tilghman

44
McLean Co 50, Bremen 37
warm Co 6.2. Elizabethtown 50
Mercer Co 53. Burgin 40
Newport Cath 73 Erl Lloyd 62
Newport 49. Campbell Co 4!
Notre Dame 58, Coy Scott 52
Owens Apollo 64. W Hopkins 39
Owensboro 54 Mater Del, Ind 47
Pendleton Co 64 Augusta 33
Phelps 73. Virgie 49
Portsmouth, Ohio 71 Greenup
Co SO
Pulaski Co 41. Somerset 39
Riverside Ov 62. Cordia 33
Scott Co 42. Trimble Co 26
Tates Creek 614. Richmond
Madison 14
Warren East 714. Edenonson Co
II
Wayne Co 55 Russell Co 47
Whitesburg 79 Belfry 62
WanittorstCo 66, arsalifor44*--

-

WIP.,

A

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

700

435-4343

Coy Conner 63, Coy Holmes 59
Deming 56, St Patrick 39
Dike Combs 75. Letcher 50
E Carter 65. W Carter SA
E Hardin 71 Breckinridge Co
52
E:still Co 70, Wolfe Co 47
Fairview 71, Lewis Co 69
Gallatin Co 51. Carroll Co 5-3 OT
Garrard Co 71. Berea 36
Grayson Co 55, W Hardin 35
Hancock Co 69. Graham 50
Harrison Co 55, Bracken Co 47
Henry Clay 84, Bryan Station 41
Highlands 49. Simon Kenton 46

901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

alaa
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Racer Illustrated
Murray State Racers
(10-7, 2-2)
vs.
Eastern Kentucky Colonels
(6-10, 1-3)
Saturday, January 25, 1986
7:30 p.m.
Racer Arena
Murray, Kentucky

GO
RACERS

Murray State Racers
(10-7, 2-2)
vs.
Morehead State Eagles
(7-9, 0-4)
Monday, January 27, 1986
7:30 p.m.
Racer Arena
Murray, Kentucky

THUS FAR: Murray State is 10-7 overall, 2-2 in the Ohio
Valley Conference after sweeping two conference games last
weekend. The Racers currently are tied for third in the OVC
Eastern Kentucky is 6-10 overall and 1-3 in the OVC. The Colonels got their first league win last Saturday with a 73-64 win
over Tennessee Tech. Tonight is EKU's first OVC road game.
THE COACHES: Steve Newton is 10-7 in his first season as
head coach of the Racers. A 1963 Indiana State graduate, he
is in his eighth season on the MSU staff, having recorded seven
years as associate coach under Ron Greene before being
elevated to the head coach's position in March. He is 1-0 against
Eastern Kentucky.
Max Good is 48-77 in his fifth season as head coach of the
Colonels. A 1969 graduate of Eastern Kentucky, this is his first
collegiate head coaching position. He is 3-6 against Murray
State.
WHEN THE FIRST ONE ISN'T THE FIRST TIME:
Although tonight is the first OVC meeting between these two
teams this season, its not the first time they have seen each
other on the hardwood. The pair locked horns in the consolation game of the Mini Classic in Champaign, Illinois, on
December 7. That game will go down in Racer basketball
history as one of the greatest comebacks ever. Down by 17
points with 8:14 left in the game, the Racer defense clamped
down on EKU, allowing only five points the remainder of the
game and only one free throw by Lewis Spence in the last 3:30.
Meanwhile, Chuck Glass rang up 11 of his 13 second-half points
in the final eight minutes, including a twisting seven-foot bank
shot with 52 seconds left to give MSU the lead. George Kimbrough hit one of two free throws to make it 63-61, and the
Racers had to hold their collective breath as Antonio Parris
launched a 45-foot shot at the buzzer which bounded off the rim.
CONGRATS, ZEDRIC: Racer guard Zedric Macklin was
named Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week for his
45-point performance against Youngstown State and Akron last
weekend. He also chipped in 14 rebounds and 7 assists as the
Racers recorded their first two OVC wins. A native of Memphis, Tenn., Macklin tallied a career-high 29 points last Satur-

THE COACH: Wayne Martin is 115-96 in his eighth season
as head coach of the Eagles. A 1968 graduate of Morehead
State, he has a 202-129 record in his 12th season as a head coach.
The coach with the longest tenure in the OVC, he guided the
Eagles to the 1983 and 1984 OVC Tournament championships
and subsequent NCAA berths.
THE SERIES: Begun February 1, 1934, with a 47-22 Racer
win in Morehead, the series has seen Murray State take a commanding 63-40 lead in the battle of the MSUs. The Racers are
34-10 at home against the Eagles, 19-28 on the road, and 10-2
on neutral floors. In the close games ( decided by four points
or less(. the Racers hold a 13-7 advantage, including an 8-2
home mark. In the blow-outs (decided by 15 or more points),
the Racers are 19-9, including an 11-2 record at home. Perhaps
the biggest Murray State win over Morehead State came on
March 5, 1969, when the Racers downed Morehead 94-76 in
Bowling Green in an OVC playoff game to earn its second
NCAA tournament berth in the school's history.
BIG BAD BOB: It won't be too hard to locate the big man
on Morehead State's team. Center Bob McCann stand 6-9 and
weighs 255 pounds, so he's easy to pick out of a crowd. Once
the game starts, it's even easier: McCann is third in the OVC
in scoring with an 18.1 average, first in the league in rebounds
with a 10.4 average (which ranks him in the top ten nationally), and first in the ccsiference in blocked shots,!stith .40,

day against YSU.
THE SERIES: Begun on January 30, 1934, with a 37-27 Racer
win in Richmond, Murray State holds a 54-44 advantage in the
overall series, with a 29-14 edge when playing in Murray. The
MSU win earlier this season in the Illini Classic evened the
neutral floor record in the series at 5-5. The Racers are 20-25
playing in Richmond.

Before the game,
stop by and get
one of the best
sandwiches
in West Kentucky!

nVill _Cakes

Office Products ille.
Ism lama

XER0i.

SALES &'SERVICE
Factory Trained Mechanics • We Deliver
• Office Supplies • homily," • Calculators
• Copy Machines & Somalia • Typewriters
90)COO°01ATIO•,,
" • cC,c'• ,
•
COPIERS
TYPEWRITERS

s41'
M
COPIERS 8
CASH
REGISTERS

Your only Authorized XEROX
Sales Agent in this area

COPIERS. CASH REGISTERS

Mon.-Fri. 6

Meet
Bill Rayburn
of the
Home Team
See Bill For
All Your
Real Estate Needs

OPEN:
a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 6 a.m.-1 p.m.

OFFICE FURNITURE & DESIGN

753-0123

TOLL FREE-DIAL '1'
& THEN 800 592 3499
512 MAIN MURRAY

Sammon's Bafiry
Chestnut St.

753-5434

Good Flor

Friendly Service

'1.00 Off

Great Selections
and Low Prices
EverydayThat's the Wal-Mart Way!

Any Movie Rental
through Jan. 31st.

Does it Again

Wok

Mon.-sat.
10-9
W ;t Kentuchy s Economy(or Center
SOO Chestnut

Thornton Marble
Cultured Marble Mfg.
•Hot Tubs
•Ceramic Tile
'Shower Doors & Mirrors

We Give Free Estimates
See Our Display
Open 8:00 to 4:30 Mon.-Fri.
612 S. 9th/753-5719

\"67.4
Central
Shopping
Center

?„

\\'\ !i

Sun.
1-5

For Movie Rentals On
Tuesdays and Thursdays

Sales & Rental .)

Hwy. 641 North

753-7670

COUPON

I Catch
The
Action,
Let Us
j Develop
The Fun!

I Receive Two Prints For
The Price of One
pon Per
sjan311986
E PEne
'
(LimitCou
Customer And One
01 Coupon Per Roll).

fj

Murray
Electric System
GO

1 HOUR PHOTO
DEVELOPING

Call

753-5312

401 Olive

RACERS!

HELIN
MIC
BECAUSE SO MUCH IS RIDING ON YOUR TIRES.
World Famous flachals Far
•Foli Su* Farrah. Cala '
•Inspo,I• I Compacts
*Me Performant•
SPo‘ls Cats
•PrOuipi CVans •

10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
-

Home of the Racer Meetings
Tuesday at 12 Noon

Lubie and Reba's
Super Burger
Chestnut St

4

•

3.00 offOffany large
Get $3.00

11

, Deluxe, Price Destroyer
or Vegi!
One coupon per order. Expires 2/23/86.j

15
,
(3
,
DELUXE-5 Items lor the Prtce of 4 Pepperon, Sausage MUShrOOTS 0
& Green Peppers
VE01-5 Items for the Price ot 4 On,ons Green Peppers Mushrooms. Green
01,es & Extra Cheese
PRICE DESTROYERTS•A soectal blend of 9 Items Iv the Puce ot 5 Pepperon,
Ham Beef Seusacte Green 0i,ves Black Ot,ves. Green Peppers Ocnons.

CARROLL
Tire & Wheel Alignment
•NAO,••4 Abirrnent •Cornputerlted Wheel Elationcsng
•Inf• R•4:1
Jotnt B Atte Boots Replaced
•Br•Y• Work Shoo** •C U

Murray, Ky.

1105 Pogue

Domino's Pizza

a 4, Delivers Free!
Call us
ZN .810 Chestnut 5.
!

Now we're open for

lunch at 11.00

753-9844

For Books,
Magazines, Office Supplies,
Q Pencils, Pens and
Much More!

THE UNIVERSITY
STORE

pRicED,
RIGHT.

753-8488

S

•

After the game...

Mushroorng

Snap Shot
Photo

$3
*We deliver to businesses
_

WALTMART

HOME TV & APPLIANCE

Serving Plate Lunches
All Day- 7 Days A Week

•

$1.50 DAY

753-14118

Located in the University Center
I

•

• •

v • 0 10
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OUTDOOR LIFE
111
Crappie remain at the
top of the list this week,
as the most sought after
fish on Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes.
They seem to be
holding in smaller
schools and are tightly
packed alongside or over
some kind of wood
structure.
The depth ranges from
10 to 25 feet. however
most of the ones caught
while it was so warm

A Hope special
Entertainer Bob Hope gets his cheeks tugged by actress Donna Mills and comic Don Rickles in Burbank, Calif. recently during the taping of his upcoming one-hour special "Bob Hope's All Star Super
Bowl Party," slated to air on NBC January 25.

came from the deeper
waters.
We haven't had any
rain throughout the area
for a long time and there
isn't much fluctuation in
the lakes. Therefore the
crappie are not doing
much moving around.
Some anglers have
even reported "seeing"
schools of fish on their
graphs and locators and
having to place their
minnows directly into

Goose season closed in
Western Hunting Zone

The goose season in was reached, whichever
those portions of Hender- came first.
son, Union, Lyon, CritAt the end of shooting
tenden and Livingston hours on Friday, Jan. 10,
counties in the Western goose hunting season
Goose Hunting Zone was closed in Ballard,
closed at the end of Carlisle, McCracken,
shooting hours on Tues- and those portions of
controlled use of asbestos.
Ken- Graves,.
Hickman,
"Under controlled use, it does day, Jan. 21, the
not present significant risk to tucky Dept. of Fish and Fulton and Marshall
has counties in the Western
the public and workers," he Wildlife Resources
announced.
Goose Hunting Zone
said.
Goose hunting ceased after the quota of 4,400
-- because the quota of Canada geese was reach1,400 Canada geese was ed in the Ballard repor— taken in the Henderson - ting zone.
Union reporting zone.
In Kentucky's Eastern
The season was schedul- Goose Hunting Zone,
presented after the prosecution ed to run through Jan. which doesn't have a
rested its case, Graham
31, or until the quota federally -mandated
dismissed only two of 62
harvest quota, the
season remained open
charges.
The jury, which was excused
through January 20. The
until Monday, is expected to
boundary between the
begin deliberating late Monday
eitatern and western
zones is a line beginning
or Tuesday, if Graham doesn't
CHATTANOOGA, at
Kentucky the
grant acquittals before then.
The defendants are charged Tenn. (AP) — The 1986 Tennessee border at
with performing campaign work BASS Masters Classic, Fulton extending north
on state time or ordering others the $125.000 world cham- along the Purchase
pionship of bass fishing, Parkway to 1-24, east on
to do so. The violations allegedly
occurred in 1983 when Mills was will be held in Chat- 1-24 to US-641, north on
secretary of state and running tanooga for the first US-641 to US-60, norfor treasurer. All have pleaded time on Aug. 14-16, Ray theast on US-60 to US-41,
Innocent.
Scott. president of the then north on US-41 to the
Bass Anglers Sport- Kentucky-Indiana
border.
sman Society, said.

Congress plans to keep mindful eye on EPA
plans to ban products containing asbestos
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Members of Congress, mindful
of White House resistance to
earlier efforts to outlaw
asbestos, say they will watch
closely as the Environmental
Protection Agency walks the
bureaucratic path toward a
complete ban on products containing the deadly substance.
Reps. John Dingell, D-Mich.,
and James Florio, D-N.J., say
vigilence is needed to ensure
that the proposed ban on cancercausing asbestos, announced
Thursday by EPA, becomes a
life"-saving reality.
The two representatives said
the real pitfall lies at the end of
the process of public hearings,
reviews, comment periods and
re-reviews that EPA Administrator Lee M. Thomas
estimates could consume a year
before a final asbestos regulation is issued.
Also concerned, but for a different reason, is the asbestos industry, which doesn't dispute
the carcinogenic nature of the
substance but calls the proposed
ban "unwarranted."
"This is the beginning of the
rulemaking process, and we're
going to dog it every step of the

way," said Ken Nyquist, a
spokesman for the Asbestos Information Association.
Nyquist said the—industry
favors the European approach:

Defense rests in Mills trial,

jury excused until Monday
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Closing arguments in the theft
and misconduct trial of Kentucky Treasurer Frances Jones
Mills are scheduled for Monday
unless Franklin Circuit Judge
William Graham issues directed
verdicts of acquittal on all
counts.
Defense attorneys for Mills
and six of her current or former
employees asked Graham to
dismiss the charges Thursday
after the defense rested its case
and the prosecution called no
rebuttal witnesses.
In similar defense motions

ly cause a large concenthe school before getting
tration of fish to inhabit
a strike. The crappie
the swifter current and
would not swim out and
boils below the dams for
aggressively take a
and for depositing
food
minnow.
their eggs.
I think the water
This is a prime time
temperature has a lot to
to
do with their movements for sauger fishermen
with
coolers
the
load
are
lakes
the
whenever
still and right now we some of the finest eating
in the south.
have 40 to 42 degrees in
Most anglers prefer to
both lakes down to 20
bounce a one ounce lead
feet.
head jig with a minnow
I also feel sure the
attached along the botgamefish have been
tom while drifting with
feeding on the dead and
dying shad minnows the current.
However, some like to
which drift their way.
use a 3-4 inch section of
They might not be very
plastic worm or grub
hungry.
instead.
Even though the air
Both types of baits
temperature remains
very effectively if
work
day
cold a bright sunny
will help to warm the there is a concentration
shoreline and in turn the of fish to be had so keep
an ear to the grapevine
water from its contact.
to find out when the acbig
a
had
haven't
We
sauger movement yet so tion gets hot and heavy.
have.
folks
Some
we have that to look forto for at least a already had good luck
below both dams so you— -month.
The sauger normally will have to decide for
move fairly close to the yourself which place you
tailwaters below the want to try your luck.
As soon as I receive
dams prior to spawning
news I will gladly
any
in
_done
is
which
pass it on to you! .
February and March.
Happy Fishing!
This action will usual-

Cain's

Fishing event
is announced

AMC-Jeep-Renault Inc.
so
.
-.7.
-7`

1111111111
r`ierokee Pioneer

.641 North

14.EVEVE..*.E.E.C.E.*.E.E.EC.A.E.E.E.E.C..E..E.E.*

Pittman
Whel
Alignment

By Abigail
Van Buren

Ford's campaign
raises $790,000
for re-election
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Sen. Wendell Ford's campaign
committee raised $790,058 last
year for his 1986 re-election bid,
although the two-term incumbent has no announced opposition, according to a report filed
with the Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance.
In a statement accompanying
a copy of the report's summary,
Ford, D-Ky., said he and his
campaign staff were "exactly
where we hoped to be at this
point."
"We have not held a major
statewide fundraiser or other
large-scale solicitation. Our efforts to date have been intentionally low key," the statement
said.
The Committee for Wendell
Ford had total contributions of
$357,467 in the July 1-Dec. 31
reporting period and $766,998 in
all of 198,5, according to the
report released Thursday.
Other receipts, such as
dividends and interest, and offsets to operating expenses
brought total receipts to $372,251
for the six-month period and
$790,058 for the year, the report
said.
Ford received $425,913 from
political action committees for
the year and his campaign committee currently has $500,650
cash on hand, the report said.

Telephone line
offers progress
of Voyager 2

7'la

gt.

WASHINGTON (AP) — People wondering about the progress of the Voyager 2
spacecraft as it inspects the
planet Uranus are able to satisfy
their curiosity by dialing
1-900-410-1111, for a fee.
On Thursday, callers heard
tapes that were updated every
few hours giving details of the
170 television pictures being
received as Voyager searches
for new moons and cloud
features around Uranus
Callers to the update line pay
50 cents for the first minute and
35 cents for each additional
minute

753-6448

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

Can Well-Adjusted Kids Come
From Artificial Conception?

410 N. 4th
753-8346— 753-6779

DEAR ABBY: Now I've seen ev- unmarried 14-year-old!
Every child deserves a mother
erything."Still Shaking," the retired
parents of a 35-year-old "lovely, and a father. Thanks to all these
•A..E.E.E.C,..*.E.C..C_E..C...E.CA.E.ILIFEE.E..
unmarried, highly respected, pro- hot-pants teen-agers, we already
fessional woman," were called by have enough one-parent families
their daughter to inform them that without your approving artificial
she is pregnant and thrilled. It insemination for unmarried women
seems that she has always wanted a whose biological clocks are running
child, and since her biological clock out.
If a single woman wqnts somewas running out and she had no
man in her life, she had herself thing to love and thinks mlittherhood
would be fun, tell her to get a per
artificially inseminated!
DISGUSTED IN
and
stunned
were
The parents
HORNELL, N.Y.
asked you what they should tell
people. Your advice, "Tell them the
Topping, Deadwooding, Hedg
DEAR DISGUSTED: Twotruth," was correct. But what does
Trimming, Complete Removal
the unmarried daughter tell her parent homes are, of course,
child when confronted with the ideal when both parents are
Pesticide Treatment, Surgery
ideal parents, but many wellquestion: "Who is my father?"
Seasoned Firewood.
Couples and/or singles who are adjusted children have been
having children by artificial insem- reared in one-parent homes. So,
'Fully Insured
ination, surrogate parenting and who am I to say that an unmar'
unmarried
an
(or
woman
ried
the like give little consideration to
the psychological effect of these man, for that matter) has no
procedures on the offspring so pro- right to be a parent? And by the
way, who are you to make that
duced.
"Yes, dear, you were conceived judgment?
when I was impregnated with a
S..
turkey baster with the sperm of
some unknown guy whom I never
DEAR ABBY: I've been thinking
met."
about the letter signed "Still ShakReassuring, isn't it?
JOSEPH H. DAVIS, M.D., ing"—the parents of a 35-year-old
PEDIATRICIAN, unmarried, professional woman who
.4)
MENLO PARK, CALIF. wanted a baby, so she had herself 0
Si
.
artificially inseminated
If I were the parents, I wouldn't 0
DEAR DR.DAVIS:Reassuring
0
J
that story unless I saw the
buy
or not, children conceived by
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake )
:
of
kind
some
sperm bank fathers, surrogate doctor's records or had
1
DON NIcCtURI
GRAYSON McCLURI
mothers and any way other than proof that artigcial insemination
1
place.
took
actually
the conventional method should
2
:
IN
L
SKEPTICA
be told the truth about how they
MURPHYSBORO, ILL.
came into the world. Embarrassing and complicated as it may
•0 •
seem to adults concerned only
whatand
with morals, ethics
CONFIDENTIAL TO KNEEwill-the-neighbors-think, the
simple truth told with patience, DEEP IN DEBT IN STUDIO
love and caring will be sufficient CITY, CALIF.: Make one more
for the moment, and eventually purchase—buy yourself a scissors. Then cut up your credit
understood and accepted.
cards.

Boyer s
ice
Serv
Tree753-03
38

,)
ppy Holiday Travel/Inc,

1 1 Miles From Murray On 94E.;
,b
i
Telephone 502-753-6116 ,
.01
;t..vt_tAANANANAN..*A.t.t.t.vm*AA..lus-m

•• *
•••

DEAR ABBY: I, too, am shaking
after reading that letter about the
single woman having artificial insemination because she wanted a
baby and didn't have a man in her
life.
You seemed to think it was perfectly all right. Why didn't you
speak out against that stupid, selfish
woman's bringing a child into a oneparent home? That woman has no
more right to have a baby than an

(Do you hate to write letters because
you don't know what to say? Thankyou notes, sympathy letters, congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and,how to write an interesting
letter are included in Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Send your name and address
clearly printed with a check or money
order for $2.50 and a long,stamped(39
cents)self-addressed envelope to: Dear
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood,('alif. 90038.)

& W AUT
SUPPLY,
We Install Automotive Glass
And We Also Make
Hydraulic Hoses.
753-4563 ..•0
512 S. 12th
kNkt-KVAA_WW4_ki3O,,
VE.C..VVE.
I.

- 8NstIA
CM.x"&Xs2

Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
Rt. 1 Hordin(502)474-2245 ot 071-2211, Ext. 171

EILE.E.E.E.C.E.E.E.E.E.E..E.E.
V-CAVE.E.:411EVIVE.E.

41 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business"

On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
*Bass Hawk Boats
Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

Your U-Haul Headquarters
'72-9131
Hwy.641 South
E.*
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Chattanooga businessman sentenced for fraud
CHATTANOOGA, Allan Edgar also placed
Tenn. (API — A Chat- Mike Michalski on four
tanooga businessman years probation and
was sentenced to 60 ordered him to serve 300
days in prison and fined hours of community ser$5,000 for submitting vice after learning full
fraudulent invoices to restitution had been
the Tennessee Valley made to TVA.
Authority for pumps
Michalski was
and parts in 1982 and
sentenced Thursday
1983.
-after pleading guilty-to U.S. District Judge

a two-count criminal information filed by. the
U.S. attorney's office.
The owner of Mike
Michalski and Co. was
charged with billing
TVA $31,620 in July 1982
for two pumps actually
worth $19,000, then
$12,610 in September
1983 for parts actually
valued at $5,400.

CLASSIFIEDS
1

Lega

Legal

Need An
Extra Car For

Murray City Police Dept. will-be accepting bids on 1986 model police
cars. Bids must be in the City
Clerks office by Feb. 3 at 4 p.m.
Copies of.the specifications may
be picked up at the Murray_Folice
Dept.

A Few Days?
'14 Per Day
14 Per Mile
Rent From Gene At

Coca-Cola enters juice-added soft drink market
try into the juice-added
NEW YORK (AP ) —
Coca-Cola's introduc- category, announced
tion of a new line of Thursday.
juice-added soft drinks
PepsiCo Inc. has been
is an effort to capitalize
the juice-added
selling
recognized
trend
the
on
by industry analysts lemon-lime drink Slice
who say consumers for about a year and inwant something troduced Mandarin
nutritious from their Orange Slice, an
sodas and like to feel orange-flavored drink,
this week. Both contain
virtuous sipping them.
The nation's biggest 10 percent fruit juice
soft drink maker is and feature the slogan,
following the lead of No. "We Got the Juice!"
Coca-Cola Co. is tak2 Pepsi-Cola with its en-

ing the concept a step
further, introducing
orange and lemon-lime
soft drinks that contain
not only added fruit
juice but extra
vitamins, such as
Vitamin C, that are
naturally found in juice.
The 10 percent juice
sodas will go on sale
next month under Coca
Cola's Minute Maid
brand in both regular
and diet versions.

Butcher's assets are frozen by U.S. Judge Jarvis
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP — With the freezing of C.H. Butcher Jr.'s
assets, an end to the exfinancier's bankruptcy
case could come within
a year, says trustee
James R. Martin.
U.S. Judge James
Jarvis on Thursday
granted Martin's plea

for a temporary injunction that blocks Butcher
and 16 members of his
family and business
associates from dispersing their assets.
"What I hope this
means is the assets ...
will still be there when it
comes time to pay off
the people he owes,"

Homeplace
Family Restaurant
14 OZ. T-BONE
With choice of potato,
tossed salad and
fronch bread.

$495
(Fri. 8. Sat. Evening Only — Mn. 24th & 25th

All You Can Eat Fish Special
Every Friday

Saturday Night

'425
759-1864

1906 Coldwater Rd.

THIS IS MY REPORT
ON THE 'KILLER BEES°

-7

said Neal Melnick, an
attorney representing
Martin.
Martin said the payoff
for creditors who have
claimed Butcher owes
them $230 million could
come within a year, but
first the claims will be
reduced to about $100
million, he said.
The reduction will
result from duplicate
claims and other claims
that are found to be
unreasonable.
Martin, an accountant
and former FBI agent,
was appointed by the
U.S. Bankruptcy Court
to liquidate the financial
assets of Butcher and
his wife, Shirley Butcher, to pay their
creditors.
He alleged in a $126
million civil lawsuit filed on Jan. 9 that since
Butcher had been forced
into bankruptcy in 1983,
he had dispersed about
$26 million that belongs
to his creditors.

2 .Notice

CONCRETE MIX- 80 lb
bag. $1.95. Mid-South
Wholesale Building; ,342
East Washington;
Paris: 901-642-2552

800 Only 63"

3. Card

Up To Poster Sirs
20x211
In Store
On. Hour SorvIce
And Complete

.as

26 yrs. have
rolled around
and this little
boy is still digging holes in
the ground.
Poulan & Stihl
Chainsaw Repair
MURRAY HOME
IS AUTO
Chestnut St.
753-2371

Lordy
_Lordy
Edna is
40
LiMAT I WORRY
ABOUT ARE THOSE
°KILLER [2-MINUSES"!

MANY PEOPLE ARE
WORRIED ABOUT THE
" KILLER BEES"

PHOTO
ENLARGING
33E7 Only $1"

Happy
Birthday •

Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway
Circuit Court Walter H. Conner and wife,
Gladys C. Conner, Plaintiff, versus Paul Ray
Waddell and wife, Barbara Jo Mathis Waddell: E.M. Bailey Dist. Co.: Calloway County, Ky.: and City of Murray, Defendant.
.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
January 10 Term thereof 1986, in the above
cause, for the sum of Thirty Four Thousand
Forty Two and 37/100 Dollars, with legal interest from the 10th day of January 1986, until paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Court House door in the
City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 3rd day of
February 1986, at 10:00 o'clock a.m., or
thereabout, for cash, the following described
property, to-wit:
TRACT I: Lot No. 1 in the Cloverdale Addition to City of Murray, Kentucky, plat to same
being recorded in Deed Book 81, at Page 487,
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. The lot herein conveyed being 70 feet
East and West by 202 feet North and South.
TRACT II: Lot No. 2 in the Cloverdale Addition to the City of Murray, plat to same being of record in Deed Book 81,Page 487, in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court. Lot hereunto conveyed being 65 feet
East and West and 202 feet North and South.
SAVE AND EXCEPT property heretofore
deed to Tremon Cloys and wife, Dotty Lou
Cloys, husband and wife, of record in Deed
Book 97, Page 135, in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court,and more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a stake in the south line of Lot
No. 1, it being a part of the W.H. Conner and
Gladys Conner lot, and the north line of the
Otis Geurin Lot on the West edge of South 8th
Street Extended, thence north 75 feet to a
stake, thence west 135 feet to the Kelley
Outland east line, thence south with the Kelley
Outland east line 75 feet to the Otis Geurin
north line, thence east parallel with the Otis
Geurin North line 135 feet to the point of
beginning.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest from a day of sale, until
paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
502-753-2617

of Thanks

Card
of Thanks
We wish to thank
our friends for the
of
expressions
sympathy extended to our family
due to the loss of
our loved one, Marshall Cleaver.
Thanks so much for
the prayers, food,
A
flowers.
&
special thanks to
Poplar
&
7th
Church for the use
of their annex
building and to the
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.

PROCESSING
With Individual
And Personal
Attention

ONE HOUR PHOTO
laskho

CRASS
FURNITURE
103 S. 3rd
Downtown Murray
753-3621

T'AM'S CAKE HUT the
place to call for a delicious SCRATCH made
cake, such as carrot,
coconut, applespice, Italian cream, Honey
nut,and jam.,We specialize in character cakes
like Cabbage Patch,
rainbow bright, heman
hearts etc. as well as
weddings and showers,
and we make our own
cakes to be remembered
so call 759-4492 or stop by
410 Main After hours call
437-4455.
VALENTINES Day will
be here soon and why
not get that special
someone a specially
decorated heart cake
just for them. We have
three sizes and can ice
them in any color you
choose. Priced from
$2.00 to $7.00 and for
only $1.00 more we will
deliver them anywhere
In the city limits. Call
Pams Cake Hut 759-4492
or 437-4455 Because we
make our cakes to be
remembered

Justine & Glenda
Brother & Sisters
Card of Thanks
We would like to
thank everyone for
the concern and kindness shown to us since
the loss of our home
by fire on Dec. 27.
thanks to the MurrayCalloway Co. Rescue
Squad and the local
people who saved
what they could and
kept the fire in
control.
Your thoughtfulness and love has
been deeply appreciated and will
long be remembered.
Jerry, Jan, & Tim
Barrett

M&T
Painting
ontractor

"Look Why don't you just give yourself up
quietly?... Otherwise, this thing could turn
into a frenzy—and nobody wants that."

II

Free Estimates
753-9382
Paul Myhill
,-24

NANCY,
RAVE TkE
DISNES
SEEN
WASHED?

NOT
AGAIN

753-0447
Sammy 71dwel

! WOR)(!
! IT 31)ST
Mt
NEVER LETS UP
AROUND
NERE I

Nc4-

,44141e

COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora. Perms $25.Call
753-0658 or 753-0611
10a.m.-5p.m., closed
Sat.

CT=
0 000

5. Lost and Found

Alt

a4k

$100 REWARD for return of 3 female beagles. Lost north of 121
on Graves Calloway
County Line. Call 4354238 after 5p.m.

01955 UMW Fork.* Syrocate.inc

I IN 1957, A CAT IN OREGON
SAVE-I? A DROWNING CHILD

BUT,IT WA5 UNDER THE LEGAL
6IZE LIMIT, SO NE THREW
THE KIP BACK

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Kind of
fastener
5 Precious
stone
8 Seasoning
12 Century plant
13 Fish eggs
14 Woody plant
15 Rockfish
16 Finish
17 Tear
18 Step in any
series
20 Fears
22 Unit of
Latvian
currency
23 Confederate
general
24 Explosions
27 Hold in high
regard
31 Broadcast
32 Pedal digit
33 Mood
37 Terrified

I'VE TRIED ROCKING IT BACK
AND FORTH, BUT IT'S NO USE...

2

1

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

40 Veneration
41 Game at
cards
42 Extras
45 Endured
49 Gasp for
breath
50 Rubber tree
.52 Weary
53 Skin ailment
54 Limb
55 Lamb's pen
name
56 Want
57 Stalemate
58 Sidelong look

SHAME
IMBEAST
AER I ES
MURDER
RE
ISTLE
ARID
FIE
SPEED
LIE
LEER
SOLES
TE
LIARS
ASSURES
CABS
IIIIPATS
FL IRTED
SLAVS
LO
TIARA
PATE
DIM
FORTS
ONE
RUDE
TENET
OD
ERASES
RELATE
RANKS
DIMES

DOWN
1 Difficult
2 Toward
shelter
3 Melody
4 Gems
5 Welcomes
6 Vast age
7 Interfere
8 Thoroughfare

9 Region
10 Grant use of
11 Spreads for
drying
19 Dine
21 Legal matters
24 Cudge
dr

4
IMF
13

12

14

19

la

11

UUU

17

18

15

10

20

21

23

UU

22UU

UUUU

27
/KEN THERE KNOW ME. WE
MAKE MANY DEAL. WHEN
THEY KILL )C4J, I COME
BACK HERE ,,,

MIMI
32
UU

dUUU
31
33
MEd

NM
41

UU

ilU
46
dUUU
"
iiill
49UUU
53

IN.

ill

6

WIN
62

Se
IIIUUU
57

UI

iUNU

Falsehood
Branch
Sched. abbr
Dawn
goddess
30 Encountered
34 Separated
35 Female sheep
36 Outcome
37 Assert
38 Tibetan
gazelle
39 Inn
42 Bridge
43 Length of a
step
44 Actress
Baxter
46 Baked clay
47 Great Lake
48 Costly
51 Hawaiian
wreath

25
26
28
29

6

Help

Wanted

REPS NEEDED
Fee Business Accounts. Fu1k
tim• $60,000 to $40,000. Parttime $12.000 to $15,000. No Selling. Repoiat Business. Set your
own hours. Training Provided.
1412-9364870. Mon -fri.
to 5 p.m. CST.
A growing construction
company in Murray.
Ky. is in need of an
experienced estimator.
Will consider semiretired person for full or
part time employment.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 149, Murray, Ky.
42071.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd:, Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
NEED a job? 6 openings
now. You may qualify
if: illyou do not have
GED or your high
school diploma. (21 you
have been out of school
9 months or more, 13)
you are between ages 16
& 21, call J.T.P.A. Out
Of School 753-9378 between 8:30-12:00 5 days
a week.
PART -time house
keeping person needed.
Must be reliable & have
phone at home. Apply in
person only. Eagle Inn.
S. 12th St.
SALES representative.
$50,000 per year. Call
502-239-6000 or write:
Personnel, P.O. Box
91143, Louisville, Ky.
40291.
gECRETARIAL
position- typing, filing &
general knowledge of
office procedures. Send
resume to P.O. Box 596.
Murray, K.
WANTED: diesel
mechanic with experience, capable of all
general diesel repair &
shop maintenance. B&D
Trucking, Paris, TN
901-642-8216.

9. Situation Wanted
1 do babysitting. Calf
759-1683.
WILL stay with elder" **
Call days 753-4590, night
7 5 3 - 3 7 6 5 for
information

11

Instruction

QUILT class Thurs. Jan
30th. 6.30p.m 6 week
Call Wild
session
Raspberry 753-0859.
TOLE painting class
2 7 th.
Jan
Mon
6 week
6 3 Op m
Ci01..„..14i4.10-,-. —
Raspberry tor details
753-0859.
WANTED Guitar and
Bass students Call
Monte Fisher 759-1081
10 yrs teaching experience. For beginner
and advanced
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53 Services Offered
53. Seirseces Offered
53 Services Offered
Used Cars
50
Used Trucks
49
Coupe.
dr
2
LTD1977
OPEN. Import Auto STUMP REMOVAL
6
300
FORD
F-150
1981
A§EBALL cards. APPLE II Plus Compuclean, nice, dependable, cylinder, automatic
Salvage. New and used SERVICE
Buying old and new ter, one disc drive, color
$1600. Call 753-6267
parts. Open 8-5p.m. Mechanically removed
p s.. p b , air, AM/FM
baseball and football monitor, $595. Call
10 inches below the
Convertible. stereo, short wheel base
1077 MGRMon.-Sat. 474-2325.
cards Call 753-8458 Thorobred Computer
79,000 miles, new with camper top. Local
=Paper surface, no damage to
PAINTING
after 6p m . Check Call 753.7733.
clutch, $2.495. Call 753- owned 753-9218 after
hanging, commerical or surrounding lawn.
closets and attics.
BABY crib, springs &
9710, 1500 Canterbury 5p m
residential. Free es- Larry Wood 753-0211 or
ELECTRIC fence with mattress, double sided, 26
TV -Radio
Dr.
References. 25 .1 443-8682.
timates,
1981 RENEGADE CJ-7
box hook-up, fence post maple finish, spindles.
trimmed or
1979 BUICK Electra hard top. 4 cylinder
years experience.
19" color
& barbed wire. Call teething rails, $75. Call PORTABLE
removed.- .411so, yard
Limited, all extras, motor, 4-speed transTremon Farris 759-1987
Quasar T.V. with re753-4783 after 5:30p.m.
753-3618 after 5:30p.m.
good condition, $3500. mission. Call 492-8626
OOFING. Free es- work. Experienced
mote, 8140. Call after
WANT to buy raw furs. FAYE'S. For month of 5p.m. 753-8333.
Call 474-2796.
timates Work guaran- Free estimates. Call
with
MAZDA
truck
1984
Furs,
monofree
McClellan
January,
436 2690.
teed. Call 759-1600.
1980 MUSTANG. 4 eye._ bed liner. AM.
,FM
StaliTef Owen Mc- grams with purchase of 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
auto., 2 door. air, 1 cassette stereo, low
ROOFING. Plumbing, WET BASEMENT? We
Clellan, Pulaski, Ill. towels- 9,25 off monoowner car, runs good. mileage. $5500, red &
Concrete work. Ad- make wet basements
618-342-6316.
grams on your towels, 1967 'WINSTON 12x54
759-1896.
ditions. Painting. dry. Work completely
Call
759-9536
silver.
492-8626.
Call
514
linens.
all
sheets,
WE will buy cribs, play
Call or
General Carpentry. guaranteed
1980 OLDS Cutlass '66 FORD short wheel
GLENBROOK
1973
753-7743.
Main,
pens, porta cribs,
P.A. Molony Co write Morgan Con
Supreme, burgundy, base, no rust. motor
with
12x65
home,
mobile
chairs,
stollers, high,
FIREWOOD. Mixed
McKnight & Sons 7 5 3 - 8 62*
Free struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
p.s.. p.b.• cruise, needs work, $250 Call J.L.
swings, car seats. Kids hard wood, $25 de- a 10x12 ft tip-out on
Sawmill on Poor Farm Estimates.
409A, Paducah, Ky.
stereo, good after 5p.m. 753-9267.
AM/FM
2
BR,
2
room,
living
759.4577.
Kids Kids,
livered, $30 delivered &
Rd. Buyer of standing
42001 or call 1 -442- 7026.
condition. Call 436-5462.
central
includes
Dodge
bath,
1975
sale
FOR
stacked. Phone 438-2904.
timber. Call 753-7528.
WILL haul white rock,
&
1981 DATSUN GX310, D-100. p.s., p.b., air, 318
porches
2
unit,
air
FOLDING chairs for
JOINER'S complete
sand, lime, rip rap and
roof, air, 4 door, motor, good running
$5,
sun
shape.
good
steps,
15. Articles for Sale
sale: five different
tree service, 32 yrs.
masonary sand, coal,
good condition,S2300. condition, $1600 firm
759-1084.
experience. Also,
4'x8' WOOD Siding - styles. James H. Cain, 500.
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
5980.
753
Call
12x60
60
after
Call
m.
435-4354
ALAMO
1978
stumps mechanically
three patterns to choose Box 917, Murray, Ky.
Call Roger Hudson,
2 BR, 1
1981 PONTIAC Grand
removed 10' below
from- $7.95 Mid•South 42071 Phone (502) 759- mobile home,
753 4545 or 753 6763.
Prix, 2 door, maroon,
bath, partially fur753-0366.
Call
surface.
Wholesale, 342 East 1602.
51
Campers
condition.
p.b., p.s., ac, 46,000
Washington; Paris; 901- FREE tree tops, make nished, good
LEE'S CARPET
55.Feed and Seed
miles. Call 753 5447 1971 21 1„.2 Foot, Travel CLEANING. For all
642-2552.
excellent firewood. In- Call 759-1064.
FEED oats. 36 pound
5p.m.
Trailer,
after
sleeps
seven, your carpet & upholstNo job to
OAK kitchen cabinets; terest parties call 753- 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
plus truck load lots
1981 TOYOTA Cellica good condition. $1,995. ery cleaning. For a free
vanities; marble tops. 0640 ask for Tim or
small or large only Call 217.227.3204
GT, AM FM radio, air, 2 Call 753-7526.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished
estimate call 753-5827.
Free estimates. Mid- Laura.
door. Call 753 1602 be
Coll
Satisfied references.
South Wholesale; 342 GUARANTEED pet AC/natural gas Shady
56.Free Column
tween 5p.m. & 8p.m.
LICENSED Electrician
East Washington; foods. We have not had Oaks 753-5209
53 Services Offered
for
492-8879
1982 NISSAN Sentra
for residential and
a single bag of Super 30. Business Rentals
Paris; 901-642-2552.
Wagon, 38 mpg., ac.,
( dog
commercial. Heating
information
WHIRLPOOL 17 Cu. ft. Blend returned. 26(7
and
Ornamental
p.s., 5-speed. Call 436
and air condition, gas
refrigerator with tex- food 50 lb.• $9, cat food
CREEK VIEW
2606 or 753-4078.
Wrought Iron Porch
installation and repair.
tured steel door, only 10 lb.- $3.50, bird feed 5
If the answer is Yes,
SEWING Machine 'Re
Phone 753-7203.
1983 228, 5 SPEED,
$8.00 per week. Rudolph lb.- .80. Shoemaker Seed
Posts and Hand Rails
SELF
You Will Receive
and
makes
All
pair_
Chestnut.
&
REPEagle
4th
output,
Inc.,
new
HOME
hi
753-0595.
MOBILE
Goodyear
portable
land
In&
Home
models.
STORAGE
low
louvers,
preventative
heaters
&
and
bra
kEROSENE
AIR
GT's,
WHIRLPOOL heavy
welding service). Call
maintenance. Roofs, dustrail. and bag closmiles. Call 753-3132.
Hwy. 641 N.
duty washer with 4 12,300 BTU's $79.99.
(502) 753-5425.
floors, plumbing, wiring, ing machines. Also
1984 BUICK Regal,
cycles, only $6.00 per Wallin Hardware,
24 Hr. private entrance
AM'S
hurricane straps. No job scissor sharpning.40
auto, V-6, loaded,
week. Rudolph Paris, TN.
753-6734
yrs. experience. All
too small. 759-4850.
LADY Kenmore wash71Goodyear, 753-0595.
buckets with . console,
work guaranteed. Ken& dryer, apt. size, white
beautiful champagne
neth Barnhill, 753 2674,
with brown stand, $400. 31. Want to Rent
color, $7500. Call 753
Aluminum
Murray, Ky.
Stella, Ky.
16. Home Furnishings
Kenmore dishwasher, WANT to lease service
7670.
Call '753-8084
Service Co.
Present this ad for 10%
3p.m. 'station or buy other
WILL haul almost any1984 CAMARO 2 , 28,
10 PIECE antique dak $65. After
For Information
Call 759-1600.
orders
all
vinyl
thing.
on
discount
and
753-0413.
Aluminum
28,000
or
loaded,
in
business
-tops,
T
small
Call
suite.
room
dining
through Meech 15th.
O AK 1 81 hickory near Murray Call 753siding. Custom trim
miles. Evenings 759
527-8186.
full rick 3025.
1274.
work. References.
BOYS bunkbeds, excel- firewood $27.50
Call Will Ed Bailey
'74 CHEVY Malibu, 2
lent condition, $75. Call delivered, $22 U-haul.
masonry
ALL type
32. Apts for Rent
Call 436-2778.
dr., 350 V-13 automatic,
733-0689
753-7353 after 5p.m.
brick,
block,
work,
ps, pb, air. Call 753-2917.
-efficiency apt..
FOR sale: sleeper sofa- OFFICE FURNITURE- 1 12111
concrete, driveways. NEED work on your
files,
desks,
used:
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINE IS
partial utilities paid, no
'74 VEGA silver, 4- sidewalks, patios, house
$50, 3-piece living room
now rent pets. Call 753-9741.
spd., good exterior and foundations, new trees? Topping, prunset- $200; glass etagere- chairs, etc. We
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Crytes
•
interior condition, 25 chimneys or chimney ing, shaping, complete
1 BR furnished apt.,
$75, rocking chair- $15. office furniture.
Used Office Furniture, near hospital. couples
mpg, new battery, must repair. 25 years ex- removal and more. Call
Call 759-9226 after 5p.m.
0
TREE
1016 Jefferson St., preferred. Call 492-8662.
BOVER'S
see to appreciate- 753- perience. Free esSOLI° WOOD CABINETS &
FOR sale- upright G.E.
•
Ulf
Profor
Paducah, Ky., 442-4302.
SERVICE
RAISED PANEL DOORS
9248.
1 BR with furniture,
freezer, gas stove 2'8"x
timates. Call Charles fessional tree care.
truck bed
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Chsrry
1608 College Farm Rd. 2
3-4", 1940 Upright PICK-up
'75 FORD Cougar, $900. Barnett 753-5476.
Chevrolet753-0338.
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
matsrubber
piano, early 1900
BR at • Embassy Apts.
Phone 753.0115.
APPLIANCE
KITCHEN. CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
4 7 . Motorcycles
Datsun- Nissan- Call 753-3530.
•
ODD job specialist, ceilLoveseat, lawn Ford79 MALIBU wagon, SERVICE. Kenmore,
CUSTOM MALT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
RangerCamino.
El
111
1982 YAMAHA 750 70,000 miles. Must see to Westinghouse, ing fans, electrical,
sweeper. Call after
Stove,
apt.
bath
2
BR,
2
COMPITTT/V1 PISCES Drop By & Soo Chor DIsploy
Mazda. See at Stokes
plumbing, fencing. You
•
5p.m. 759-1796.
refrigerator & water (Sportster replica
appreciate, $2,000. 753- Whirlpool. 23 years name it. I do it. You buy, I
Tractor 753-1319.
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
furnished. No pets. Call chrome- 5000 mi.- 1500 after 5p.m.
MOVING. Must self
experience. Parts and install. You break, I fix. • 1212 Main
ties, 3
sharp! $1500. Phone
753-3949.
2-piece living room RAILROAD
Hopper, Call 436-2868.
0
•*
•
•
•
Bobby
•
•
•
•
service.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
6
•
•
•
dr.,
.
4
SKYLARK
'82
suite, Early American, grades, $7, $9 & $12. call NICE 2BR apt., ap- 753-6267.
cylinder, 2-tone paint, Bob's Appliance Ser
435-4343.
4
'250
HONDA
1985
beige naugahyde with 753-2905 or
&
St
pliances, washer
vice, 202 S. 5th
l owood- dryer furnished. No wheeler. Call after air, p.s., tilt, cruise,
l
wood trim. Phone 759- SEASONED
AM/FM. Call 759-1361 Business 753-4872, 438ised
oak, hickor
489-2705.
5p.m.
4872.
10
only.
pets. Adults
5848(home I.
'Rubber Stamps
after 3p.m.
/ric k
Niffrlass twin
miles on 121 South. '80 MODEL 250 Can YOU buy Jeeps'
2
order
Min.
delivered.
24 hr. service
bike,
$75
condition.
dirt
bed, good
Cam/Am
436-5401.
Cars* 4x4's seized in
John Lane Back Hoe
John Boyer
firm. Call 753-0418 after ricks. Call
2 BR, in brick runs good. '83 Kawasaki drug raids for under
NICE
Business Cards
•
753-0338.
Service installs and
5p.m.
4plex. Appliances • fur- dirt bike. Call between $100.00? Call for facts
oak,
woodSEASONED
759-1603.
•Stationery
QUEEN size bed, matnished, Vacant. Also 4:30 & 6:00p.m.
repairs septic tanks.
today! (615) 269'6701
white oak.
tress & box springs, red oak &
mobile home and furtanks.
Ext 184.
pump
signs
Also
•Nnagnetic
489-2104.
Phone
double dresser with
nished Apartment. Col- 49. Used Cars
FOR sale • 1982 OldLicensed by the
mirror & chest, $425. SEASONED oak, eman RE, 753-9898.
Call
hickory & greenwood NICE duplex in private 1968 MLSTANG Coupe. smobile Delta 88 RoyCall 753-7670.
Health Dept. You've
ale, 4 door, power, air,
All
REFRIGERATOR with firewood delivered.
area. Lease & deposit ps, Ob. factory 3-speed, AM-FM with tape, 69,
the rest, now
called
re&
chrome
trimming
tree
motor,
302
ice maker, 36 in. elecrequired. Appliances
2112 Coldwater Road
wheels, extra parts, 000 miles, gray with
call the best.
tric range, good condi- moving. Call 753-5476.
furnished. Call 753-3343,
BE S
'53 5515
vinyl top. Very classy
SINGER Zig Zag sew- ONE- 1 BR furnished, $1500. Call 436-2650.
tion. Call 753-9943.
753-8669
car. $5500. 618.524-2533
626
For Excellent Prices
WHIRLPOOL heavy ing machine. model
one- 2 BR furnished. 1965 FORD Fairlane, evenings.
duty dryer with 3 temp with maple cabinet & Lease & deposit re- 2-door, hardtop, V-8. 260
or trade- 1980 APPLIANCE REPAIR:
selections, only $4.00 attachments. Also, quired. Call 753-9208 Cu. in., excellent condi- FOR sale
tion, 74,000 miles. $500. VW Rabbit diesel, AC, Factory authorized for
per week. Rudolph womens genuine after 4p.m.
leather full length coat,
1963 Dodge Dart Slant 6, AM/FM cassette, red, .Tappan. Kelvinator and
Goodyear, 753-0595.
bedroom Apartnew plugs 4-door, $1800. Call 436- Brown. Service on gas
burgundy, size 10. Call 1 or 2
downtown 225 cu. in.,
near
ment
and electric ranges,
753-7841 after 6p.m.
runs good, 2240 or 436-5455.
battery,
and
Saturday, January 25th - 10 a.m.
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
microwaves, disCall
$200.
rough,
body
windows
19. Farm Equipment
STORM
762-6650.
reh washe r s,
50 Used Trucks
767 Acres Known as The Jerry Blankenship Farm.
753-8361 after 4p.m.
sizes- $21.25.
3 ALL steel buildings. standard
frigerators. etc. Earl
applications
TAKING
$49.95.
Storm doors1974 AMERICAN 1970 DATSUN pickup
Located on Old Paris and Murray Highway, being only 9 miles
Brand new, never put
354-6956 or 753Wholesale for Section 8. Rent Motors Ambassador, with camper, rebuilt Lovett.
up. Must sell soon. Call Mid-South
5341.
2
1,
3
apt.
or
Subsidized
Paris city limits. Only 20 miles from Murray, Ky. Appx. 18
from
East
Building; 342
$600. Call 753-0521 be- engine. 1972 VW van,
now Robert 489-2387.
Apply
Sears
at
sales
Hilldale
BR.
FENCE
901Paris;
Washington;
tween 7a.m.-3:30p.m.
miles of Famous Ky. Lake at Paris Landing area.
7900 miles. Call 474-2325.
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
TRACTOR 885 Case & 642-2552.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
1974 MAVERICK, runs 1973 DODGE truck,
Sale will be conducted at the home on Tract 4. For specific
E qual Housing
equipment. Call after
for free estimate for
TRADITIONAL arm
good, best offer. Call good tires, fair shape.
5p.m. 435-4268.
needs.
Opportunity.
your
from Paris, Tn. take 641 toward Puryear. Turn at Old
details,
chair & cherry rocker
436-2879.
1978 Mercury Cougar.
2
nice
UNFURNISHED,
Paris Murray Road, follow signs. From Murray come to Puryear
with upholstered seat &
1974 MONTE Carlo, 59,000 miles, 1 owner.
20. Sports Equipment
bedroom apt. Stove12
1 2 miles turn right 2/
--back. Call 753-6553.
white with maroon in- Call after 6p.m.
toward Buchanan, Tn., go appx. 2/
turn
FAYE S can do all your WHIRLPOOL refrigerator- electric terior, 350 engine, new 753-0087.
the
miles, follow signs. Coming from U.S. 79 follow signs after
silk screening, mono- microwave oven with heat. $190 month. Call vinyl roof. Call 759-1405.
1978 TOYOTA Land
gramming & lettering 700 watts cooking 753-0859.
Buchanan Road.
98 OLDSMOBILE, Cruiser, extra sharp,
1977
on caps. T-shirts, sweat power, only $4.50 week.
black, 4 door, p.w., p.b., 37,000 actual miles. Will
Owners: Indiana Land Co. Terms: 20% sale date, bal. 30 days.
shirts & jackets. Faye's Rudoph Goodyear, 753- 34. Houses for Rent
p.s. Call 753-7166 after sell or trade for nice
day of closing.
can supply all of your 0595.
Possession:
2 BR frame house. 1405 4p.m.
car. Call 753-0509 after
Let Rex give you a
sporting apparel needs.
Vine. No pets. $225 per 1977 DATSUN B210 5p.m.
wheat, corn allotments yet to be established
tobacco,
has
Farm
514 Main, 753-7743.
25. Business Services
month. Phone 753-0932 automatic, 2 door. Call 1979 GMC diesel 6V92 enprice on your sepfarm will be sold in tracts ranging in size from 21
This
1986.
for
JOYCE Noel Tax Ser- or 753-5898.
753-5643.
gine, 9 speed single axle
acres to 358 acres with owners and auction company reserving
tic tank & backhoe
vice. Individual, farm, EXTRA nice new duplex 1977 DODGE Aspen TE with air brakes. Also
22. Musical
2
br,
Heatpump,
right to regroup and sell as complete package.
Re-_
small businesses.
wagon, good condition. fiberglass pickup topper
ESTEY console piano
OW:ices furnished. only $950. Call 435-4374 after for long wheel base truck.
asonable rates. Call for sale. Call 437-4432.
4 8 9-2 4 40 for $330. Also furnished "A" 5p.m.
Call 527-9776.
rpRIGHT piano, good appointment
Frame. Coleman RE, 753
Tract I. Consists of 137 acres, an excellent tract for anyone to
1981 AMC Concord, ps, 1980 DODGE Ram
30 yrs. experience
condition, $250. Phone
9898.
Charger, 4-wheel drive,
ac,
excellent
condition.
own. Three small barns. Good tract for that row crop man.
after 5p.m. 753-0459.
EXTRA nice 3I3R brick Will consider trade, sharp truck, new tires.
MIKE HODGE'S
GENERAL HOME
city
mile
1
east
house,
Tract II, 57 Acre tract. Looks like about 50-50 open and woodCall 759-4034 or 753-1458.
TAX SERVICE
$2800 Call 753-8056
REPAIR. 15 years exlimits. For more in24. Miscellaneous
Nice home sites.
ed.
Enrolled to practice.
perience. Carpentry,
formation 753-4566, ask
Before the IRS-Bachelor
concrete. plumbing,
10 FT. satellite system,
Tract III. 23 Acres - old barn - excellent home sites, balance
for Robert Wiggins.
roofing, siding. NO JOB
Degree In Accounting Murtotal remote control
wooded.
TO SMALL. Free eswith dish positioner.
ray State. Nine years of ex38. Pets-Supplies
Tract IV. 42 Acre tract has frame home w/alum. siding, 2
timates. Days 753-6973.
Regularly $1895. Now
perience preparing in10 MONTH old male
nights 474-2276.
GCrr
$1495 installed. Roberts
del,business, partnerequipped for wood heat, has well on premises, well
bedrooms,
German Shepherd, had
Electrics, 713 S. 12th St.,
RING by Sears.
to
have
required
Applicant
ship, and corporste
house, smoke house, tobacco barn. Room for truck patches and
all shots. Call 753-9600.
Murray, Ky. 753-7766.
Sears continuous gutreturns. Low rates and
of
electrical,
knowledge
carpentry,
ARC
WANTED:
hobby farmer. Just right for the beginners or the retirees. Be
the
ters installed for your
02 7/16" BLANDEXhundreds of satisfied
Labrador Retriever
specifications. Call
be familiar with farm
and
plumbing
$5.95. Shingles- $15.95
clients. Now preparing
at what a paint brush, hammer and nails will do. Inspect
surprised
(yellow) for stud. Must
Sears 753-2310 for free
sq. Mid-South Wholesreturns. Day or night call
paying rent.
stop
one,
this
may
be
Applications
equipment.
Call
papers.
see
estimate.
ale Building; 342 East
an
for
759-1425
753-1495.
These tracts vary in size fro"n 21 acres to 28
-VI-VII.
V
Tracts
at
Murray Calloway Counobtained
HAULING of all types.
Washington; Paris; 901appointment.
rubbish.
brushpiles,
of them. All wooded, would make nice home
642-2552.
all
or
one
Own
acres.
ty
Parks
&
Payne
Office, 10th
43.Real Estate
etc. Also, trees & bushes
and sell wood. Living in town, would just
harvest
to
place
A
sites.
and
until
be
Street
accepted
will
kOPPERUD Realty
removed. Will also
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
-of land? This will sell where anyone
piece
a
own
like to say you
offers a complete range
shovel snow this winter
Feb. 19, 1986. Call 753-7640.
of Real Estate services
Reasonaif
necessary.
Silver
it.
afford
can
Gold
with a wide selection of
ble rates. Good re•
Closed
Closed
VIII. 358 Acre tract. The Big Daddy here. Ideal cattle farm has
quality home in the city
ferences. Call Jerry at
15
6
Yesterday
& in the county. All
Yesterday 350.50
759-9661.
nice cattle and hay building already here. Livestock pond, fenced
price ranges. Phone
INSULATION blown in
Opened
and lots of pasture. This one has many beautiful home sites and
Opened
753-1222 for courteous.
by Sears. TVA ap6 17
Today
awaits the livestock man's dream.'
351 40
Today
competent Real Estate
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
proved. Save on those
.02
Up
service. We make buy.
90
IX. 77 Acres, secluded, has access road from Row School Road.
Up
high heating and cooling & selling Real
ing bills. Call Sears
Compliments of:
See sign. This tract has live branch, would be ideal for cattle, for
Estate easy for you.
753-2310 qtir free
SHOE REPAIR
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR
the sportsman, for the hunting lodge. Just a good get away place.
estimate
713 5 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
45 Farms for Sale
Needless to say, it would be just great to buy this one with tract 8.
•••••••••••••4
753 7113
225 ACRE farm
Auctioneer's Comments: Never have we offered such a varieCall
W. buy Gold SOW,/ & Olorucurls
1 1 S S. 13th
southeast of New Conty of land tracts at one auction. Everyone being ideally located
Hours: 10 6 Daily. Closed Sunda,
Dr. Tom Hopkins
Cropland.
cord
Murray, Ky.
as they are - with frontage on hard surface roads. Live in one
timber,
marketable
4
42071
(502)753-6202
4
fencing & creek. Call
the towns, have that farm to go to, nothing beats this or build
of
4
753-7531.
MURRAY BOARD OF EDUCATION
4
that
new home here. The time is right to buy with declining interest.
44 ACRES farm with 38
4
HEAD START
is still, in my mind, the best investment you will have.
Land
4
acres cropland. Wooded
(Mayfield-Graves County Center)
4
lots with paved road
ATTEND AND COME PREPARED TO BUY
Is Accepting Applications For.
Located on the North
4
end of Penny Road and
TEACHER
4
the Oak Grove Church
Early Childhood, Child Development, or
4
Road. 502-753-7969.
4
Elementary Education background with
4
Firm
52 ACRES located on
4
kindergarten emphasis preferred.
the North end of
Lic 45
4 Prompt & Professional
BUS DRIVER
Kirksey highway with
4
blacktop on two sides
Must have possessed a valid operator's
•
Residential &
4
Call
tendable.
acres
50
4
license for a minimum of 5 years Safe driving
Commercial
502-753-7969
4
Tn. and Clarksville, Tn.
Office in
record required
4
4
16 Homes for Sale
615-645-7755
Applications are available at the Murray
615-232-5150
free
E0imates
4
Board of Education Office, 9th and Poplar.
. 2 bath
Announcement day of sale will have precedence over printed matter.
3 BEDRO
4 Licensed & Bonded
4
REAL ESTATE AGENTS
brick. large family
PROFESSIONAL APPRAISERS
AUCTIONEERS
Applications will be accepted until 4:00 p.m.
4
room with fireplace.
20 Years Experience
on January 31.
4
fenced in yard. North
v veva
°'•
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
20th. Phone 753-7687.

14. Want to Buy

24. Miscellaneous

25. Business Services
JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Call for an
appointment or pick up
& delivery. Reasonable
rates Phone 436-2524 or
436-5496.

46. Homes for Sale
3 BR. 1 & 1/2 story in
city, good rental property, 820.000. Call 7531204 after 4p.m.
3 BR brick house, bath
8r 1/2, utility room.
carport and large patio.
all electric. 2 miles
south of Murray Call
492-8566 after 5p.m.
Y OWNER. 3 bedroom
BV on 2 1,2 acres. 6 miles
north of Murray Call 7533297.
EXTREMELY attractive, remodeled, 3 BR
home with vinyl siding,
garage plus attached
office, carport, new
satellite dish- all on
gorgeous 1 acre lot.
Only $42,000. Don't wait.
phone 753 - 1222
Kopperud Realty.
INQUIRE today about a
charming, economical,
convenient. 3 BR, 3
story home. Large lot
with 2 BR rental home,
on adjoining lot. Call
436-2237 after 5p.m for
appointment.
LARGE 3 BR frame
house. 9 miles E on 94.
Call 753-5599.
LEAVING state. roomy
3 BR. 2 bath brick,
family room, 2
fireplaces, appliances,
in city. Must see to
appreciate, 50's. 7534486.
NEWLY carpeted,
completely r e decorated, three bedroom house, 522 Whitnell. 28' living room,
large kitchen, utility
room, enclosed garage,
storm windows, new
roof. Located two
blocks of South Side
Shopping area. Excellent neighborhood,
Immediate possession.
Phone 753-3059 Claude
L. Miller
TI-IREE bedroom 1 42
bath, brick house with
large back yard. basement, outdoor storage,
assumable loan. $38.000.
Call 759-1020 after 6 pm.

For All T.V.
and Antenna
Repair Call

Murray
Appliance

_

TREES

733-1368
212 Main St.
Murray, !Cy.

NEW
Cleaning
Service

NEW VCR??

FREE
-30-40

Stalls Ornamental
and Wrought Iron

VIDEO CLUB
MEMBERSHIP

fauutys

NOW OFFERING

Thornton's Body Shop

...MEMORIES

24 Hour Wrecker Service
Car-O-Liner Frame Machine

759-1596

LAND

AUCTION

LAND

Rex Camp
Backhoe

Service

mot

753-9224

Description of Tracts:

MAINTENANCE
FOREMAN

Hopkins Insurance Agency
Check Our
Auto Rates

• ou ve tries the rest
now call the best.

MEP

Amvets Post 45
Dance

Fri., Jan. 24th
Band: Silver Creek
Sat., Jan. 25th
Band: Cross tut
8:30-?

Let
T & M Cleaning
• tend to
all your needs.

'Onturyz

BOGARD REALTY & AUCTION CO.
Dover,

Call 492-8254
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House passes bill designed to speed processing of checks

Kentucky News In Brief
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API — A bill to license occupational therapists in Kentucky has been ap- _
proved by the House Health and Welfare Committee, but with an amendment the chairman
said "pretty well guts" the measure.
The amendment was tacked on at the behest of
a physical therapists' group, barring occupational therapists from administering ultrasound
and certain treatments involving electricity,
manipulation of joints, heat and ice.
Supporters of the amendment said occupational therapists lack the training to perform
such work.
"I believe this amendment pretty well guts the
bill," said Rep. Tom Burch, who opposed it in
vain. The amended bill was then approved
Thursday and sent to the full House.
————
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — About 75 people attended a rally in the Capitol Rotunda on Thursday to support a tax on unmined minerals, the
first rally of the current General Assembly
session.
Rep. Clayton Little, D-Virgie, told the group he
would introduce a bill allowing full property tax
rates to be placed on unmined minerals by state
and local governments.
State law currently restricts state tax rates on
unmined minerals to one-tenth of one cent per
$100 valuation. Some local governments are prohibited from imposing any property tax.
A Franklin Circuit Court ruling last year
declared the law unconstitutional, but the decision is being appealed.
A similar bill has been filed in the Senate by
Sen. Nelson Allen, D-Greenup.
The rally was sponsored by the Kentucky Fair
brothers, Mason Hart Tax Coalition.
and George Hart.
Mrs. Roberts is survived by one stepson,
Watson Hood Roberts,
Oak Ridge, Tenn.; one
brother, Jim Hart and CHARLESTON, W.Va. persuade the two sides
wife, Lucille, Fern Ter- (API — A federal judge to reach an out-of-court
race Lodge; a sister-in- has set a Jan. 28 hearing settlement, Judge Denlaw, Mrs. Lochie Hart, date in the latest dispute nis Knapp said his ef.Murray ; two nieces, between the United forts were fruitless and
Mrs. Elmer (Lyda Sue) Mine Workers union and set a hearing date for
Collins, Rt. 8, Murray, the A.T. Massey Coal Tuesday in Charleston
and Mrs. Gene (Lochie Co.
to consider a Jan. 2 inFaye)Landolt, Murray;
junction petition filed by
two nephews, Frank
After attempting to the UMW.
Hart, Briensburg, and
James Mason Hart,
Oklahoma; two
stepgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
VA who spoke only on
WASHINGTON ( AP
Saturday at 1 p.m. in the —
Veterans Administra- condition they not be
chapel of J.H. Churchill tion head Harry N
identified.
Funeral Home.
Among the leading
Walters is planning to
Officiating will be the resign,
government candidates to replace
Rev. A. Nowell
Walters in the post, acsources said Thursday.
Bingham and John
Walters' resignation cording to the sources,
Dale.
is expected imminently, is Selective Service
Burial will follow in
said sources in govern- director Thomas K.
Goshen Cemetery.
ment and close to the Turnage.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 6
p.m. today (Friday).
1/2 Order Center Cut Country Ham
2 eggs, hashbrowns,
toast or biscuits & gravy
Lee Jackson and Gary
Cooper.
Burial will follow in
$25° (Good through Sunday, Feb. 2)
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Hale, 87, of 705
Riley Ct., Murray, died
Wednesday at 6 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway Coun759-1864
1906 Coldwater‘
ty Hospital.
She is survived by two
brothers, Hayden
Jackson and wife,
Louise, and Joe Jackson
Keep That Great
GM QUALITY I GM
and wife, Lorene;
GM Feeling With
SERVICE PARTS —
several nieces and
Genuine GM Parte
CON0111011011t
0•Il
01111•11•At 100
,
nephews.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — The U.S. House has
approved legislation to delay for one month the
announcement of the 1986 burley tobacco quotas
and the growers' referendum.
Without this change, the quota would have
been announced Feb. 3, with the referendum
scheduled later that month, Rogers said in a
news release Thursday from Washington.
The measure, which now goes to President
Reagan, pushes back the quota announcement
by 30 days, with the referendum taking place in
March, Rogers said.
————
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Senate Committee on State Government has approved a bill
that would change the Kentucky boundary along
the Ohio River to conform with a recent U.S.
Supreme Court decision.
The new boundary with Ohio, Indiana and Illinois would be based on water levels before
damming of the river.
In a related action Thursday, the committee
approved a bill that sets up a reciprocal arrangement with Indiana, Ohio and Illinois so that Kentucky residents don't have to have more than one
license to use the river.
— ———
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A bill to pay
legislative staff salaries during the 1986 General
Assembly was approved Thursday by the Senate
Appropriations and Revenue Committee.
The daily tab is $13,500.

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Celia C. Roberts
Mrs. Celia Crawford
Roberts. 89, of Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray,
died Thursday at 5:55
p.m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
Her first husband was
the late Bun Crawford of
Lynn Grove. Following
his death she married
Vernon Roberts who
died Aug. 25, 1984.
Mrs. Roberts had
retired from elementary school teaching
after 42 years. She had
taught at White Bead,
Okla., Wynnewood,
Okla., Lynn Grove
School and Murray City
Schools.
She was a member of
First United Methodist
Church.
Born Dec. 25, 1896, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Franklin Pierce
Hart and Lina Shrader
•
Hart.
She also was preceded
in death by two

UMW-Massey hearing set

VA chief expected to resign

WASHINGTON (AP
— Americans living
from paycheck to
paycheck could get at
their money faster to
pay for mortgages, food
and other expenses
under a new Housepassed bill that limits
the time banks can hold
checks before allowing
customers to use the
cash.
But one consumer
organization expressed

disappointment with a
key amendment that
would give banks a
loophole if tellers
suspect a check would
fail to clear because of
fraud, bankruptcy or
similar circumstances.
By a vote of 282-11, the
House on Thursday
passed and sent to the
Senate the Expedited
Funds Availability Act.
It sets a maximum
number of days a finan-

cial institution can hold
a deposited check, cash
or funds transferred by
wire without freeing up
the money for the
customer.
However, Senate
Banking Chairman Jake
Garn, R-Utah, wants to
include the check hold
bill in an omnibus banking package, a move
that could delay final
passage until much
later in the year.

House Banking Committee Chairman Fernand J. St Germain,
D-R.I., chief proponent
of the check hold bill,
said in floor debate
Thursday that b'inks
play "the float" game
with customers' money
to earn billions, of
dollars through interest
and fees on checks inadvertently bounced by
depositors.

Sen. Lugar reveals plans to oversee fair election contest
WASHINGTON ( AP
— Sen. Richard Lugar,
R-Ind., chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, has
decided to lead
American observecs of

the Feb. 7 Philippine
presidential election to
emphasize U.S. hopes
for a fair contest, a
source says.
But Rep
Dante
Fascell, D-Fla., chair-

man of the House
Foreign Affairs Committee, joined a growing
list of lawmakers who
said they would not go.
"I don't plan to go; I

don't think there should
be any congressional
group from here
because of the questions
about the fairness of the
election," Fascell said
Thursday.

You're invited to a
rewarding careerin real estate
Career Session
1-28-86 Tuesday
Call 753-1492
700 p.m.
Free
• Admission
limited
• Seating
reservations
for
• Call now
753-1492

Independence. Freedom.
The opportunity to get as much
from your job as you put into it.
That's what a career with our
CENTURY 21 office offers you.
Plus an opportunity to
take advantage of the exclusive
CEN.TVRY 21 CareerTrak*
trainii*, one of the most corn---prehensive and innovative pro- .
grams in the industry
Call today and_rnake_a
date with your future.

W21
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J11121

Put Number 1 to work for you:

Loretta Jobs Realtors
1200 Sycamore
Murray, Ky. 42071

— —
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BREAKFAST SPECIAL

Mrs. Lola Hale
Services for Mrs. Lola
Hale are today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral
Home.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe
and the Rev. Randolph
Allen are officiating.
Music is by G
Baptist Church
with
Leland Peeler as
director.
Pallbearers are Ronnie Jackson, Mitch
Jackson, Charles
Jackson, Mark Jackson,

Homeplace
Family Restaurant

Eugene L. Allen
Eugene L. Allen, 68, of
5928 Old Benton Rd.,
Paducah, died Wednesday at 4:55 p.m. at
Western Baptist
Hospital there.
He was a retired
minister and a member
of River City Baptist
Church.
Survivors are one
daughter, Mrs. Shirley
Denig, Columbus, Ohio;
two sons, Terry Allen,
Murray, and Danny
Allen, Paducah; three
grandchildren.
Also surviving are
four sisters, Mrs. Martha Nan Webb,
Romulus, Mich., Mrs.
Louise Williams and
Mrs. Margie Long,
Allen Park, Mich., and
Mrs. Ruth Jeffords,
Garden City, Mich.;
three brothers, Curtis

Allen, Wayne, Mich.,
Jesse Warren Allen, Indialantic, Fla., and
Ralph Allen, Paducah;
several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Lindsey
Funeral Home,
Paducah. The Rev.
Clarence Arant and the
Rev. Joe Hebei will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Maplelawn
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.

1979 Pontiac Firebird
T-Tops, Auto, AM/FM 6-Track, Air

*4,500
DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET,

1113-2617
641 1. Murray
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Feast like a king
at Pizza Inn's
Noon Buffet
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Sunday Hum Friday
All the pizza, salad,
pasta and dessert you can eat
FOR ONLY

$329

Notice
Nell Churchill widow of the late Max
Churchill, wishes to thank everyone for
their expressions of kindness shown during the sickness & death of her husband
Max H. Churchill.
The Max H. Churchill Funeral Home continues business with licensed personnel
and a fully trained staff offerin the same
courteous service that has been extended
for 47 yearStin'YOur time of need.

_geizon;
HEARING
,AIDS
FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST 1
in your home or our office
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
• 10 'Nome se, v•ce
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247-$654
ffeAvse•
HEARING AID SERVICE

The Max Churchill
Funeral Home 753-4612

310 S. 8th St.
Mayfield, Ky.
Hrs: 9-4:30
Jerry D Wheeler,
Authorized Beltone
Dealer

311 N. 4th St.
—

NOW
OPEN
L

•

Also Enjoy Our
Monday and Tuesday Night Buffet
6 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

inn
Pizza
Murray
of

from M.S.U. Stadium)
A
Olympic Plaza, 641 N. (._cross
Pick Up At Our Door
Or Free Delivery To Yours

—753-0900
Pizza inni.
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Remarriages more common
11, the Associated Press
family wishes and can
pay for; a second
The appeal of marengagement may well
riage is greater „than
be announced in the
ever, the old joke goes.
so many people are do- - newspapers. Once,
these actions were
ing it again. Though the
frowned upon. _accorjoke may 'be rather
ding to bridal
weary, the point it
authorities.
makes is quite accurate.
Instead of agonizing
Remarriages today
over whether or not the
represent almost 30 perbridg should wear
cent of all marriages.
white, current etiquette
Perhaps as a result of
calls for concentrating
the large number of
remarriages.-- weddings- - on making guest's - comfortable and bringing
in which one or both
feelings of pleasure to
partners have been
the members of the wedmarried before are
ding party.
becoming more
If, for example. the
elaborate. Whereas
bride missed a big wedonce a ceremony tended
ding with all the trimmto be limited to imings the first time, she
mediate family, and the
can walk down the aisle
post-nuptial festivities
in a formal dress,
occurred in a muted
escorted by her father
key, nowadays there are
or a close family
few, if any, restrictions.
member or friend. If the
The remarrying bride
bride or groom has
may wear white; the
children, they can be inceremony and reception
cluded in the ceremony
may be as large- as the

as flower girls, ring
bearers or pages. At a
small ceremony, the
children may stand with
the couple or they might
read a special poem or
prayer, says Bride's
Book of Etiquette..
Religious restrictions
against ,second marriages have been eased
in many faiths, but
Make an appointment to
visit your clergyman
after you have decided
on the size and type of
ceremony you'd like,
Bride's suggests. If
yours is reluctant to perform the ceremony you
desire, ask other remarried friends for suggestions or. call local
churches.
Although the traditional form on invitations may be observed,
it is also acceptable for
the bride and groom to
(Cont'd on page 4)

We're more
than a
bridal shop

THE SHIMMERING IRIDESCENCE of a cultured pearl choker and earrings io
.the perfect complement to the bride's'glowing complexion.

Whether it's the
Governor's Ball or
candlelight reserved
for only two, you'll
find one of our gowns
is 'Especially Yours'...
maybe you didn't know,
we're more than a
bridal shop!

Let Us
Help You
Make Your
Day Perfect
Come by for a FREE consultation on Makeup,
Nails, Cut & Style of your hair for your wedding.

"Your Full Service Salon"
753-8282

The Showcase
- 4:2 1 iiypaSS- MUM!y

y.Member National Bridal Service

*1600 Dodson
-8EAtir
SALON

•

Monday-Saturday 8:00-5:00
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Planning a wedding? Come discover the...

ol‘el
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Elegant Bridal gowns, coordinating
bridesmaid and flower girl dresses, casual and
formal gowns for mother and of course,
all kinds of beautiful accessories for the
wedding party. What more could you need for
• the wedding of your dreams! Best of all - these
lovely gowns can be at your doorstep within
a few days! Come by our store and ask for
a FREE Bridal Catalog to take home with you.
While choosing your gowns, sign up for our

BRIDAL REGISTRY!
Receive a FREE GIFT for registering. No Purchase Necessary.
•Decorative Pillows
•Brass
•Much More!

•Bed Pillows
•Blankets
•Bedspreads

• •Bath Towels
*Bath Accessories
*Sheets

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 759-4080
to

—
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Sophisticated splendor

Wedding, engagement
forms made available
The Murray Ledger &
Times is proud to
publish all engagement
and wedding
announcements.
Both engagement and
wedding forms are
available at the office at
1001 Whitnell, Murray.
These may be completed or persons may
just send the necessary
information themselves
without one of the
forms.
The announcements
will be published at no
charge; however if a
picture is used, there is
a charge of $5.25 for
making a screened print

of the picture. This applies to both the engagement and wedding
announcements.
Photographs of either
the woman or the couple
Will be accepted for both
engagements and weddings. We can use either
a colored or a black and
white picture, any size.
Final wedding plans
and showers and other
prenuptial events will
be published.
For more information
check with the Murray
Today Editor Jo
Burkeen at the office,
753-1916.

Crafty needlework
ideas are revealed
For a personal touch
at the wedding, The National Needlework
Association has some
crafty ideas:
— Potpourri sachets
and garters made of ribbon and lace, embroidered with the name
and date.
— Handkerchiefs with
name and date
embroidered.
— As gifts for the wedding party: small
drawstring bags of
fabric matching the
dresses and carried
with bouquets, and pad-

ded frames covered in
the wedding colors with
a picture of the bride
and groom.
— Decorative lace
and embroidered
pillows, used by the ring
bearer and the
bridesmaid.
— The wedding quilt:
relatives and friends
can be sent fabric
squares, with each
preparing an appropriate message with
needleart. The squares
are then joined together
for a personal wedding
quilt.

OPULENCE PERSONIFIED ... From the new Piccione Signature Collection designed by Michele Piccione for the one-of-akind bride. European-inspired gown lavished with handclipped lace medallions and delicate hand-beading. Swirls of taffeta
skirt float from a curve-conscious princess bodice to a ruffle-hemmed semi-cathedral train. The perfect complement: An
equestrian hat.

Census report shows American women are marrying later
By the Associated Press

American women are
marrying later than
they used to, according
to the Census Bureau.

Remarriages...
(Cont'd from page 2)
send their own
announcement.
As a rule, the bride
and groom may either
split the cost of the wedding or one of the two

The median age for
women geting married
for the first time is now
at a record high 23.3
years. The record low

was 20.3 years, in 1950
and 1960, bureau
statistics show.
For men, the current

median marrying age is
25.5 years. In 1890, it
was 26.1 years. The median was at a record low
of 22.8 in 1950 and 1960.

may pay the entire cost.
Often the couple divide
the costs based on the
finances of each. A
typical division has the
bride paying for her
dress, the flowers and
the cake, while the
groom pays for the
church, reception site
and champagne.

One area in which
remarriages have made
a big difference is wedding dresses. According
to Jackie McCord Leo,
fashion and beauty
editor of Modern Bride,
not only is the remarrying bride older, she is
also out in the world.
Often she and her husband are paying for the
wedding themselves
and they want to reflect
their tastes. By the time

a woman is 30, she certainly knows what look
good on her. If she never
wears ruffles, she won't
go out and buy them for
her wedding."
As a result, manufacturers and retailers are
making and showing a
more varied selection of
bridal outfits. Expect
the same variety you
might find in a store's
evening department,
Leo says

WhyEveryBride Should
Visit Our&vie...

Service. An exciting coltection
i. BridalofRegistry
informal as well as formal patterns of
china, silver and crystal
2. Great gift ideas for your attendants
3. Socially correct wedding invitations
4. Personal assistance by Registered Bridal
Consultants free of charge
5. A free gift for you to say thanks for
registering your patterns with us.

Furches Jewelry
113 S. 4th

753-2835

•

_

Member National Bndal Service
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•
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Mother marries four daughters in 1.6month period
NORWALK, Conn.
(AP) — It may not
qualify for the Guinness
Book of World Records,
but the name of
Margaret LeBlanc
should be inscribed
so*where special: she
planned and executed
four weddings within a
1.6-month period, one for
each of her four
daughters.
Each wedding was
held at a different place
and had its own theme,
decorations and menu.
"We asked the girls if
they'd like to be married together, two and
two, but each one declined the offer," says Mrs.
Le Blanc, a resident of
Norwalk, Conn. They
are all individualists
and they wanted their
weddings to be theirs
alone."
Each wedding took
about a year to plan.
Wedding No. 1 took
place at Christmastime
at a local country club.
There was a candlelight
serviceat the church
that was decorated with
hundreds of poinsettias
and then an evening
reception at a country
club on Long Island
Sound, which was also
decorated for the
season.
Wedding No. 2 was
held in the spring at a
former private mansion. Daughter No. 2
took a chance that the
weather would be
beautiful in the early

spring (which it was)
and planned an outdoor
ceremony on 10(e mansion's spacioti grounds.
She and her groom arrived at the ceremony in
a horse-drawn carriage,
which then provided
rides for the guests
throughout the
afternoon.
Wedding No. 3 was at
a private club with a
view of Long Island
Sound, while wedding
No. 4 was held at an old
colonial home converted
to a public rental site in
Darien, Conn.
The two weddings at
the private clubs were
easier to arrange
because a professional
caterer handled many
of the details. But for
the two weddings in
rented mansions, all the
planning was up to Mrs.
Le Blanc. She employed
a wedding consultant to
help with these, since
there were many more
details to coordinate.
As proof that all weddings are unique, even
though the budget was
the same for all four
weddings — a little over
$10,000 — each had an
entirely different
character, Mrs. Le
Blanc says. Some of her
daughters chose to buy
a more expensive wedding dress or to have
more elaborate food or a
more expensive band,
while others compromised in one or more
of these areas for more

elaborate other
arrangements.
Did it get any easier
as the number of weddings increased? Yes,
says Mrs. Le Blanc, who
nevertheless found planning each wedding an

enjoyable process. Part
of the reason for that is
that family arguments
were kept to a bare
minimum.
"I think the best
policy t is to let the bride
and groom make a lot of

decisions, even if they
don't agree with you.
It's their day. I'd
observed before other
weddings among people
I knew that it seemed
like all they did was
argue."

She also found that
each daughter did a considerable amount of the
planning and "although
they told me they
couldn't have done it
without me, I am sure
that they could."

"Your Wedding
Story in Beautiful
Photographs"

by
Professional
Photographer
can capture
A PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER
her father.
and
bride
the
between
moment
special
that

Your Makeup Should Be As
Special As The Day!

David Celaya
PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

iLit!ELLS STUDIO

216 E. NORTH ST. 247-1851 MAYFIELD, KY.
SA.T. 9-12:30 CLOSED MON.
PEN-TUES.-FRI. 95-
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Guide editor reveals list of helpful tips
111 the Associated Press

Couples have gotten
married on bridges, at
bus stops, on the edge of
a cliff, at the circus and
in hot air balloons, according to Suzanne
}Crease, editor-publisher
of Bridal Guide
magazine. But most
people choose to be married at home, in a
church or synagogue, at
a hotel or at a catering
hall.
Bride's magazine suggests that when the
guest list totals more
than 50, it's more efficient to choose a public
facility. The establishment's banquet
manager can relieve the
hosts of many of the
details on a day on
which they are most

^•.•.....

likely to want to enjoy
their own party.
Bride's Wedding
Planner publication
suggests that those
organizing the wedding
have in mind a day and
a time for the reception,
the number of guests in
round figures, and
whether they prefer a
buffet, cocktail party or
sit-down dinner.
The cost of the food
and drink actually
represents only a portion of the necessary expenditure, says Mark
Fahrer, a caterer in
New York.
According to Fahrer,
every party has seven
areas in which money is
spent. Besides food and
beverages, there is the
cost of labor; equip-

REFLECTIONS
with

Featuring )ane Ends
Monday-Friday 9 a-m..5 p.m.
Later by appointment
MAKE FRIDY 114E BEST DAY Of YOUR WEEK

0•0••..

753-6435

641 North — Across from Colonial House Smorgasbord

samon,

ment,chairs and tables;
the actual place to have
the event; decorations
such as flowers and
props, music and entertainment. Fahrer says
that when comparing
costs it's important to
include all the elements.
One caterer's perperson estimate may be
higher because it is
more inclusive.
He adds that by
dividing costs into their
component parts, one
may be able to give up
something in order to
get something else
that's more meaningful.
For example, if it's important to have a sitdown dinner, you may
choose to spend less on
music or decorations or
to substitute champagne only for an open
bar.
In spring, summer
and early fall, many
brides opt to be married
outdoors. A variety of
public and private parks
and gardens is available
for a wedding
ceremony. However, an
outdoor celebration requires some special
planning. Some factors
to consider include ac-

---.voetel-;4141,11"13:i•
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TREASURE HOUSE OF GIFT
WELCOMES
BRIDES TO BE

4

1

"Come Register With Us For Your
Selection of Quality Shower & Wedding Gifts."

DINNERWARE: Louisville Stoneware
Waechterbach
KITCHEN LINENS: Chicago Weaving
W C Imports
Table Cloths, Placemats, Napkins-We Custom Order

14

Fitz & Floyd Tumblers-Picture Frames
India's Finest-Hand Woven Area Rugs
Other Quality Gifts—Serving Trays, Ice Buckets,
Brass, Glassware, Cannister Sets

Southside Shopping C.
tr
753-6798 Murray
adaririre ,
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cessibWty, facilities for
preparing and serving
food, access to electricity, restroom facilities,
and alternatives in case
of rain. Just to be sure,
you should consider renting a tent or marquee.
Even if the weather is
fine, a tent is useful:,you
can set up the buffet

tables there and later
convert the enclosed
area to a dance floor.
When shopping for a
caterer, be especially
careful to exercise consumer awareness, suggests Elinor Guggenheimer, a consumer
affairs specialist in New
York. She tells of the

couple who chose a firm
they had known for
years. They neglected to
look at the dishes,
silverware and chairs
that would be used. On
the day of the wedding
they were furious to
discover the equipment
looked as old as the
caterer's business.

Rising divorce rate documented
By the Associated Press

America's rising
divorce rate is being
reflected in premarital
contracts spelling out
how assets will be divided if the marriage
breaks up, according to
matrimonial
consultants.
"Many women are insecure about the
strength of the marriage bond," says attorney William Zabel.
"The chances are good
that they have been
touched by divorce in
some way, either
through the divorce of
their parents, brothers,
sisters or friends. They
are being scared into
action."
Prenuptial
agreements frequently
are initiated by women
remarrying later in life
who want to ensure that
assets acquired during a
previous marriage are
distributed to their
children and not to the
future spouse, he adds.
At one time,
premarital agreements
were initiated almost
exclusively by men.
But now — with

women making strides
in the workplace and accumulating significant
assets — such contracts
increasingly are prompted by women, says
Zabel, a partner in the
New York and Palm
Beach, Fla., law firm of
Scirulte Roth & Zabel.
Since many women
planning to marry are
earning more than their
future husbands, he explains, "it's logical that
more women are thinking about protecting
their assets."
Recent changes in
matrimonial law have
meant that courts are
now far more likely to
require women to pay
alimony than they once
were, Zabel says, noting
that the Supreme Court
has declared unconstitutional any law that provides alimony only to
women.
Judges also are less

reluctant today to
distribute portions of a
woman's property to
her husband, he adds.
According i!to the
American Bar Association, the obligation to
pay child support —
once imposed almost entirely on the husband —
is now being shared by
both parents in most
states.
Increasing numbers
of women will ask their
future husbands to sign
prenuptial agreements,
Zabel predicts.
"The high divorce
rate is an unnerving factor to consider when
planning a marriage,"
he says. "The changes
in matrimonial law
have merely added to
the uncertainty of
women who are planning to marry.
"Prenuptial
agreements appear to
be the answer for many
of them."

Wedding tips found
in advertisements

1
Flowers Designed For Yo
and Your Special Day
*Free Wedding Consultation
•Fresh and Silk Flowers
•I3rass Wedding Equipment & Rental

1
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Expenses have risen for weddings
NEW YORK (AP) —
The golden anniversary
issue of Bride's

50 years ago, when the
publication began.
— A bride could buy a

magazine gives a glimpse into what marriage
and weddings were like

formal wedding dress
for $58.75.
— Newlyweds spent

Wedding cake recipe is published
A.soclated Prevuo

For- wedding receptions at home, only two
ingredients ai'e needed
to make it official — the
cake and something
bubbly to toast the
bridal couple.
One new way to
simplify the cake is borrowed from an old wedding custom. In
England, small, individual wedding cakes
were the vogue. This
custom meshes with today's lifestyle since
many guests prefer
light desserts.
Make them in cupcake pans with bits of
chocolate, nuts and
cranberry -orange
relish. When served, instead of the bride and
groom cutting the cake,
they kiss over the little
cakes, just like the
Elizabethans of centuries ago.
For the toast, try

Frosting:
6 egg whites
4 cups confectioner's
sugar
Preheat oven to 350
degrees.
In bowl, beat shortening until fluffy. Stir in
sugar and brown sugar.
Add eggs one at time,
beating until smooth
after each addition. Stir
in cranberry-orange
relish.
Sift flour with baking
powder, salt and baking
soda. Alternate adding
flour mixture and water
to shortening/sugar
mixture, beginning and
ending with dry ingredients. Fold in vanilla,
chocolate pieces and
nuts.
Spoon batter into 24
greased and floured
cupcake muffin pans
filling cups half full.
Spoon remaining batter
Into 24 greased and
floured tea-size muffin

elegant Ivory Wedding
Punch, made with
cranberry-apple juice
drink and champagne
or, if you prefer, lemonlime soda.
INDIVIDUAL TIERED
WEDDING CAKES
(Makes 24 cakes
Cakes:
1 cup vegetable
shortening
1 cup sugar
1 cup firmly packed
brown sugar
4 eggs
1 cup Ocean Spray
cranberry-orange relish
4 cups sifted allpurpose flour
2 teaspoons baking
powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon baking
soda
1 cup water
2 teaspoons vanilla
1 package (6 ounces)
semi-sweet chocolate
pieces
1 cup chopped nuts

pans filling cups onehalf full..
Bake for 20 minutes
for regular size and 15 to
18 minutes for tea-size.
Unmold and cool.
Combine frosting ingredients and beat until
smooth. Spread side and
top of both cupcake and
tea-size muffins. Place
small ones on bigger
ones.
Using a pastry bag fitted with a star tip,
decorate tops of both
cakes with remaining
frosting.

Toasts are
available

their wedding night at a
first-class hotel for $5
and took a round-trip
cruise to Bermuda for
$50.
— A wife was advised
never to call her husband at work and never
appear at the breakfast
table without makeup.
— Tableware could be
bought only in sets of
90-200 pieces, including
such items as nut
dishes, bouillon cups.
butter picks and food
pushers.
And 50 years from
now? Bride's foresees:

— Couples will have
twice as much time to
spend together, as
robotics shrinks the
work week to 20 hours.
— A husband and wife
will keep in touch with
tiny wrist
communicators.
— Because of lifeextending medical advances, the Guinness
Book of World Records
listing for an 83rd wedding anniversary will
easily be broken.
— A bride and groom
will be able to plan a
honeymoon to the moon.

••
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Never be at a loss for
words at weddings, with
an informative, free
guide to "toasts for
special occasions.
The new guide offers
insight into unique
toasting customs from
around the world, and
with the help of phonetic
pronunciations, lists
ways to say "cheers"
and "good luck" in 23
languages.
A description of how
toasting rituals have
evolved since ancient

Artcraft
Photography
Capture It
Forever.

((ont'd on page 9)

Complete Line Of
1
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MINI WEDDING CAKES — a combination olto cupcake!, fillrd with chocolate,
.
nut and cranberry-orange reiiPh — top off a pntall v.eddina r* ce pt. at h
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with Our
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Prices Starting At $150.00 And Up

photo invitations from the

6,11/4/e 644444
Beautiful full color prints
or
Prints reproduced in your choice of ink color
Wide variety of contemporary designs
Reasonable Prices

-MEMORIES
BO Air Center

k

Wedding Gowns
Bridesmaids
Flower Girls
Mother's Dresses
Veils & Hats
Prom Dresses

753 9555

Selected Group Of Wedding & Prom Dresses

1/3 Off To 75% Off

The etemntie lavidan
Shappe, Inc.
We Give Discounts For Complete Weddings
47-2552
Mayfield
rwis Rd.
Hours: Mon -Sat. 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m'.
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Table setting problems are addressed
How to create a
romantic touch, yet
strike a happy medium
between a formal set-

There's plenty of
romance in those first
dinners alone together
for newlyweds, but often
the table setting poses a
problem to the new lady
of the house who has
received and inherited a
mixture of modern, contemporary and classic
tableware from family
and friends.

ting and one that can be
starkly contemporary?
It can be done, says
Edgar Watkins, wellknown American home
fashion designer and
consultant on tabletop

•

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING SELECTIONS with
matching diamond wedding rings, are featured by
Royal and Regalfrom Keepsake's Designer Collection.

Diamond symbolic of a
couples' commitment
Diamonds, like love,
are individual and very
precious. Since the 15th
century. the diamond
has been the gemstone
symbolizing a commitment of lasting love between two people.
Once a couple makes
this commitment, they

are faced with selecting
a diamond engagement
ring that reflects their individual personality and
taste.
When searching for a
diamond engagement
feel
many
ring,
reassured when they
(Coned on page 10)
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settings for the Jewelry
Industry Council.
Watkins, who favors
"updated classics" —
using traditional items
with contemporary
tableware — says there
is a happy middle
ground between stark
and stuffy. The trick,
this expert says, is using
a little imagination and
creating a mood.
"You can use any
china, silver or crystal
— formal or informal —
and mix them with other
objects to create an interesting table motif. I
usually enlist nature's
aid with such things as
shells, flowers, even
vegetables and fruit for
an eye-catching centerpiece," he points out.
"For example, using
three geometric forms,
the sphere, triangle and
hexagon as a foundation, I build a table setting. The geometric
designs are softened by
nature.. pink and white
tulips, small beach
shells for individual salt
and pepper containers,
and artichokes to pick
up the geometric
theme."
Traditional large
silver embroidered
damask napkins with
lucite napkin holders
featureing a scallop
shell motif blends with
contemporary china
and crystal and traditional silverware.
Nature's touches of
shells and flowers, and
the pastel toned
tablecloth in Turkish
shell pattern complete
the theme, "Note I
didn't use the static two
traditional candlesticks. A single
candlestick in its stylized palm leaf holder pro-

- vides the high focal
point of interest, and the
soft hues of spring in
flowers and accessories
set the mood.
"Don't be afraid to do
something unusual.
Take inspiration from
the seasons. For example, in fall, use acorn or
butternut squash, ears
of Indian corn, small
pumpkins and nuts.
"Summer flowers can

create a garden effect.
Use traditional vases —
a small one with one
flower, larger ones with
other flowers. Each
season has its elements
that can inspire you,"
Watkins observed.
Other Items he suggests are a copper kettle
or other copper container, clear or frosted
glass objects, small
sculptures in animal

shapes, or a combination of candlesticks of
different heights. Pine
cones, leaves and berries are also excellent.
"A very important
part of serving a sumptuous repast is the setting. Be inventive and
creative. You'll be
amazed at how artistic
you can be, and how
much more flavorful the
meal will seem."

The epitome ofelegance

SPRING ELEGANCE — The groom, dashing in the Carrington Grey tuxedo from
The Dynasty Collection by After Six Formals. with matching double pleated trousers and accessories and white pleated wing collar shin. The bride wears an Alfred
Angelo gown.

•
Brides-To-Be join in the fun!!
Pier I Imports' Bridal Registry
for Decorative Accessories offers you a chance to add those
extra decorative touches to
your new home.
•

TWO FAMOUS NAMES

ARVIRVED ANDK,cepsake

Come in & let the Pier 1 staff
help you with your selections &
present you with a free gift.
Largest selection of tropical furniture & accessories in this area.

In Stock Engraved
Wedding
Bands

•
Perimipirts

iy OFF

Keepsake
Diamonds

30% OFF
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Cash or Charge Only Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr. No Layaway • Expires Feb. 14th
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Marriages include various lifestyle options
Marriage today has
no one formula. Gone
are the days when those
who married settled into
one particular lifestyle.
Today, married couples
are more aware than
ever before of the different lifestyle options
available to them.
On the average, partners are older, more
sophisticted and better
educated than ever
before. All these factors
contribute to making today's bride and groom
more equipped to decide
what lifestyle is best for
them.
And, there are many
lifestyle options open to
young couples today.

Whether you opt for getting married when you
are older or youngeri or
decide to have an dualcareer marriage or a
more traditional marriage, one thing mitt
brides and grooms
agree on is that you can
make your marriage
what you want it to be.
This type of freedom
has had a positive effect
on the institution of
marriage. Young
couples now share more
of the responsibility for
planning a wedding and
deciding what type of
life is right for them.
When both parties
take an interest in the
planning, the results are

a very personalized,
table with, in terms of
joyous occasion. Planntradition, and then add
ing a wedding the way
their own personal
you want, like planning
style.
the type of life you want
People are more
to gether, is an expresrelaxed today when it
sion of what you, as
comes to wedding eticouple, are "about."
---quette. Many brides and
Today's weddings a e
,
grooms share in the cost
a combination of yes rof the wedding celebraday's tradition and your
tion, and what is even
own creative touch. It is
.
more popular is the
not unusual today to see
sharing of wedding exa , wedding where the
penses between both the
bride wears a tradibride and the groom's
tional wedding gown
parents.
complete with long train
and veil, but refuses to
Rules of proper dress
go along with the tradihave also eased up contional wedding vows in
siderably. At one time,
which she promises to
it was thought
apropriate for the
"love, honor and obey."
Most couples take
groom and his ushers to
what they feel comforwear tuxes only for an

Plan ahead for wedding photographs
A wedding is an act of
love, a joining of
families, a celebration.
But once the cake is
eaten and the bouquet
thrown, what's left of
this special day? Your
photographs.
Since the photographs
are the one thing from
your wedding day to
have lasting emotional
value, all the more
reason to contract a professional photographer
who has the experience,
technical expertise, versatility and imagination
to tell your wedding
story in photographs.
Here are some suggestions to help you
select the right
photographer:
• Begin your search
early, particularly if
you are getting married
in the popular months of
June, July, August or
September — the
busiest seasons.
• Interview a variety
of photographers before

making your final decision. Select a
photographer whose
style suits the images
you.'d like to capture.
• Carefully review
your photography needs
and budget after selecting a photographer.
Remember that wedding portraits of the
bride and groom can be
taken in advance for the
newspaper, and some
studios offer bridal
packages that include
candid shots for a set
fee.
Other professionals
charge an hourly rate
for photography and an
additional fee for prints.
Cost ranges from about
$200 upward, with the
median price hovering
somewhere between
$350 and $750.
• Your photographer
also should be willing to
discuss various components of the bridal
portrait such as
hairstyle and makeup,
which reflect your true

image. It's a good idea
not to change your
hairstyle or color for
your portrait sitting.
• The location is also
an important component of your portraits.
Professional
photographers can suggest an attractive park
location as an alternative to the more traditional church or
synagogue setting.
• Once the poses are
selected, consider the
number and size of the

prints you need.
Most professional
photographers uSe
Kodak film and paper
for quality portraits.
Remember that your
wedding photographs
are also suitable for giftgiving as an album for
your parents, personal
thank you notes, gifts
and holiday cards. And,
wedding portraits can
also be enlarged and
framed, adding personal elegance to your
home.

evening wedding.
Today, it is not
unusual to spy s. groom
and his ushers dressed
in tuxes or tails for a
noonday wedding. They
might even be wearing a
plaid, pastel or bright
redtie and
cummerbund.
The traditional bridal
shower has also been
updated. Once thought
to be a time for
girlfriends, aunts and
mothers to get together
and shower the bride
with gifts and words of
wisdom, today's bridal
shower is more likely to
be a cocktail party for
both the friends and
family of both bride and
groom.
Planning a wedding is
wonderful and exciting,
but it's costly as well.

Proper planning and
setting your priorities
straight early can help
you to cut down on costs.
Concentrate on those
things that you feel
make your wedding
special and unique. That
way-you can cut corners
on those things that
aren't as important to
you. Determining early
what mood you would
like to create will make
things easier when it
comes to determining
costs.
The '80s decade of
numerous options, but
the only way to feel happy about the type off
lifestyle you choose or
the type of wedding you
plan is to follow your
own instincts, because
you don't have to follow
one formula!

14K
DIAMOND
SOLITAIRES
1 CARAT
Reg. Price $3,750.00

$1,997
1/5 CARAT
Reg Price $350 00
SALE

1/4 CARAT

Toasts...
(Cont'd from page 7)
Greek and Roman times
is also included.
Produced by the
makers of Bell's Scotch
Whiskey, one of the
world's bestselling
brands, the guide to
"Extra Special" toasts
also contains a variety

$189

Reg Price $450 00
of old-time favorites and
famous quotes.
Write for guide
To obtain a copy, mail
a stamped, selfaddressed business size
envelope to: Bell's
Scotch "Extra Special"
Toast Guide, 888
Seventh Avenue, New
York NY 10106.

SALE

$249

CARAT

1/3
Reg Price 595 00
SALE

$329

1/2 CARAT
Reg Price $1.200 00
SALE

$699
Free Layaway
•Easy Credit

Bridal Gowns and a
Complete Line of Accessories

90 Days Same As Cash,

Wedding Service -serCatM.A.1.k,

*Mother's, Bridesmaids
Pageant and Prom Dresses
Sites 4-24

"Prices to fit all budgets-

Lillian's
Bridal
Shop
4

GLEASON, TN.
Open 8:30-5
Mon-Sat
(901) 848-5971

CARD ASO G

FREE WEDDING REGISTRY
featuring:
•Noritake *Royal Doulton *Gorham
•Wedgwood *Fostoria •Onelda *Minton
•VWeroy and Boch *Towle •Viletta
WEDDING INVITATIONS & ACCESSORIES
Toast Glasses Bridal Albums Guest Books
Photo Albums
Garters
Plume Pens
•• "When YOP age Enough..."
9-11 Mon.-Sat.
408 F. 12th St.
1.5 Sundays
Benton, Ky. 42025

ow you can create a
fabulous new setting with
diamonds from our large selection
of loose stones. Designs by Mrs.
Linda Hill. the Tn-States Best
Knowp Jewelry Designer ar)d,
Craftsman.

HILLFOM
JEWELERS
301 Broadway•Paducah
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Flowers, pearls help highlight the big day
A joyous time of
celebration, the wedding day is preceded by
months of planning and
happy
anticipation .
Every detail every contingency, is carefully
considered as decisions
are being made about
the "big day."
From planning the
ceremony itrtelf to

—

wealthy, pearls were
The first written menpearl jewelry enhances
often a large part of the
tion of a bride wearingand reflects the bride's
pearls occurs in ancient bride's dowry.
beauty as no other type
There is evidence that
Hindu legend, which
of jewelry can.
Pocahontas, with a
credits the great god
For centuries, the
"royal diadem" of three
Vishnu with the
pearl has woven its
strands of pearls
discovery of the first
mystical spell as a sympearl, which he drew _ decorating her hat, and
bol of love, beauty and
'large oval pearls hangromance_ and, even-ja __from the sea as a gift for
ing from her ears, was
early civilizations,
his daughter on her wedthe first American bride
pearls were part of the-- --ding day.
to wear pearls.
- The early Egyptian
bridal attire.
By the 1800s pearl
Queen Nephretete was
jewelry for the bride
resplendent in pearls:
•
was common, and Mary
Mounted on her crown.
Lincoln was one of
worked into her collar,
many women to be
, draped from her arms,
presented with an
and sewn to the gilded
engagement ring of a
leather of her sandals,
single pearl, followed by
GOURMET ST
-1617.67
they held a special
a gift of a pearl necklace
meaning of feminine
to be worn on her wedperfection for the
ding day. Both gifts
Egyptians.
were considered to be
The early Greeks and
symbols of the groom's
Romans also considered
love for his bride.
pearls to be royal
With the discovery
jewels, at time prothat pearls could be
hibiting their ownership
cultured in live oysters,
by commoners.
the custom of brides
However, for the

choosing the ideal setting for the reception, to
finding the perfect gown
for the bride, attention
is given to every aspect
of the wedding right
down to the flowers for
the centerpieces and the
bricie"s- acessories. A
natural complement to
her special glow, the radiant lustre of cultured

MURRAY'S ONLY

•

We'll take the time to show you what we have, how it works,
and what to do with it — we'll get it for you if it's not in
stock...
Free herb & spice chart to all prospective brides

The Panhandler
Murray

Court Square

753-5679

2imtio

BROADWAY A T22ND ST

PADUCAH,KENTUCKY

*Wedding Receptions *Rehearsal Dinners
*Catering Service *Ritz Ballroom Available

wearing pearls came into even greater prominence and, today,
with a return to the
romantic and the traditional in wedding styles,
cultured pearls are a
favorite bridal
_ accessory.
When selecting a
-strand of cultured
pearls to be worn on the
wedding day, consideration should be given to
matching an appropriate style with the
neckline of the bride's
gown.
__
With high, round
necklines, a multiple
strand -dog collar" or a
classic single strand
choker is the most flattering. For a high standing collar or a scooped
neckline, a matinee or
opera length necklace is
preferable.
With a deeper scooped
neckline, a luxurious bib
of several strands of
cultured pearls falling
from the base of the
throat is alluring and
regal. Adding a pair of
cultured pearl earrings
and, if sleeves permit a
single or double strand
pearl bracelet, completes a look of delicate
elegance.

Serving Breakfast & Lunch
Phone 442-2632 For Information

6 Diamonds...
(Cont'd from page 8)

CyEvery Bride Should Visit Our Store

a --

Paducah's most complete selection of china, crystal and silver patterns...everyday and popularly priced patterns as well as elegant
Bernard Lewis exclusives. Personal assistance, Tree of charge,
without obligation by our Bridal Consultants. Your registration is
kept on file permanently to assist friends and relatives making
future purchases. Great gift ideas for your attendants. A free gift
to say "Thanks" for registering your patterns with us. At Bernard
Lewis & Co. there. are excellent values in china, crystal and
silver.. where it costs no more, it's just nicer.

4
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Paducah's Prestige Jeweler
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1502)442-0002
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recognize a name they
know. A brand name provides this assurance of
quality, styling and
craftsmanship.
The
more
knowledgeably
you
make this decision, the
happier you'll be with
your choice. Questions
about diamond clarity
and styling, as well as
guarantees against the
loss of the center diamond, future trade-in
and resetting privileges,
should be answered.
Styling choice remains
intensely personal and is
complicated by the wide
range of styles available.
For a couple interested
in
exclusivity, the
Designer Collection from
Keepsake offers Royal, a
unique engagement ring
featuring a marquise
center diamond with
side
channel-set
diamonds and matching
wedding ring.
Reliability and trust
are important factors
that form the basis of a
lasting relationship. rn
addition, they are essential qualities to consider
when choosing a diamond engagement ring.
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Advice given for dyeing shoes to match dress
Bridesmaids always
look more polished
when their shoes coordinate with the color of
their dresses. Finding
an exact match is an
easy -task if you buy
white shoes' and haVe
them- professionally
dyed.
Dyeing them yourself
may be unwise,
especially since certain
stores prOvide the service free of charge.
Besides, you'll feel
more comfortable having them done by experienced hands.

In coloring, the
choices are "limitless,"
says buyer-Bill Wyatt of
the Kenney Shoes chain
of stores. "There are
lots of colors to choose
from at no additional
cost:"'
Hare's what to do: Bring a swatch of material
Identical to your dress
to the store, select your
favorite style, determine the color, and
allow the store a couple
of weeks to finish the
Job.
In selecting the shoe,
keep in mind that the
classic peau de sole is

always a lovely choice,
but now there are other
options, such as satin or
lace over satin. All look
very feminine, complementing today's
fashionable
bridesmaids' dresses.
According to Mr.
Wyatt, basic pumps,
without ornamentation,
are the big sellers. Heel
heights vary depending
on your tastes.
After bringing the
shoes home, you might
want to try the following
hints. About a week
before the wedding,

wear the shoes indoors
about an hour each day
to become accustomed

to them. Scuff the soles.
a bit to avoid slipping
down the aisle. After all,

you'll want to look and
walk your best on that
special occasion.

i
A lt 1
4P71

pv

'

For
rides Only!

i

Register your
selections with us
lAik

STYLISH SHOES FOR THE BRIDE AND HER MAIDS — Lace, satin and peau
de sok pumps are favorite wedding day styles, all.from Kinney Shoes. Bridesmaids can have shoes dyed to match their dresses.

Before You Walk
Down the Aisle
See Murray Rental
kor Everything For
Your Reception
•Champagne Fountain
*Including Punch Bowls and
Dessert Plates
•Tables & Chairs
And much more
And For Your Wedding
•Wedding Arch
*Kneeling Bench
*Candelabras

The promise
of love...
begins
with a ring.

Diamond is truly one of the fine arts...one that through innovative design, cut, color, and clarity symbolizes pure beauty
that endures forever.
When one gives such beauty, it embodies feelings that also
endure.
Visit the most unique wholesale jewlery store in Murray today. Allow Debbie or Beverly to help you design your engagement & wedding rings.
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Wedding brunches are increasing in popularity

e

If you're planning a
bridal Wibwer, here's a
new twist on an old idea.
Why not hold a Sunday
brunch where the guests
bring the goodies as well
as the gifts?
"Brunch parties are
more popular than
ever," says Alison
Pulver, consumer consultant for Du Pont
And
"SilverStone".
what better way to get
the bride and groom off
to the right start than by
showering them with kitchen essentials they'll
need to prepare years of
delicious meals?
"You can make the

/MC
‘11 om

her guests:
*Make up the menu
and the guest list at the
same time. Ask each
guest to bring a side dish
to the shower and, as a
gift to the bride, the
cookware in which it
would be prepared.
For example, the
brings
who
friend
blueberry muffins might
give the bride a set of
with
pans
muffin
"SilverStone"; the one
who bakes fruit-nut
bread or coffee cake for
the party might give loaf
and cake pans that clean
up with no effort; the
guest who prepares a
quiche can bring the
bride a glass or plastic
casserole dish with
"SilverStone" that can
be used in microwave
and conventional ovens.
*Suggest each guest
tuck cards into their
gifts, containing triedand-true recipes for the
bride's first months of
marriage. (As the
hostess, why not supply a
recipe file with the
names and addresses of
her
guests • for
thank-you's?)
*The non-cooks on
your guest list can bring
kitchen
other
necessities: A pretty
teapot, matching oven
Mitts and kitchen towels,
a set of saucepans with
"SilverStone", a spice
rack or canisters for
flour, sugar and coffee.
"With little effort the
bride will have almost
everything she needs for

new bride's life a lot
easier by giving her
with
cookware
'SilverStone' premium
nonstick surface, for
cooking convenience and
easy cleanup," Pulver
says.
"The 'SilverStone' certification seal assures
,that you're giving a
quality gift, backed by
Du Pont's unique quality
control program."
Tips for easy
entertaining
The Du Pont consultant offers these suggestions for a shower that
will leave the hostess
free to spend time with

Mon.-Sat.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

)4*.

the green door
Dixieland Center

•

Bridal Registry
for
Bath Linens and Accessories
Other Decorative Accessories
Names like Royal Classic —
Fieldcrest — Avanti
Monogramming Available
Complimentar, Gift — Free Delivery
Friend!). Helpful Service

prepared in an electric
with
skillet
"SilverStone", right at
the table. Later, cleanup
is practically effortless.
FARMER'S EGGS
10 strips of bacon, cut
in half

'!"4

•

e.

2 green zucchini, sliced
2 yellow zucchini,
sliced
4 scallions, cut up
2 tomatoes, cut in
wedges
(Cont'd on page 13)

p

4.2116&••••,..,,
FIRMA!,SHOWF:R BRUNCH is made e/11MA .hen each guest brings a dish such
as muffins and gives the bride the pans. The delicious main course is Farmer's
Eggs. prepared at the table in an electric skillet, coated sith "Silvertitone-. the
premium non-stick surface.

. :&V • •
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the kitchen," say Pulver.
"And, because everyone
has pitched in, you'll be
able to spend more time
enjoying the fun."
Effortless cleanup
for
recipe
This
Farmer's Eggs can be

"Let Us Help
Make Your
Wedding
Everything
Yqu Dreamed
It Would Be"

•:‘,'7 •

Your Wedding Day
0
4/
BRIDAL AND FORMAL WEAR

See Our Complete Selections Of

•

'Mother Of Brides Dresses
'Bridal Gowns
iBFdesmaids Dresses 'Tuxedo Rentals
'Flower Girl Dresses 'Wedding Accessories
*Also Prom & Pageant Dresses
Hours: Mon:-Sat. 9-5 310 East Wood, Paris, Tn.
Kay Kendall
Closed Wed.

*Cascades
*Boutonnieres
*Nosegays'
*Fans

*Table Arrangements
*Cake Centers
*Pillows
*Flower Baskets

*Y•

•

Make And Arrange Your Own Flowers
For Your Wedding...Call AboutOur Classes
•

-

The Wild Raspberry .

-

On The Court Square
•
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Wedding customs explained
It happens in every
wedding: The bride and
groom exchange rings.
They share cake. The
bride throws her bouquet. But do you know
how these customs
began? THE BRIDE: A
Celebration (Harry N.
Abrams, Inc.), a book by
Barbara Tober, Editorin-Chief of Bride's
magazine, reveals their
sometimes surprising
origins.
The bride throws her
bouquet so an unmarried
friend can "catch"some
luck in romaife.goes
the modern explár1à$ion.
But the custom act ally
started as a forrd, of
self-defense.
What's behind it
In times past, belief in
the mystical value of a
bride's adornments profriends and
mpted
strangers alike to try to
grab a piece of her outfit.
Eventually, some clever
bride found that by flinging her flowers away
from herself, the crowd
would have something to
fight over — and she
would escape intact!
The wedding party
originally served the
serious purpose of protecting the bride and
groom from the curses of
evil-wishers. They dressed in clothes exactly like
those of the bride and
groom, so the identity of
the happy couple was
kept secret on the way to
the church and until they
were safely married.
Food of love
The first piece of wedding cake is cut and
eaten by the bride and
groom as a carryover
from the time when the
sharing of food or wine
often was the marriage.
Teutons, for example,
were considered wed
after drinking mead
together for thirty days.
(The word bridal comes
from bride-ale.)
The aisle runner protected the bride from evil
spirits who, it was
thought, lived below the
ground. These demons
were also feared to lurk
around doorways, hence
the bride is carried over

"vena amoris," ran from
that finger directly to the
heart.
The honeymoon began,
when, in ancient marriages by capture, the
groom kept his bride in
hiding to prevent searching relatives from finding her. The word itself
comes from the early
Teutonic customs of
couples drinking an
aphrodisiacal honey
chink for thirty days, or
one cycle of the moon.

•
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Murray Home-& Auto
Bridal Registry

tot

•Brass
*Small Appliances
*Cookware
*Glassware
'Kitchen Accessories
*Wilton Cake Decorating
•Stoneware
'Cutlery
'Flatware
Chestnut Sr
Murray
tt foe

•
753-251

qiff
• •4111.•
Your wedding is a time
you will always remember!

the threshold of her new
home.
The why of rice
Rice symbolizes the
age-old hope that the
couple will be as fruitful
as the earth. In France,
guests shower the bride
and groom with wheat;
In Morocco, with raisins,
figs and dates.
We clink glasses when
we toast the bride and
groom in order to produce a bell-like sound
(bells were believed to
be repellant to the devil ).
"The kiss," as a
significant moment in
the wedding, dates from
the Roman Empire. At
that time, the betrothal
ceremony consisted of a
kiss and the exchange of
rings, with the kiss being
the actual legal bond.
The trousseau, or
dowry, was actually an
early form of life insurance since it was
meant to ensure that the
bride could survive
without her husband if
the need arose.
Ring lore
We wear the wedding
ring on the third finger of
the left hand because the
pharaohs of Egypt
believed a vein, the

Wedding brunches...
(Cont'd from page 12)
8 eggs
14 cup of milk
Cracked pepper
1 tsp. basil
Preheat Electric Griddle with "SilverStone"
coating to temperature
setting of 300'. rry bacon
only until transparent
temperature
Turn
down to 2800 Add zuc-

cir
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chini slices and scallions.
Cook until lightly
browned. Add tomato
wedges.
Combine eggs and
milk and pour over zucchini mixture.
Sprinkle with cracked
pepper and basil; cook
until eggs are set.
Yield: 8-10 servings

G

After the wedding is over, the dress is boxed, the cake is
eaten and the flowers are gone. All that is left to remember
the most special day in your life are the photographs.
Photographer: David Celaya

ELLS STUDIO

Open 'Tuesday-Friday 9-5

216 E. North

Saturday 9-12:30 Closed Monda

Mayfield

24/-1851
•
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Overall beauty assessment a must for bride
Bridesmaid dresses,
floral arrangements and
honeymoon hideouts
have all been carefully
chosen. So, now is the
time to look in the mirror
and make a beauty
assessment.
If your hands appear
unattractive because you
can't seem to break your
nail biting habit, the experts at Hazel Bishop

Cosmetics offer these
suggestions so you can
wear pretty shades of
nail polish that flatter
your hands on your wedding day.
Biting your nails or the
skin around them is a
definite no! It results in
short, ragged nails and
ripped cuticles and
hang-nails.

(Next to Taco John's) Hours: 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Tues.-Saturday

Weekly manicure
a must
A weekly manicure
routine is a must for bitten nails. Not only will a
manicure minimize the
risk of infection caused
by your nibbling but, if
done on a regular basis,
it will lead to attractive
fingertips. And, if you
have pretty, well-caredfor nails, you may think
twice before you nibble
again.
To get nails back in
your
trim
shape,
hangnails so they won't
rip or tear further and
they will slowly begin to
heal.
Cuticle care
your
cut
Never
cuticles — they are more
likely to split if you begin
to cut them. To keep
cuticles neat, always
push them back with a

soft towel every time you
wash your hands. Then,
apply a coat of Hazel
Nail
Clear
Bishop
Hardener. This protective coat will strengthen
your nails as they begin
to grow and give them a
shiny, well-cared-for
look.
Also, take time to consider how long you want
your nails to grow. If the
edge of your nails doesn't
the
beyond
extend
fingertips, they are too
short. If your nails are
more than 1/4" longer
than your fingertips,
they are becoming too
long.
The best length for you
is when your nails match
You
lifestyle.
our
shouldn't let your nails
grow too long if you use
your fingertips for your
Job, or have hobbies and
interests that are better
performed with short
nails.
Once a week, you'll
need to file your nails to
keep them looking neat.
Place the file at a slant
under the free edge of the
nail. (If you hold the file
straight up against the
nail, your tips may split
and peel.)
Then, file the nail in
one direction only: From

the left to the center and
from the right to the
center. Never file back
and forth because it will
cause your nails to crack
and split.
Filing advice
Be sure to remember
never to file into the cor-

ners of your nails or
make extreme points at
the tips of your fingers.
Both will weaken the
nails and cause them to
break. The best way to
file your nails is to follow
the natural shape of your
fingertips.

FOR SPARKLING EYES ON YOUR SPECIAL DAY,
begin healthy eye care habits early. Reprinted from
Bride's.

THE SINGER
BRIDAL SALE
The Debutante•
Machine
Model 6211
Free arm for sewing cuffs
and sleeves• Selfthreading take-up lever
• Bobbin winds with a
touch of a finger •3
needle positions to sew
along edges and make
buttonholes• Built-in
carrying handle

$1390°

.10

FREE!

Free fabric with all machines
purchased with cabinet!

=

SINGER
APPROVED DEALER

• T., Ahlemari.

T e &Net Cwnpaloy

III

THE MURRAY
SEWING CENTER
Bel Air Center 753-5323
Layaway and Financing Available

III

7
-.

'

AO.
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Skin care advice listed for newlywed couples
When you say "I do" on your wedding
day. you ye embarked on a litetime of
sharing almost everything. But with skin
care and grooming. a woman's and man's
needs are different. and this is one area
where. "What's his is his. and what's hers
is hers
"A wide variety of skin care products
makes it easy to select what's right for
you.- sayS Dr. Gary Dugan. director of
skin care research and development at
V
Avon
There are real differences in the skin of
men and women. Both lifestyle and body
chemistry are impornuit considerations.
"Progesterone levels tend to be higher
in women, which can cause acne to flair
up. Since most women use makeup. skin
care treatment products that provide gentle
cleaning, toning. energizing and moisturizing are essential .in Maintaining healthy
looking skin." says'Dr. Dugan
Men have a different setof needs. Daily
shaving can irritate. leaving the skin sensitive and vulnerable. Moisturizing will help

Your engagement
announcement
and wedding
should be
published in
the paper for
everyone to see.
Contact
Jo Burkeen
The Murray
Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
753-1916

to relieve soreneS. protect and prevent
dryness
Problem solving is key to selecting the
right skin care and grooming products.
For women. if your skin is oily or acnetroubled. Avon's Clearskin 2 Skin Care
regimen is especially lOrmulated to fight
bacteria and oiliness that can promote
blackheads and blemishes.
A line of Avon products called Active
Fitness System is lightly scented and formulated to meet a man's daily personal
needs. Each product is fine-tuned tri
man's busy lifestyle and skin chemistry.
The line includes a Body Cleanser Gel. Protective Skin Lotion. Conditioning
Shampoo. Anti-Perspirant and Deodorant
Talc.
So. don't forget — for vibrant. health)
looking skin, be good to yourself rand
him)by uing a skin care regimen and personal grooming products that stand beside
your "his and her towels." You'll he glad
you did for years to come! Happy Wedding! •

14 Kt. Gold
Small Nugget Rings....Each
14 Kt. Geld Diamond
$5900
Pendant & Chain
14 Kt. Diamond
$4900
Earrings (1 Group)
14 Kt. Gold
Add-A-Bead Chains $ I.99° & up
14 Kt. Gold
$995
Starting at
Charms
14 Kt. Gold 7" Bracelets
Herringbone
Serpentine
$990

$3 1 290

14 Kt. Gold
Chains

Starting at $ 1 290
"Your design or ours... we do custom work....
rings, repair chains and set stones.

14 KT. SOLID GOLD
JEWELERS
Bel-Air Center

753-1293

Magnificent Gowns
For The Entire
Bridal Party

Professional Wedding Photography
Let us capture your wedding memories
in beautiful photographs.
Free engagement photo with full
coverage wedding.
Weddings photographed exclusively by
Harry Allison.

Our racks are full of excitement for the
beautiful bride, maid or matron of honor,
all the bridesmaids and mothers of the bride
and groom.
We also have tuxedos for the groom by

Harry Allison, Photographer
304 IV. 12th

For A Complete Selection Of Flowers
For The Church And Bridal Party
Vert/ P!tte.4

753-8809

FLORIST

falifferry St Metropolis Ill 16-1flii24 2136
'V

"P.

•

_
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Home decorating tips presented
•

Style. Color. Fashion. Versatility. Elegance. Romance. Yes, we ire talking
about a striking new wardrobe, not for
you. but rather for your new home.
Selecting home and entertaining accessories can be exciting yet overwhelming,
and sometimes disconcerting. Where do I
start? What styles arc best for formal and
everyday china? These are questions
every bride asks herself.
Yet,gift registering can be fun, and defining your own stile canToe as easy as
pie. Princess House, a leading manufacturer of versatile handblown, handcut.
and full lead crystal accessories offers all
brides some helpful shopping hints that
will make choosing houseware and tableware items an enjoyable adventure
First, you want your house to be an extension of you and what.wait like. Sc open
to suggestions. but keep in mind that it's
your home: therefore, it is you who ultimately should make the choice.
Making shopping easy
To ease your dilemma, think of tabletop shopping like clothes shopping.
When selecting your wardrobe, you usually look for basic, stylish, colorful and
practical pieces. clothing you can ultimately fashion-coordinate in numerous
ways.
Well, your china. stemware, flatware
and other basic units also should harmonize, but be complemented by versatile
accessories that allow room for unexpected surprises.
So. what's the formula for tabletop
wardrobe coordination? . There really
is no formula. Learn the elements of successful entertaining and receive as gifts
the items that will make your house your
dream home. Just for you. here they are:
• Tradition — The romance of tradition should never be forgotten. Charm
your future husband and guests with

beautiful formal china — simple or
adorned. It is a must.
Traditional stemware. including a selection of water, champagne and wine
glasses, adds sparkle and style to any table setting. A set of eight each starts an
exquisite collection.
And last but not least, you want to
complement your china and stemware
with attractive silverware. A collection of
eight five-piece place settings is the
bridal dream.
The traditional pieces are the heirloom
treasures — priceless essentials that are
handed down to future generations.
• Color — Add life and movement to
your dining room decor with colorful tablecloths, napkins, placemats, candles
and candle holders. Create dramatic
changes in ambiance with vivid solids or
fashionable paisleys, soft pastels or
boldly designed prints.
Changing your decor from party bright
to country spring romantic can best be accomplished with these relatively inexpensive accessories. If your dinnerware is
crystal or neutrally colored china, mixing
and matching colorful accessories will
enable you to make your table look ravishing — no matter what the occasion.
Also, these are fun gifts that your friends
will enjoy buying for you.
• Surprise — The element of the familiar combined with the unexpected is what
basically enhances the elegance and
warmth of your home. There is nothing
more exciting or creative than using your
accessories in more than one way.
Creative ways with crystal
Crystal gifts are ideal for innovative
surprises. For instance, your salad bowl
can hold more than a salad. It can be a
centerpiece, a punch bowl or it can hold a
spaghetti dish for a romantic "festa ita-

liana." Or treat your guests to a delightful
shrimp cocktail served in your crystal
compote.
Make dessert magic by using your
stemware to serve fruits or creamy delights.
Turn ashtrays into soap holders, and
display flowers in your water pitcher.
With Crystal, your imagination has no
end.
Fashion — For brides, fine china has
been a traditional favorite, but crystal
dinnerware is also enjoying great popularity these days because of its practical
versatility.
Stoneware, too, is becoming quite
fashionable. It is practical, affordable
and a wonderfully appealing way to dress
up a simple everyday meal. If you already
have your formal china and are looking
for an everyday treat, this might be the
perfect match to your wishes.
Captivating candlelight
Romance — What can be more captivating than candles? Sparkling candle
holders set the romantic mood of an evening by candlelight.
You can choose from lustrous and
graceful hurricane lamps to traditional
handblown crystal candlesticks. And for
the practical bride, three-way candle
holders can be turned on end to tastefully
display either tapers or two or three-inch
candles.
Elegance — Your china, your stemware and your accessories all highlight
the exquisite sophistication of a complete
home. Yet additional details, such as offering coffee from a server set during after-dinner amenities, or serving wine or
champagne from a cooler or caddy, add a
refined and unique touch to a dining experience. Include them on your gift list!
Congratulations and good luck!

TO ENTERTAIN WITH ELEGANCE, romance and
style, Princess House, a leading manufacturer of
handblown, handcut and full lead crystal accessories,
suggests wardrobing your table with versatile dinnerware, a sparkling stemware collection, an attractive
silverware set and a pair of tine hurricane lamps.

The Shoe Tree
Is Blooming For Brides
•We have Peau de Soil and Satin
pumps for the bride and all of
her attendants.

A•We're the only place in
town that will dye your
wedding party's shoes,
to match any color.
•We have the shoes and
bags to add an extra
special touch to your
special day.

the
shoe tr
SOUTHSIDE MANOR
_
MURRAY KENTUCKY
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